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Résumé: La nature nous enseigne beaucoup,
notamment en ce qui concerne l’exploitation de
l’énergie solaire pour la transformer en une forme
d’énergie directement utilisable, comme les sucres.
Dans une époque marquée par la crise énérgetique
et la nécessité d’abandonner les combustibles fos-
siles, les scientifiques se tournent vers ce système
hautement optimisé qu’est la photosynthèse, pour
transmettre ses enseignements à des systèmes ar-
tificiels, capables d’utiliser la lumière du soleil pour
faire des réactions chimiques.

Dans cette thèse, nous avons cherché à étudier
des systèmes moléculaires spécifiquement adaptés
à différentes réactions photocatalytiques. Dans la
première partie de la thèse, nous étudions la ré-
duction photocatalytique du CO2 par un système
moléculaire homogène. Ici, nous avons mis en
œuvre un catalyseur de porphyrine de fer avec des
modifications sur la deuxième sphère de coordina-
tion qui facilitent la fixation du CO2 et l’activité

catalytique. Cette étude implique aussi la com-
préhension ultérieure du mécanisme de réaction.
Nous nous sommes ensuite intéressés à
l’intégration de ce même catalyseur moléculaire
sur une surface pour constituer une photocathode
pour la réduction du CO2. Cette approche, malgré
ses potentialités pour une stabilité et une recycla-
bilité accrues, nécessite encore des optimisations
substantielles en termes d’assemblage de matéri-
aux pour confirmer son activité catalytique.
Dans la dernière partie de ce manuscrit, nous
avons étudié un autre type de réactivité, cette
fois-ci l’activation de l’O2 pour des réactions de
transfert d’atomes d’oxygène. Cette photocatal-
yse homogène implique un complexe de fer non
hémique capable de réagir avec le dioxygène ré-
duit pour générer des intermédiaires très oxydants,
qui ont été caractérisés par spectroscopie UV-vis
et RPE.
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Keywords: Photocatalysis - CO2 reduction - O2 activation - Fe complexes - Photocathode

Abstract: Nature teaches us great lessons, one
in particular is the harvesting of solar energy to
transform it into a readily available form of en-
ergy, such as sugars. In an epoch marked by the
energy crisis and the need to abandon fossil fuels,
scientists are looking back to this highly engineered
machine trying to capture some of these teachings
and translate them into artificial systems, capable
of using sunlight to perform chemical reactions.

In this thesis we aimed to study molecular sys-
tems specifically tailored for different photocat-
alytic reactions. In the first part of the thesis we
are concerned with the photocatalytic CO2 reduc-
tion by a homogeneous molecular system. Here,
we implemented an iron porphyrin catalyst with
modifications on the second coordination sphere
that facilitate CO2 binding and therefore enhance

the catalytic activity. This study also involves in-
vestigation of the reaction mechanism.
We then turned our interest towards integrating
the same molecular catalyst into a surface to build
a photocathode for CO2 reduction. This approach,
despite its potentialities of an increased stability
and recyclability still needs substantial optimiza-
tions in terms of materials assembly to prove the
overall catalytic activity.
In the last part of this manuscript, we investigated
a different kind of reactivity, this time involving O2
activation for oxygen atom transfer reactions. This
homogeneous photocatalysis involves a non-heme
iron complex that reacts with reduced dioxygen
to generate highly oxidizing intermediates, which
were characterized by UV-vis and EPR spectro-
scopies.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 . General context

Every second, on the Earth soil, we receive between 170 and 180 J/m-2 of
energy from the sunlight. Globally, that makes about 90 PW (Peta = 1015), a
huge amount when compared to the global energy demand at the beginning of
the 21st century, estimated to be 15 TW (Tera= 1012)[1]. Even after taking
into account all the energy absorbed by all plants and organisms of the planet
that use it for photosynthesis, which accounts for about 1% of it, we are left
with an enormous potential energy source[1][2].

The idea of direct use of sunlight as energy source has been inspiring scien-
tists’ minds for more than one century. In 1839, physicist Edmond Becquerel
defined the photovoltaic effect in one of his experiments, when he observed a
voltage and current increase from shining light on a silver chloride electrode in
a two-electrodes cell[3]. This discovery gave rise to further studies until the
assembly of the very first solar cell in 1883 by Charles Fritts[4]. Italian chemist
Giacomo Ciamician dedicated his research to the understanding of the chemical
processes initiated by light in plants during photosynthesis, and to trying to
reproduce organic chemistry initiated by light[5][6][7][8].
Today, collecting and transforming solar energy into a chemical potential or a
chemical form is on the top of the agenda of scientists. However, when we look
at the global energy mix of 2021, we find that 83% of energy consumption is
from fossil fuels (oil, coal and gas), and solar energy accounts for 1.65%[9].
Even if we restrict our vision to only European Union, known to have raised
more attention to the environment and sustainability, we find that the energy
mix of 2021 is made up by 72% of fossil fuel sources and solar energy reaches
2.58%.
Back in the early 1910s, Ciamician argued that fossil fuels are fossil forms of
solar energy. This energy has been stored in the form of chemical bonds by
nature for eons. The open question he leaves is whether it is not possible to
use actual solar energy[5].
Given the above considerations, one may wonder why we still take so little ad-
vantage of the solar radiations. The two main drawbacks for energy applications
are: low energy density and intermittency. The latter is easily understandable,
as we know from experience that the sun is not shining at all moments. This
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14 INTRODUCTION
limitation is the less problematic of the two, as it is possible to go around it by
energy accumulation. The former is more complex to solve because when we
represent the sunlight energy in terms of power density, we realise that the needs
of an energy intensive industrial activity are much larger than the 170-180 W
m-2 incoming from the sun. Therefore, while it can be feasible to directly power
a household from solar energy, for many other applications we would need to
rethink of a grid where the energy flow can be concentrated instead of diluted,
as the current system is constructed[1].
Nevertheless, in a context where the continuous emission of CO2 in the atmo-
sphere from the burning of fossil fuels is causing more and more tangible effects,
the development of "decarbonized" technologies is getting very urgent. At the
present moment, the direct harvesting of solar radiations and transformation
into more ready-to-use forms of energy still represents multiple advantages and
it is worth further investigation.
Compared to other sources of energy, solar is often defined as renewable. This
term might be misleading, as pointed out by Missemer[10]; it means that its
amount is virtually infinite, given its continuous emission from the sun, predicted
to last much longer than humankind existence on Earth. The main difference
with fossil fuels lies in the fact that they may also be renewed, but their cycle of
formation is infinitely slower than the rate at which men have been extracting
and burning them. Also compared to other renewable energies, solar energy
has much less related and widely debated problems, like in the case of nuclear
energy and its waste.
The second and more important factor to keep in mind when talking about
"decarbonization" is the net emissions of greenhouse gases when we utilize a
source of energy. In this sense, solar energy represents a "free" and "infinite"
energy that does not cause emission of harmful side products. The most dif-
fused example of device for solar energy use is a solar panel, which is capable
to convert the radiation energy into electrical energy. However, for some ap-
plications, electricity might not be the best fit, in this case solar energy should
be converted into a form of chemical energy (fuel), which can be stored, the
same ways of classic fossil fuels. For instance light can be used as a source of
energy to initiate chemical reactions that otherwise would be demanding high
energy input ; (heat, pressure, electricity). Another example application is the
conversion of atmospheric CO2 into fuels by means of light; this kind of process
aims at carbon neutrality between re-utilization and re-emission of CO2.
In order to develop new technologies that can take advantage of the energy
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incoming from the sun, a deeper understanding of the multiple steps occurring
in light-induced reactions is necessary. The next sections are an introduction on
photochemical processes, starting from natural systems, and their translation
into "man-made" systems.



16 INTRODUCTION
1.2 . Natural photosynthesis

The most classic example of light induced reactions, is given indeed by nat-
ural photosynthesis: the process where photosynthetic organisms use sunlight
to power all forms of life in our biosphere.

The basic principles of oxygenic photosynthesis are quite famous: from water
and ambient carbon dioxide, with the input energy coming from light, photo-
synthetic organisms are able to produce sugars and dioxygen as side product
(Eq. 1.1).

6CO2 + 6H2O
hν

C6H12O6 + 6O2 (1.1)
When looking in more detail into this biological process, a much greater level
of complexity is found, and it is not fully deciphered yet.

The understanding of photosynthesis as we have it nowadays, came through
the centuries from many different contributions of scientists. The very first
observations that led to our modern vision, started in 1640s, when Van Hel-
mont assessed that the weight increase in a plant growth derives from water
and not from the soil, detaching from the classical view derived from Aristotle.
This concept, even if incomplete due to the total ignorance of carbon dioxide in
these times, came 100 years before Lavoisier enunciated the law of conservation
of matter[11]. Another crucial step in the comprehension of natural photosyn-
thesis was in 1779 when Jan Ingenhousz discovered that plants use sunlight to
produce O2 (based on previous experiments of Priestley) and that in the dark
respiration occurs[12][11]. Few years later, with Senebier and De Saussure, the
role of carbon dioxide was defined. However, it took another 60 years before
the equation could be written in a way that the organic matter produced was
ascribable to a carbohydrate, with the simplified formula "CH2O", thanks to
the determination of the photosynthetic quotient by Boussingault in 1864[11].
The name "photosynthesis" came only at beginning of the 20th century[12].

A general definition of the term photosynthesis is given by Blankenship[13]
as

"A process in which light energy is captured and stored by an organism,and
the stored energy is used to drive cellular processes."

This broad definition also includes rhodopsin-based bacteria, which adopt
light to access transport of ions through the membrane. To facilitate the de-
scription of the steps involved in photosynthesis, we will restrict to the descrip-
tion of "chlorophyll-based photosynthesis" which differentiates from the above
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of the thylakoid membrane organization within the chloroplasts presentin higher plants cells. Image adapted from [13]

mentioned for the occurrence of light-induced electron transfers.
For all of the organisms in this group, photosynthesis can be subdivided into
four steps:

1. Light harvesting and energy transfer;

2. Primary electron transfer at the reaction center;

3. Stabilization of charge separation by secondary reactions;

4. Synthesis and transportation of stable products.

Generally, the first three steps are grouped under the name of light-dependent
reactions, whereas the last is also called light-independent reactions (previously
named "dark reactions", considered misleading).
In all photosynthetic organisms, photosynthesis is a membrane-based process,
as the lipid bilayer membranes play an important role for energy storage. For
eukaryote cells the photosynthetic process takes place in the chloroplasts (or-
ganelles responsible for the green colour we observe), more specifically around
the membrane of thylakoid vesicles. Thylakoids are organised into stacked struc-
tures (grana); the light-dependent reactions take place on the membrane itself
and in its inner fluid (lumen), whereas the outside fluid (stroma) is where the
light-independent reactions occur (see Fig 1.1).

As a classic example, the units composing oxygenic photosynthesis of plants,
algae and cyanobacteria will be briefly described; to then discuss in more detail



18 INTRODUCTION
the main components[13].
As depicted in Fig. 1.2, in oxygenic photosynthesis two main units or pho-
tosystems (PS) come into play when irradiation occurs. The journey starts
when light shines on photosystem 2 (PSII), here it is collected by antenna com-
plexes and conveyed into the reaction center (RC); see later paragraphs for
details. Once the energy of the photon reaches the "special pair" of the RC,
P680 (two chlorophyll molecules very close together), primary charge separa-
tion occurs by an electron transfer process. Such electron transfer generates
a reduced pheophytin and oxidized P680+, one of the most oxidizing species
known in biological media. The latter restores its electron from the Oxygen
evolving complex (OEC), which is capable of storing a high oxidation power,
until extracting electrons from water to give molecular oxygen.
In the meantime, the reduced pheophytin transfers in two steps 2 electrons and
2 protons to the quinone pool, where the plastoquinone (PQ) is reduced un-
til plastoquinol (PQH2). For the charge separation to be effective, it is crucial
that the electron transfer steps after the primary charge separation are extremely
rapid, to out-compete charge recombination. The sequence of cascade electron
transfers, also named electron transport chain, has the function of providing
spacial separation across the membrane to the charge-separated states, pre-
venting recombination.
With the help of the scheme, we can picture that the energy level of the origi-
nally excited electron will slowly decrease at every transfer step, passing through
cytochrome b6f, until it reaches photosystem 1 (PSI). Here the energy of the
electron is pushed again higher in energy, thanks to the absorption of a second
red photon in a similar fashion than for PSII. Antenna complexes funnel the
energy until the RC and here a second photochemical reaction takes place. In
this case the special pair is chlorophyll P700, and differently from the previous
case, its excited state holds reductive potential. The primary charge separation
gives raise to oxidized P700+, which is then recovers one electron from reduced
plastocyanin (in the lumen), and another reduced chlorophyll (called A0). After
a series of electron transfers, eventually the electron reaches the soluble protein
ferredoxin, that ultimately reduces NADP+.
Another concomitant key step is the production of ATP thanks to the electro-
chemical potential generated on the membrane from the pumping of protons
across the membrane.
Eventually, the reduced ATP and NADPH will participate in the carbon fixation
and reduction.
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Figure 1.2: Z-scheme representation within the thylakoid membrane. Image credits:Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light-dependentreactions

With this general scheme in mind, let us now analyze in more depth the units
mentioned above, especially in terms of light interaction and energy conversion.

Antenna complexes have very different structures across different organisms
but are present in all "chlorophyll-based" photosynthetic systems. In general
they can be described as pigment-protein units where the pigment molecules
(chlorophyll, carotenoids or others) are associated to the protein to form a
unique structure.
The role they play was initially hard to decipher. It was first discovered in an
experiment of Emerson and Arnold in 1932 that for a single molecule of CO2 to
be reduced, thousands of chlorophylls are needed[14]. This was unexpected, as
previously it was assumed that each pigment molecule in the leaf is able to per-
form photochemistry. It is possible to estimate the number of photons that can
reach, on a sunny day, a given chlorophyll molecule to about 10 per second[15].
Taking into account the timescale of molecular processes, this value gives an
extremely diluted energy flux (recall Section 1.1). This would mean that a long
time would elapse before any pigment molecule could capture a photon, and
even in the successful case of the first photochemical event taking place, the
unstable intermediates generated would possibly degrade before a second pho-
tochemical event occurs. Therefore, in a way, antennas play the important role
of collecting and "concentrating" the light energy to the reaction center, acting
as an energy funnel.
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How does that happen? Overall, the process involves energy transfers that can
be described in terms of Förster energy transfers [16]. and exciton couplings[17],
as two extreme cases. The former involves non-radiative energy transfer on long
distance ranges, too long to include any electron transfer contributions, whereas
the latter comes into play with a series of pigments close together (less than
10 Å) forming an exciton.
It is important to highlight that the directionality of these transfers comes
together with an energy gradient, meaning that outer antenna pigments will
absorbs higher energy photons that are transferred to the reaction center with
gradual small energy losses under the form of heat. This does not necessarily
mean for all individual energy transfers to be energetically downhill, in fact it is
possible for uphill ones to take place, but the probability becomes exponentially
smaller with energy gap increase, so that globally the energy is delivered from
high-energy pigments to low-energy ones.
Another note should be taken on the existence of different possibilities of energy
trapping once the energy is transferred to the reaction center. General models
indicate these as "deep trap" when photochemical reactions quench irreversibly
each excited state transferred to the RC, "shallow trap" when the excited state
hops in and out the RC before being successfully quenched, and the third ex-
treme case is when the trap is so shallow that even the photochemical event
is not fully irreversible, so the excitation can escape back to the antenna[18].
These mechanisms are quite complex and still under study; currently PSI is
considered to fall into the second model[19] and PSII into the third one[20],
whereas the first simpler model applies to purple bacteria.
Antenna complexes can be grouped based on their location and interaction with
the RC[15]. One main grouping divides peripheral and integral membrane an-
tennas. As the names suggest, in the first case the antenna is sitting on the
periphery of the membrane,even though associated with elements buried in the
membrane. On the other hand, integral membrane antennas are deeply buried
inside the membrane and cross the whole lipid bilayer. These seond ones can be
further subdivided into core antenna complexes, fused antenna/reaction center
complexes and auxiliary antenna complexes. The first two subgroups are both
associated to the RC, but in the second case it is not possible to biochemically
separate the two units as they are bound to the same polypeptide. Auxiliary
antennas are found in addition to one of the other two kinds and the play an
important role in regulation processes of antennas.
A didactic example of antenna complex is LHCII (Light harvesting complex II),
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an integral membrane accessory antenna found in plants and algae and asso-
ciated with PSII. It is composed of three transmembrane helices coordinating
chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b molecules. Two carotenoids molecules are ar-
ranged in and "X" fashion and help hold the complex together. This antenna is
associated with one the different regulation processes that organisms adopted
to face changing environmental conditions. This particular process goes un-
der the name of "state transition" and it occurs when the energy reaching the
two photosystems is not well-balanced, meaning that one is in a state of en-
ergy excess and the other of energy deficiency. When PSII is receiving excess
light, a kinase enzyme is activated by the excess in reduction of the quinone
pool and it phosphorylates some complexes linked to LHCII. This change has
as a consequence an extra negative charge on LHCII, which then "pushes" by
electrostatic repulsion the movement of LHCII from PSII (located in the grana
stacked region) to PSI (located outside the stacked region, where the electro-
static repulsion is lowered). Through this transfer of the antenna, more energy
will be delivered to PSI. This process is reversed by a phosphatase enzyme which
can remove the phosphate groups and make the antenna migrate back to its
original location[21][15].

Reaction center complexes are also pigment-containing proteins, which cross
the membrane entirely (integral membrane) and are precisely oriented with re-
spect to the sideness of the membrane[22]. All of them are responsible for
charge separation across the membrane, in some cases they can also pump pro-
tons, coupling it with the electron transfer.
The components and number of pigment molecules can vary substantially be-
tween organisms. A common feature is the presence of a "special pair" of
chlorophylls which gives up an electron upon excitation, generating its oxidized
form.
The most well-understood example of reaction center is the one of purple bac-
teria, which was also the first to be biochemically isolated in the late 1960s by
Clayton[23]. This simpler system allowed a much deeper analysis of the whole
photosynthetic apparatus, also thanks to high resolution imaging techniques.
The notions learnt from it can be transferred to help decipher PSII and PSI of
oxygenic photosynthesis[24].
Before giving more detailed description of PSII and PSI reaction centers, an
interesting point to make is about the distribution of the different protein units
across the membrane. It was already described how in higher plants the thi-
lakoids are organized in stacked grana structures (or grana lamellae); these
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are interconnected by some non-stacked tylakoid regions (stroma lamellae).
Different experiments [25][26][27][28][29] showed how PSII, PSI, Cytb6f and
ATP-synthase are distributed non-homogeneously across the membrane; with
PSII found preferentially in the stacked region, PSI mainly in the stroma lamel-
lae or non-stacked region, Cytb6f equally in both regions, and ATP-synthase
exclusively in the non-stacked regions. This finding brings as a consequence
that a diffusion process over a long-distance needs to take place in order to
connect the different units along the non-cyclic electron flow. Studies suggest
that this process is done mainly by the plastocyanin diffusing in the lumen to
reach PSI[30]; however the reason of this very specific distribution is not yet
understood, possibly being linked to the regulatory processes of antennas cited
above.

Photosystem II has been extensively studied, as it is the only known bio-
logical system able to oxidize water molecules to dioxygen. Recent electron
microscopy images showed that PSII is present in the form of a dimer, with
two PSII-LHCII units bound together, although each entity operates indepen-
dently[31][32][33][34]. Each PSII entity is composed of more than 25 polypep-
tides, with D1 and D2 proteins constituting the core of the reaction center,
and many others with still unknown function. The core complex is made up of
six chlorophyll a, two pheophytin a and two β-carotene molecules. The main
difference of PSII with purple bacterial RC is the oxidizing side: oxidized P680+

is such a strong oxidizing agent (estimated +1.2 V)[24], that the D1 protein is
rapidly damaged during photosynthetic activity. Specific recovery mechanisms
can then take place, where PSII is disassembled, the D1 protein is synthesized
and then it is all reassembled back[35].
The half-reaction of water oxidation (Eq. 1.2) requires +0.82 V at pH 7, and
somewhat higher potential in the acidic environment where water oxidation
takes place.

2H2O O2 + 4H+ + 4e– (1.2)
The oxidizing potential of P680+ is transferred to the Mn4Ca cluster of the OEC
(through a tyrosine residue YZ as intermediate), which is ultimately allowing
conversion of H2O to O2. Quite obviously there is a mismatch between the
four electrons being abstracted from H2O and the generation of one oxidizing
equivalent at the time for each incoming photon. Questions on how the Mn4Ca
cluster of OEC operates have been subject of debate over the years: two extreme
possible mechanisms are either storage of oxidizing equivalents on four different
centers that then cooperate together, or one single center is capable of accu-
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mulating four oxidizing equivalents until when water is converted in a concerted
way. The second option has been supported since the experiments in the 1960s
of Pierre Joliot and then separately Bessel Kok, where they could measure oxy-
gen produced in a single flash, modeling the S state mechanism[36][37][38][39].
Very recent developments of femtosecond crystallography [40][41][42][43] al-
lowed some more clear insights on the complex’s structure being modified upon
sequential flashes. Still different theories exist on the reaction mechanism at
a molecular level; not too long ago it was evidenced the crucial role that the
Ca2+ and Cl– ions play. Common outlines of the mechanism are now starting
to emerge, two example mechanisms were for instance described by Cox et al.
[44]

Photosystem I is described as a fused antenna/reaction center complex. In
fact, compared to PSII or purple bacterial RC, it has a much greater pigment
component, with around 100 chloropylls and between 12 and 16 β-carotene
molecules. In eukariotic organisms it is found in its monomeric forms, whereas
in cyanobacteria it is found in a trimeric form. In the core of the RC we find the
special pair P700, together with four other chlorophylls and two phylloquinones.
After few transfers, the electron coming from the excited P700* reaches a set
of three Fe-S clusters, which act as early electron acceptors. Interestingly, it
has been evidenced that one of this electron transfer steps is energetically uphill
(from FA to FB) of about 60 mV, which is in agreement with electron transfer
theory, as long as the two units are in close proximity[45]. At this point of the
journey, the electron leaves PSI to reduce the water-soluble protein ferredoxin
(Fd), with a reduction potential of -430 mV vs. NHE. Together with ferredoxin-
NADP reductase (FNR), it is able to reduce NADP+ to NADPH, following the
overall reaction in eq. 1.3.

2Fdred + NADP+ + H+ 2Fdox + NADPH (1.3)
Where FNR acts as catalyst, converting the one electron incoming from Fd
for each photon, to two electrons transferred to NADP+. This electron storage
effect occurs thanks to the flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) cofactor, of which
the redox active terminal is shown in Fig. 1.3 The concept of electron storage
will be seen again in this chapter, specifically in Section 1.4.2.

At this point of the journey, the main elements of the light-induced reac-
tion have been described, but carbon fixation still needs to be achieved. The
metabolic conversion of CO2 into sugars in known as Calvin-Benson cycle, or
more rarely as reductive pentose phosphate (RPP) cycle and it takes place in the
stroma[46][47][48]. The set of experiments that allowed understanding of this
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Figure 1.3: Simplified structure of flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) cofactor and its reductionsteps.

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the three main stages of the Calvin-Benson cycle.

complex pathway took place in the late 1940s and 1950s and it implemented
techniques such as 2D chromatography and radioactive tracers, for which Calvin
was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1961. It will not be necessary to enter in much
details of this complicated mechanism, but some general features can be ad-
dressed.
First of all, three main blocks or phases can constitute the multiple reac-
tion steps: carboxylation, reduction and regeneration, as shown in Fig. 1.4.
The carboxylation step involves the fixation of the CO2 substrate in itself, to
form 3-phosphoglyceric acid (PGA) and it is catalysed by the enzyme ribulose-
bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCo) . In the reduction phase, PGA
is reduced to triose phosphate thanks to the NADPH and ATP generated during
the light-induced steps. The regeneration phase serves to regenerate ribulose
1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP, 5 carbon unit), which upon carboxylation break up
into two PGA units (3 carbons each). Part of the triose phosphate generated
after reduction is drawn either outside of the chloroplast for sucrose synthesis,
or it remains within the chloroplast for starch synthesis.
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Overall, the stoichiometry of triose phosphate production that is "left" for su-
crose or starch synthesis is close to one triose phosphate for each evolved O2

molecule, with the need of three CO2 molecules in order to replenish RuBP in
the cycle. The efficiency of the cycle in ideal conditions is estimated to be 27%,
including all the previous light-induced steps.

1.3 . Artificial photosynthesis

Artificial photosynthesis can have a quite wide definition, corresponding to
any chemical system that carries out functions similar to natural photosynthe-
sis (sunlight conversion to other forms of energy). Here, the definition will be
restricted to a narrower group: photochemical systems that harvest light with
molecular materials and convert it to an electrochemical potential which can
then in turn generate a fuel (storage as chemical energy)[49][12].
In current literature, numerous works talk about artificial photosynthesis in
terms of electrocatalytic systems[50][51][52]. This terminology is taking for
granted that the source of electrical energy would ideally be harvested in a
"sustainable" way by a photovoltaic module, so that in the electrochemical cell
only the last step of conversion of electrochemical potential into chemical bond
takes place.
In this section, the term "artificial photosynthesis" will be used more literally,
dealing with photo-initiated and photocatalytic systems.
As part of this growing field of study, photocatalytic activation of small molecules
has seen a tremendous increase in terms of number of publications[53][54]. Few
examples which will not be further discussed as they cover a wider scope are
quantum dots(QD), metal organic frameworks (MOF), covalent organic frame-
works (COF), polyoxo metallates (POM) and other more complex supramolec-
ular structures[55]. Here, we will focus our attention onto the more direct
mimicking of the natural system: molecular systems.
With a clearer view of the components of natural photosynthesis in mind, it is
possible to follow the strategies that chemists have followed in the development
of artificial photosynthesis systems[49].
Breaking down the elements just analyzed, an ideal artificial photosynthetic
system should be composed of:

1. A light harvesting antenna

2. A reaction center to allow charge separation
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Figure 1.5: a. Porphyrin-based synthetic antenna complex. b. Synthetic antenna complexbased on ruthenium metal complexes. c. Host-guest antenna complex.

3. One catalyst on each side of the reaction (oxidation and reduction)

4. A membrane to separate the two reaction sides and the products

Until now, efforts have been made to improve the individual elements, by mim-
icking simple photosynthetic functions with simplified synthetic models. How-
ever, global assemblies into a self-sustained system are nearly nonexistent, ex-
ception given for the artificial leaf assembly in Nocera’s laboratory reported in
2012[56].

1.3.1 . Mimicking antenna complexes

The mimicking of light harvesting antennas has followed different approaches,
many of them following the scheme of dendrimers assembly. A dendrimer is
composed of a core with branching units in different directions, similar to the
branches of a tree. Within the dendrimer family, different subgroups exist. To
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give a few examples, they can be based on metal complexes, on porphyrins or
on host-guest systems[49]. Examples are shown in Fig. 1.5. The interesting
aspects of using this approach is the possibility to control the molecular archi-
tecture during the synthetic steps, and to insert photoactive units in different
parts of the structure, even inserted without covalent bonds in the cavities.
The use of porphyrins to construct antennas comes quite obvious from the
mimicking of natural systems. An early example of a porphyrin-based artificial
antenna is in Fig 1.5, a[57]. Energy transfer is expected to occur from singlets
state of the excited peripheral Zn porphyrins to the core one. However, in this
case the energy transfer could not be observed directly, probably due to the low
rigidity of the linkers, which can favor faster non-radiative deactivation path-
ways. Later studies tuned the rigidity of the linker and could achieve energy
transfer of adjacent porphyrins with a rate of 180 ps[58].
Another interesting study on porphyrin dendrimers[59] highlighted the relation-
ship between the dendrimer morphology and the quantum yield of energy trans-
fer. Spherical morphology gives a very efficient antenna, where the energy
rapidly migrates through the whole array until reaching the trap. Breaking this
symmetry has a significant effect on the transfer quantum yield, together with
the observation that less rigid structure are greatly influenced by temperature
(more rotations increase deactivation competition and therefore lower energy
transfer quantum yield).
In parallel, investigation on antenna systems based on non-heme metal com-
plexes have also been reported since the early stages of this field of study.
Common features of this kind of antennas are having mainly Ru and Os metal
centers linked by bis(pyridyl)pirazine type bridging ligands[49]. Antenna com-
plex b of Fig. 1.5 was reported in 1995 to be able to have fast energy transfers
on the femtosecond scale, quenching possible luminescence[60].
A last example of antenna complex belongs to the family of host-guest systems
(Fig. 1.5, c)[61]. Here, peripheral naphtalene and dimethoxybenzene units
transfer energy to the fluorescent dansyl unit with an efficiency of 90% when
excited. A molecule of eosin can be inserted in the cavity thanks to specific
interactions. In these conditions, the dansyl fluorescence is no longer observed,
and instead the eosin fluorescence is detected, with an overall efficiency of en-
ergy transfer from the branches over 80%. In this example the mechanism is
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attributed solely to a Förster type1 of transfer, given the strong overlap of spec-
tra of donor and acceptor.
Antennas are considered appealing also for other applications not related to
artificial photosynthesis, since they act as an energy lens, they can be used
for signal amplification in sensors, for photodynamic cancer therapy and up-
conversion processes[62][63].

1.3.2 . Mimicking reaction centers: charge separation

The ability of transforming energy from a photon to an electrochemical po-
tential through a charge-separated state is key in the photosynthetic process.
To reproduce this effect, two main approaches are envisaged: inter and intra
molecular electron transfer, which translates into a bimolecular process or a
dyad respectively.
The first studies done around the mid-70s, dealt with the simpler approach of
monitoring electron transfer processes of bimolecular systems in solution [12].
The main drawback in this case was found to be the limitation of electron
transfer rate by the diffusion of the species in solution. In the natural sys-
tem, the primary charge separation occurs with the quenching of an excited
singlet state of the chloropylls or bacteriochlorophylls. These singlet states of
the excited chromophores are in general too short lived to be quenched in a
diffusion-limited regime, as it is the case for studies in solution. Under these
conditions, the electron transfer will occur from the longer-lived triplet state of
the chromophore, which however after undergoing inter-system crossing (ISC)
has already lost part of its initial energy, lowering the overall efficiency of the
reaction[12].
To overcome these issues, many studies have turned to dyads and more com-
plex systems, which will be discussed later. A dyad, as the name suggests, is
composed of two units, namely an electron donor and and electron acceptor,
linked by a covalent bond, with a controlled distance and specific electronic
interactions. A simple scheme depicting the steps of charge separation is given
in Fig. 1.6, and it also applies to the case of the bimolecular system mentioned
above, with the difference that the two units are not covalently bonded. After
light excitation (step 1), the electron transfer from the singlet excited state
of the chromophore (or triplet state in the case of bimolecular; step 2) is in
competition with all other possible deactivation pathways (step 3). The elec-

1Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a phenomenon occurring when the excited state of achromophore transfers its energy to a second acceptor chromophore. Certain conditions need to besatisfied to observe FRET, such as overlap between emission energy of the donor and absorption of theacceptor, distance between the two, and their dipole orientation [16].
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Figure 1.6: Energy diagram scheme for a generic dyad.

Figure 1.7: a. Porphyrin- quinone dyad, b. porphyrin-fullerene dyad, c. ruthenium complexwith pyridinium acceptor unit acting as dyad.

tron transfer will generate an oxidized donor and a reduced acceptor, which in
the case of a dyad will rapidly recombine back to the ground state (step 4).
In the case of an oxidative quenching, the donor species corresponds to the
chromophore, whereas in reductive quenching the chromophore is the acceptor.
Few examples of this type of assembly are given below.
The most directly related systems to PSII are based on porphyrin-quinone dyads.
One of the first compounds reported is shown in Fig. 1.7, a[64]. The porphyrin
unit mimicks the function of the chlorophyll or bacteriochlorophyll, with quite
similar oxidation potentials, allowing it to act as excited state electron donor.
On the other hand, the quinone acts as electron acceptor, analogously to the
quinone pool in the natural system. Both porphyrins and quinones are widely
used in the field of artificial photosynthesis, more than just for the resemblance
to the molecules found in nature, but also thanks to the easy synthesis and tun-
ability of optical and redox properties through structural modifications. Overall,
this and other similar systems show a very efficient light-induced electron trans-
fer, with QY up to 0.99 at a rate constant close to 1010 s-1[64][65]. However
such charge-separated states of porphyrin-quinone dyads (P+-Q-) suffer from
an extremely short lifetime. In extreme cases the rate of charge recombination
to the ground state (step 4 fig. 1.6) may be greater than the rate of its forma-
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tion. Nevertheless, many lessons could be learnt from the study of these dyads.
Investigations on the influence of the distance between donor and acceptor and
of the thermodynamic driving force (tuned by adjusting substituents) on the
rate of electron transfer were interpreted in terms of Marcus theory[66].
Different kinds of acceptors have been studied in combination with porphyrin
dyads. One interesting example is the use of fullerene, reported for the first time
in 1994 and shown in Fig. 1.7, b[67]. Both faster light-induced electron transfer
and longer lifetime were observed, leading to numerous more studies on analo-
gous dyads. Also in this case, the theory developed by Marcus could rationalise
the observed electron transfer rates, even though most examples lay within the
normal region2. The better performances of porphyrin-fullerene dyads compared
to porphyrin-quinone dyads were attributed to the smaller solvent reorganiza-
tion energy for the reduced fullerene, enabling a long-lived charge-separated
state with a high formation rate.
Parallel to the study on porphyrins, also metal complexes have been used as pho-
tosensitizers for generation of charge-separated states. One of the most studied
metal complexes (seen earlier in a modified form for artificial antennas) is based
on Ruthenium (II) coordinated to three bipyridine ligands ([Ru(bpy)3]2+). From
the characteristic metal-to-ligand-charge-transfer (MLCT) band in the visible
region, the chromophore can undergo oxidation in presence of an acceptor or
reduction in presence of a donor. In Fig. 1.7, c, shows the pioneer work of
the group of Meyer[68] where the ruthenium complex acts as chromophore and
donor and the linked pyridinium as an acceptor. A charge-separated state could
also be observed with this type of system .

Looking back at the natural model, we can observe charge separation occurs
efficiently with a long lifetime thanks to the cascade of reactions that rapidly
lead to separation over a long distance. This concept has inspired the construc-
tion of multi-components models, starting with triads (three components) to
then continue with tetrads, pentads, etc.
Examples of triads are shown in Fig. 1.8. In the case of molecule a[69][70]
, we can see the resemblance with the previously described porphyrin-quinone
dyad (Fig. 1.7). In fact, its principle of operation is very similar: the porphyrin
once irradiated can transfer one electron from its singlet excited state to the

2Marcus theory describes the rate of electron transfer. When describing the relationship betweenenergy stabilization of the products (reaction free Gibbs energy ΔG0) and the rate of the transfer, twoextreme cases are described. In the normal region the reaction rate increases with increased stabi-lization of the final products, until reaching a maximum where further product stabilization graduallydecreases the reaction rate - the inverted region [66].
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Figure 1.8: a. Triad based on a porphyrin chromophore, a quinone acceptor and a carotenedonor; b. triad based on an iridium complex chromophore, an amine donor and a naphtaleneacceptor; c. triad based on a rithenium complex central chromophore, a methyl viologenacceptor and a phenothiazine donor.

quinone unit. However here, the attached carotenoid moiety acts as secondary
electron donor, bringing the porphyrin back to its ground state and creating a
charge-separation with a longer distance. In this reported work, the first charge
separation, generating the C-P+-Q- state, occurs with a QY near unity, once
again suffering from a very fast rate of charge recombination. Competing with
this, the electron transfer from the carotenoid to the porphyrin generates the
C+-P-Q- state with a QY of 0.13. Even if the yield is much lower, this latter
state shows a lifetime of 420 ns, an important increase compared to the few ps
of the dyad.
Other examples of triads shown here involve metal complexes as chromophores,
as it was already shown in the case of dyads. Triad b in Fig. 1.8[71] is com-
posed of an IrIII bis-terpyridine chromophore linked to a triphenylamine electron
donor and a naphtalene-bisimide acceptor. In this case either the chromophore
or the donor can be excited and in both cases this will lead to a 100% yield
of formation of the D+-Ir--A species in about 20 ps. The secondary electron
transfer occurs with a yield of 10%, that enables the generation of the D+-Ir-A-

species with a remarkable lifetime of 120 µs.
In 2000 the group of Meyer attached to the commonly used [Ru(bpy)3]2+ chro-
mophore a methyl viologen (MV) acceptor moiety and a phenothiazine donor
on the periphery of the bipyridine ligands (molecule c in Fig. 1.8)[72]. Once
the ruthenium complex is excited in the MLCT, the primary charge transfer
was observed towards the acceptor side (MV), followed by a rapid secondary
electron transfer from the donor to the oxidized RuIII. In this case the rate of
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back electron transfer is on the range of 106 s-1. Even though this lifetime is
not long compared to the previous examples, this study shows how a fine tuning
of the substituents enables a control on the rate of electron transfer.
Following the same logic, more complex systems have been assembled enabling
even greater stabilization of the charge-separated state where the intramolecular
back electron transfer competes with bimolecular processes[73], but of course
this comes together with an increased complexity of possible competing reac-
tions which may affect the overall yield.

1.3.3 . Coupling antennas and reaction centers

While building more complex supramolecular structures, some research groups
directed their interest to the coupling of the two entities: antennas and reaction
centers. Such an assembly would have the advantage of maximizing the light
absorption, which is focused and directed towards the moiety where primary
charge separation takes place[49].
In 2001, the group of Miyasaka[74] reported a "windmill" porphyrin assembly
(Fig. 1.9, a), where two core zinc porphyrins (ZnPC) are covalently bound to
two extra peripheric zinc porphyrins each (ZnPP). Ultimately, the two connected
ZnPC are also bound to an acceptor unit, which varies between a free-base por-
phyrin or a napthalenetetracarboxylic diimide. It was shown that light excitation
from the peripheral porphyrins is quickly transferred to the core ones, which can
then transfer one electron to the acceptor and eventually recover the electron
from the peripheral ZnPP, giving place to the ZnPP

+-ZnPC-A- state. However
in this system, charge recombination after the first charge separation is much
faster than secondary charge transfer. In addition, they reported that using
the free-base porphyrin as acceptor enables an increase in the efficiency of the
production of the final charge-separated state, as it slows down back electron
transfer from the reduced acceptor to the oxidized ZnPC. This was modeled
using Marcus theory which shows that the porphyrin acceptor has smaller reor-
ganization energy (λ) and similar reduction potentials to the core ZnPC (ΔG0

close to 0).
Another example reported in 2006 by Kodis et al. [75] makes use once again of
the fullerene unit as a very efficient electron acceptor (Fig. 1.9, b). In this case,
the rigid hexaphenylbenzene central unit holds together five derived antracene
antenna chromophores (BPEA) and a donor-acceptor module consisting on a
porphyrin-fullerene. The chosen antracene absorbs in a similar region to the
carotenoids found in photosynthesis. Upon excitation, the peripheral antennas
give rise to energy transfer mainly Förster type with a yield of unity to the por-
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Figure 1.9: a. Windmill structure coupling antenna and reaction centers functions. b.Antracene antennas coupled to a porphyrin-fullerene reaction center mimick.

phyrin. Two different porphyrins were investigated in this work: free-base and
zinc porphyrin. For both, charge separation from the porphryin to the fullerene
occurs rapidly, forming a species with a lifetime of few ns and with a high global
QY. The structure containing the zinc porphyrin achieved an impressive QY of
0.96 based on the light absorbed by the antennas.
Finally, a quite different approach was developped by the group of Meyer, which
reported the study on the photophysical properties of a polystyrene with ap-
pended [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complexes[76] [77] [78]. On few of these repeating units,
the complex was linked to a donor and acceptor modules, as shown in Fig.
1.8. Following the processes occurring after irradiation, the charge-separated
state was detected, with about 30% of energy contribution from the antenna
ruthenium complexes. The curious finding here is that in addition to the previ-
ously described charge-separated state with a lifetime of 160 ns, a small fraction
(0.5%) is a much longer lived species (20 ms) that corresponds to the charge
separation on two different ruthenium units. This translates to a polymer ca-
pable of preserving for much longer time redox power coming from the light
excitation.

1.3.4 . Coupling reaction centers and charge accumulation: towards catal-
ysis

Possibly the biggest challenge in artificial photosynthesis design is to cou-
ple the aforementioned light-induced charge separation with the effective sub-
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strate conversion, for instance water to dioxygen[12] [49] [79] [80] . Charge-
separated states are indeed formed by one photon-one electron transfer at the
time, whereas the final reaction always consists of multi-electron transfers.
Nature teaches us the need of a charge-accumulating unit, that we can even-
tually call catalyst in artificial systems. One of the most studied components
of photosynthesis is the Oxygen Evolving Complex (OEC), present in oxygenic
photosynthetic organisms and capable of oxidizing water to molecular oxygen
(described in Section 1.2). Thanks to the Mn4Ca cluster, it is capable to store
the oxidizing equivalents on the metal centers to then concertedly give place to
the four-electron four-proton oxidation of water[81].
The design of catalysts which can withstand the addition or withdrawal of mul-
tiple electrons without impacting their molecular structure is one of the key
elements in the current research for the development of molecular catalysts for
artificial photosynthesis. At the same time, their reduced or oxidized forms
should also be reactive enough to be able to inject or withdraw electrons from
the substrate for its ultimate conversion to the desired products. Balance be-
tween these factors is crucial for an efficient catalysis and this concept will be
further elaborated in Section 1.4.2.
To combine the reaction center with the charge accumulating catalyst, two dif-
ferent approaches are found in the literature, as it was the case for combining
light absorption and charge separation units: inter or intramolecular transfers
(dyads, triads, etc.). Previously, it was highlighted how dyads present the ad-
vantage of rapid electron transfer, that mimicks more faithfully what occurrs
in natural photosynthesis. However, when we shift our interest towards the
catalytic conversion of a substrate, we understand that the reaction rates will
be in any case limited by substrate diffusion in the medium. For this reason,
working with bimolecular systems does not impose any extra restriction and the
two approaches can be studied in parallel.
The pioneering work of Calvin’s group reported in 1986[82] follows the accu-
mulation of charge on a Mn porphyrin (Fig. 1.10, a) inspired by the Mn center
in the Mn4Ca cluster of PSII, using bimolecular processes. In all the previous
examples shown here, porphyrins were used as the light-absorbing unit that un-
dergoes electron or energy transfer from its long-lived excited state. In this case,
the presence of manganese in the porphyrin, changes completely its photophysi-
cal properties, manifesting an excited state too short-lived to access an electron
transfer. In this work, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complex is used as chromophore (or reac-
tion center unit) and it is coupled with an electron acceptor, [CoCl(NH3)5]2+.
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Figure 1.10: a. Mn porphyrin as model catalyst for water oxidation. b. Binuclear Mn complexfor charge accumulation for water oxidation reaction. c. Ru-Re dyad for charge accumulationfor CO2 conversion. d. Cu complex for charge storage for O2 reduction.

Light excitation of this couple generates Ru(III) by oxidative quenching, which
can in turn transfer the hole onto the Mn porphyrin. The change in the oxida-
tion state of the catalyst was monitored using UV-vis spectroscopy, showing a
clear change of absorption spectrum during 7 min of illumination; followed by a
slow decay of the oxidized form until full recovery of the starting Mn(III) from
back-electron transfer. The experimental techniques reported in this study are
still of interest and they will be recalled in the later chapters.
In the context of water oxidation catalysis, many other systems that couple a
Ru complex photosensitizer and a Mn complex catalyst have been reported.
Akermark and coworkers reported multi-charge accumulation on a MnIIMnII

dimeric complex both through inter and intramolecular electron transfer sensi-
tized by Ru(II) complex (Fig. 1.10, b) [83]. In this work, they were able to
follow stepwise oxidation until MIIIMnIV by coupling flash photolysis with EPR
measurements. This successful example mimicks various aspects of PSII, in
particular in the structure of the MnMn dimer covalently linked to the Ru unit
by a tyrosine unit, however they were not able to detect oxygen formation from
water.
A previous study on MnMn dimeric complex had already reported the successful
oxidation of water to dioxygen, confirmed by an isotope labelling experiment[84].
On the other hand, the dioxygen production was reported to be quite slow and
a very precise and air-tight detection system is necessary to reveal such a small
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production of O2.
Although more direct biomimicking of natural photosynthesis focused on water
oxidation, more and more examples of charge accumulation are now developed
for other reduction reactions, such as proton reduction, CO2 reduction, oxygen
activation, etc.
Our group reported in 2021 two-electron accumulation on a Re complex unit,
within a Ru-Re dyad system for CO2 reduction (Fig. 1.10, c) [85]. This was
observed by UV-vis absoprtion spectra and confirmed by comparison with elec-
trochemically and chemically generated species.
An interesting example regarding the stability of the species after charge ac-
cumulation was reported in 2020 by Schultz et al. [86]. In their study, they
combined the chromophore and catalyst unit into a single Cu complex photo-
catalyst (Fig. 1.10, d), capable of accepting two electrons and a proton from a
donor upon shining light. The reduced complex showed a stability of 14 hours in
the dark in solution, proven by the reduction of added MV2+ or O2 confirming
the preservation of the catalyst’s reducing power.
Further analysis of molecular systems for CO2 and O2 activation, with particular
attention to light-induced reactions, will be carried out in the following Sections
1.4 and 1.5. As a general remark to conclude this section, it can be noted that
currently the majority of the reported studies on molecular photocatalytic sys-
tems makes use of the bimolecular approach. The reasons are to be found in
a simpler approach from the synthetic chemistry point of view; together with
generally a better catalytic activity than for that of dyad systems[85][87]. The
latter can be simply understood from the fact that, differently from natural sys-
tems with complex three-dimensional architectures and organization, in solution
electron transfers are hardly mono-directional. If the electron transfer is much
more rapid in a dyad, then also the back electron transfer will occur at a high
rate, and compete with the charge accumulation. In bimolecular systems this
problem can be tackled by adjusting species concentration in solution by mod-
ulating the concentration of the different components to favour the electron
transfer in the desired direction.

1.3.5 . Heterogeneous systems and devices

One last aspect to keep in mind when studying artificial photosynthesis is
the interest of translating what was learned at the molecular scale, in a homo-
geneous medium, into a "device"[49][12]. Indeed, the introduction of a surface
in these catalytic systems can bring great advantages, such as higher stability
in time, faster electron accumulation, and higher electron flow. A model sys-
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Figure 1.11: a. Simplified scheme of a photoelectrochemical cell (PEC) for CO2 reduction. b.Scheme of the energies involved in the functioning of a PEC. Image credits to [89].

tem which scientists often aim at, is the photoelectrochemical cell (PEC). Such
device, schematized in Fig. 1.11 a consists of an electrochemical cell which is
powered by light, with an ideal external bias tending to zero. A combination
of different configurations is possible, the one represented is just one possible
example. For instance, the half-reactions involved can be CO2 or proton reduc-
tion at the cathode; water oxidation or other reactions at the anode[88]. Also,
both sides can be powered by light (as in Fig. 1.11 a) or just one of them (only
photocathode or only photoanode) and the arrangement of the two electrodes
can differ (two half-cells or integrated system). More detailed description of
each configuration can be found in dedicated reports[89].
All cases are based on the same operating principle. The photoelectrode is com-
posed of a p-type semiconductor for reduction or n-type for oxidation linked to
a photoactive component, which upon light absorption triggers the cascade of
electron flow. The light-absorber can either be the semiconductor material itself
when it has the good bandgap in the visible region (as in the case of p-type and
n-type Si or different metal oxides, as Cu2O; see Chapter 3), otherwise it can be
anchored on the semiconductor, like in the case of molecular photosensitizers co-
valently linked to the oxide surface. Quite frequently, transparent electrodes are
employed as support which leaves the possibility of front or back illumination,
these are ITO (indium tin oxide) or FTO (fluorine-doped tin oxide) semiconduc-
tors. The other main element needed to build the photoelectrode is the catalyst,
that once again can be either a material- often nanostructured- or molecular,
which is the focus of the present manuscript. Two examples of strategies to an-
chor the molecular catalyst to the electrode are covalent linking through specific
chemical groups (carboxylic, phosphonic,...) or electro-polymerization. Various
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groups have also reported the grafting of chromophore-catalyst dyads, similar
to the ones shown in section 1.4.3[90][91].
To explain the principles of this heterogeneous photocatalysis, we can follow
for instance, the steps taking place on a photocathode for CO2 reduction (Fig.
1.11, b left side). The scheme represents the interface between the p-type
semiconductor and the electrolyte. At a resting state, the difference of poten-
tial between the Fermi level (Ef,p) and the redox potential of the redox couple
in solution (indicated as the CO2R point; at more negative potential) causes
a transfer of electrons from the electrolyte to the semiconductor, generating
a negatively charged region within the semiconductor that causes the bending
of valence and conduction band. Upon irradiation, the semiconductor absorbs
light energy greater than the band gap and the quasi-Fermi energy of electrons
is raised (Ef,n) and the electrons can be transferred to the CO2 reduction cat-
alyst. The band bending favours rapid separation of the electrons and holes
when light is absorbed, pushing the electrons to migrate to the interface and
the holes to the material’s bulk. In the case of a molecular absorber attached
to a p-type semiconductor, upon light excitation, the electrons are easily in-
jected from the semiconductor to the chromophore, and then eventually to the
catalyst[90]. The opposite dynamics occur at the photoanode side (Fig. 1.11,
b right side).
In real systems, an applied electrochemical bias is necessary in almost all cases
to drive the reaction. The light stimulus helps the directionality of the electron
flow going from the anode to the cathode, and this lower the overall energy
required for the process.
However, various drawbacks of these systems (i. e. photocorrosion) have ham-
pered their real application and upscaling so far; this and other issues will be
discussed more in depth in Chapter 3.
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1.4 . CO2 conversion

1.4.1 . Context

Among the most acknowledged issues that mark the era of the Anthropocene
is the dramatic increase of carbon dioxide accumulated in the atmosphere[92].
Many reports exist on this matter[93], the most known being the one from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), established 35 years ago
and publishing its First Assessment Report (FAR) in 1990[94]. Already at this
time, CO2 was pointed out as the greenhouse gas of largest impact, due to
its long lifetime in the atmosphere (50 to 200 years) and the massive increase
in the emissions since the industrial revolution. When looking at the recorded
data of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere, we understand quickly why it
should be considered alarming (Fig. 1.12 a). Even though the increasing trend
from the 80s seems nearly linear, when we expand to the much larger window
that consider our planet’s life from the ice ages, we see that from the industrial
revolution we have abandoned the stability of the Holocene era, now facing
such a rapid variation that resembles phenomena from the ice ages (Fig. 1.12
b)[95][96][97].
Many experts in climate science have been studying this phenomenon and others
over the years, its causes, effects and how it interconnects with the complex-
ity of our planet’s climate and ecosystems’ equilibria[98][99]. Overall, it has
been agreed on the importance of lowering dramatically CO2 emissions in order
to mitigate global warming and other related issues, such as oceans acidifica-
tion. Objectives have been set at international level by establishing agreements,
among which the widely known Paris Agreement of 2015 that sets the threshold
of temperature increase at a maximum of +1.5°C compared to pre-industrial
levels, meaning reaching carbon net-zero by 2050[100].
In this context, many scientific efforts have been made over the last decade to
find multiple solutions that can help capture the emitted CO2 either directly
from air (DAC-Direct Air Capture) or from exhausts of factories for devices that
require high CO2 concentrations. Once captured, the two existing strategies en-
visage either its storage under the form of minerals (CCS-Carbon Capture and
Storage) or its conversion into fuels or chemicals (CCU-Carbon Capture and
Utilization)[101].
From chemists point of view, there is a high interest in learning ways to convert
CO2 in its more reduced forms, in order to then use it as building block for
other chemicals synthesis (such as drugs) or for fuel production (for example
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Figure 1.12: a. Global monthly means of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere since 1980. From[96] accessed on 23-02-2023. b. Carbon dioxide levels determined from 400 thousands yearsago. Image credits Robert A. Rohde.
Table 1.1: Apparent standard potentials for CO2 reductions in water.Reduction Reaction E0app/ V vs. NHE[102]CO2 + e– CO2

·– -1.90CO2 + 2H+ + 2 e– HCO2H -0.61CO2 + 2H+ + 2 e– CO + H2O -0.532CO2 + 2H+ + 2 e– H2C2O4 -0.49CO2 + 4H+ + 4 e– HCHO + H2O -0.48CO2 + 6H+ + 6 e– CH3OH + H2O -0.38CO2 + 8H+ + 8 e– CH4 + 2H2O -0.24

methanol). In fact, this traces a parallel with natural photosynthesis described
in Section 1.2, where plants are capable of fixating CO2 into sugars and other
stable forms of chemical energy storage, in a first step through the Calvin-
Benson cycle.
Carbon dioxide represents the most oxidized state of carbon(+4) and it is a
linear molecule with a high stability and therefore very long lifetime in the at-
mosphere.
Table 1.1 shows all the possible half-reactions of reduction that CO2 can un-
dergo and the related potentials. It can be observed that addition of the first
electron onto CO2 demands a high amount of energy as indicated by the very
negative potential, but when multi-electron and multi-proton transfers are cou-
pled together the overall thermodynamics become more and more favourable
(less negative potentials). At the same time, one can imagine that coupling
these multiple transfers altogether is quite kinetically challenging and difficult
to realise on a single catalyst, given that already accumulating two-electron
transfers on the same catalyst has proven to be experimentally challenging (see
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Section 1.3.4). One possible strategy that chemists have followed is the use of
tuned molecular catalysts which take inspiration from natural enzymes in the
design of very specific secondary interaction, which are thought to stabilize re-
active intermediates for further electrons and protons transfers. This and other
concepts will be analyzed in the following Section.

1.4.2 . Iron porphyrins for catalytic CO2 reduction

As discussed in the previous sections, porphyrins can be seen as the synthetic
equivalent of chlorophylls, ubiquitous in the proteins involved in the natural
photosynthesis. Indeed they have been used in artificial systems both as light
harvesting units (in the case of free-base porphyrin or zinc porphyrin) and also
as charge accumulating units (when metallated with Mn), see Section 1.3.
Thanks to their synthetic versatility and high absorption in the visible, they have
been widely used in different research areas, including organic solar cells, pho-
todynamic therapy, and molecular electronics[103]. In the catalysis field, they
are still nowadays quite studied, given their ability to store oxidizing or reducing
potential on the macrocyclic structure. When combined with the appropriate
metal center, it is possible to access multiple oxidations and reduction states,
which is a key step to activate and react with a given substrates.
One simple porphyrin derivative that has been known for a long time is iron -
tetraphenyl porphyrin (FeTPP), which presents four phenyl substituents on the
meso positions and it is stable at ambient conditions in the Fe(III) oxidation
state, with one additional axial ligand for charge neutrality. The first electro-
chemical studies for CO2 reduction to CO catalyzed by FeTPP date back to
the 70s[104]. After the first publications on the subject, these findings were
not further investigated until recently, when more public concern of CO2 accu-
mulation was raised, and therefore also search for innovative solutions for its
conversion.
In the last two decades, a number of research groups across the world has been
interested in modifying the simple FeTPP to access more efficient electrocata-
lysts[105][106]. As the first study with FeTPP shows its electrocatalytic ability
to convert CO2, many studies have focused their attention on electrochemical
and electrocatalytic properties of the modified iron porphyrins. Often, a first
assessment of the electrocatalytic properties of the catalyst is necessary before
any further application in photo-induced systems.
When evaluating an electrocatalyst, two main parameters are taken into con-
sideration: how fast the reaction proceeds (reaction rate) and how much energy
the system needs in order to perform the reaction (energy needed for activa-
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tion). The first term is normally referred as turnover frequency (TOF), whereas
the second term is identified as overpotential (η), which corresponds to the dif-
ference between the applied potential and the thermodynamic one [106] [107].
Additionally, the performances of a catalyst are also described by the product
selectivity (indicated by the Faradaic Efficiency, FE) and by the stability, defined
by the turnover number (TON).

Before going into details of molecular design, let us first consider some gen-
eral aspects of FeTPP and its reactivity with CO2, which will help a better
understanding.
Iron porphyrins generally present three redox waves when going towards more
negative potentials, (see Fig. 1.13). In dry organic solvent such as DMF, the
three redox waves displayed by FeTPP are attributed to the FeIIIP/FeIIP at -
0.63 V vs. Fc+/0, FeIIP/FeIIP – at -1.51 V vs. Fc+/0 and FeIIP –/FeIIP– at -2.14
V vs. Fc+/0 redox couples [108]. It is important to notice how after the first
metal-centered reduction, the following two are ligand based, once again high-
lighting its key role[108][109][110][111]. For simplification, in this manuscript,
the second and third reductions will be indicated as FeII/FeI and FeI/Fe0. Also,
it should be kept in mind that the axial ligand on the Fe(III) state (often a
chloride), is released from the coordination sphere after the first reduction to
the Fe(II) oxidation state.
When CO2 and a proton source (water for example) are added in the elec-
trochemical cell, a typical current increase is observed at the potential of the
FeI/Fe0 wave (Fig. 1.13), indicating that: i) a catalytic reaction is taking
place, ii) it is necessary to reach formal Fe0 redox state to bind and reduce
CO2 molecule. Proposals about the interaction of CO2 with the iron porphyrin
have been advanced [112], and CO2 interaction is described as a bond formed
between the metal center of the triply reduced catalyst and the carbon atom of
CO2, concomitant with a binding of the CO2 linear structure that occurs after a
first electron transfer. Some recent works [113][114] have opened the possibility
of an "early" binding of CO2 on the Fe(I) state under specific conditions. This
aspect will be further discussed in Ch. 2.
Lastly, we shall consider that in the following examples in the literature, the
reaction of interest is the two-electron, two-proton reduction of CO2 to CO
(See Table 1.1), unless otherwise specified.

FeTPP has as main disadvantage that the potential needed to activate the
catalyst and consequently react with CO2 substrate is quite negative (around -2
V vs. Fc+/0 ). In other terms a high overpotential is required. In 2016 Azcarate
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Figure 1.13: FeTPP cyclic voltammogram in Ar (top) and in catalytic conditions (bottom) witha scheme of the molecular structure. Image credit to [106]

et al. [115][116] tackled this issue as a first approach, by introducing electron
withdrawing groups (EWG) on the phenyls of FeTPP making it easier to reduce.
They could then study the effect of having penta-fluorinated phenyl in one, two
or four meso positions of the porphyrin. Also our group reported studies on
the effect of the number of fluorine atoms for symmetrical porphyrins[117][118].
Both groups reported that addition of EWG such as fluorine atoms, does in-
deed reduce the overpotential for CO2 electrocatalysis. On the other hand,
the reaction rate decreases in a linear trend with increasing number of EWGs.
This effect was named iron-law [105] and it can be understood by analysing the
effect that EWG have on the molecule’s electronics. In fact, by decreasing the
electron density of the iron center, the fluorine atoms render it less nucleophilic
with the direct impact being a slower reaction rate. The iron-law effect is pre-
sented by the linear trend where improvement on thermodynamics comes with
lower kinetic rates and vice-versa.
Moving forward from these results, another strategy for catalyst design consisted
in using substituents that can act through space, instead of just through bonds
as it is the case for electro-donating or withdrawing groups. Examples of these
are electrostatic and H-bond interactions. Few examples of those reported in
the literature are shown in Fig. 1.14. In general, this strategy is more effective
in decreasing the energy requirements, while still keeping good reaction rates.
For example insertion of local proton sources through incorporation of hydroxyl
groups in the second coordination sphere (molecule a in Fig. 1.14) has been
reported by the group of Savéant in 2012[119]. Adding multiple local protons
enhances the reaction rate of CO2 reduction to CO (logTOFmax = 5.97) at low
overpotential (η = 0.64 V) compared to the mono-substituted hydroxyl ana-
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Figure 1.14: Iron porphyrins with second coordination sphere effects: a. with hydroxyl localproton source, b. with sulfonate local proton source, c. with triazole H-bond units, d. withammonium charged groups.

logue (logTOFmax = 2.1; η = 0.91 V). Also, when the OH group was replaced
by methoxy moieties (OCH3), the reaction rate became slower (logTOFmax =
2.7) and at a higher required overpotential (η = 1.00 V).
Catalyst b of Fig. 1.14 was designed by the group of Nocera, implementing
the concept of local proton source in the hangman porphyrin widely studied by
his group [120][121]. Here, it was studied in parallel with two other substituted
hangman porphyrins incorporating guanidinium or phenol groups. Once again
improvements on the stabilization of the CO2-adduct could be obtained for the
phenol substituted hangman porphyrin, but in the case of the sulfonic acid one,
a lower activity was observed than for the reference unsubstituted porphyrin.
This result was ascribed to the fact that the phenol used in the solution as pro-
ton source is not acidic enough to re-protonate the sulfonate group after proton
transfer to the substrate. The resulting negatively charged sulfonate group is
electrostatically and sterically repulsed from the bound CO2 substrate, resulting
in a decrease in the catalytic activity. The results showed the importance of
choosing the appropriate proton source in the reaction medium and provided a
deeper understanding of the electrocatalytic process for CO2 conversion.
A. Dey and collaborators have introduced triazole units which provide H-bonding
in the distal pocket; this same catalyst was previously used for selective O2 re-
duction (molecule c Fig. 1.14)[122][123]. When used for CO2 conversion, they
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reported the trapping and characterization of highly reactive intermediates at
low temperatures, thanks to the stabilization given by the triazole units. In
particular, they could obtain the formal Fe(0) state and the corresponding CO2

adducts, FeI CO ·–
2 and FeI CO2H.

One more example mentioned is the introduction of positively charged groups
to stabilize reactive intermediates through electrostatic interactions. Catalyst
d in Fig. 1.14 is an example from a group of catalysts studied by the group of
Robert, Costentin and Savéant[116]. In their study, it could be confirmed that
the positively charged tri-methyl anilinium groups (TMA) enhance CO2-to-CO
electrochemical conversion. They could also show the effect of the charged
moiety position with respect to the CO2 binding site and indeed they found
that ortho-substitution with TMA groups has higher activity than the para-
substituted one. This difference was rationalized by the proximity of the ortho
position to the CO2 bound on the iron center.
In our group, the design of second-coordination sphere substituted porphyrins
has followed a common strategy coming from bio-inspiration. A known en-
zyme able to convert CO2 to CO reversibly and at a very high rate (40 000 s-1

for CO oxidation and 45 s-1 for CO2 reduction) at near zero overpotential is
Carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) and it is found in both aerobes and
anaerobes[124]. The O2 sensitive CODH of anaerobes has a [Fe4S4Ni] cluster
in its active site, shown in Fig. 1.15. Of this structure, we shall focus on: i)
the close vicinity of the Ni binding site and the second Fe metal center; ii) the
histidine residue (H93) and hydroxide/water molecules that can display H-bond
interaction with the oxygen atoms of CO2 to stabilize the intermediate; iii) the
possible presence of protonated histidine (H93) and lysine (L563) residues on
the second coordination sphere involved in intermediate stabilization through
electrostatic interaction [124][125].
These three aspects were addressed one by one in development of modified Fe
porphyrins. Molecules a and b in Fig. 1.16 both make use of H-bond interac-
tions in their second coordination sphere, respectively amide and urea functional
groups[117]. As described for the CODH active site, these kind of interactions
are thought to help stabilizing the CO2-adduct and also favouring the binding
of substrate, leading to an enhanced catalysis. A comparative study [117] of
their electrocatalytic properties showed that indeed the H-bond enhances the
reaction rate at a lower overpotential than FeTPP and in particular, the multiple
H-bonds induced by the urea arm were proven to be more effective compared
to the single H-bond from an amide group.
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Figure 1.15: Active site of the [NiFe] CO dehydrogenase (CODH) represented with ball-and-stick. Image credits to [124]

Figure 1.16: Iron porphyrins with through-space effects developped by our group: a. withamide H-bond donor groups, b. with urea multi H-bond donor groups, c. with imidazoliumcharged groups, d. binuclear porphyrin to study metal cooperativity.
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As seen in the above examples, positive charges can stabilize negatively charged
reactive intermediates. Following this logic, a family of mono-, di- and tetra-
substituted imidazolium iron porphyrins were synthesized in the group[118][126].
Catalyst c in Fig. 1.16 is an example of di-substituted porphyrin with arms in
αα -stereoisomer. Once again, the enhancement of catalysis thanks to the sec-
ond coordination sphere could be highlighted, and interestingly a linear trend
"iron law" could be traced also for the effect of the number of charges, with
much higher activity than in the previous case of EWG insertion.
Lastly, a more recently studied system in our group involves bimetallic cata-
lysts, where the two metalloporphyrin units are linked by a urea-bridging linker
(molecule d Fig. 1.16). Other known bimetallic porphyrin systems with dif-
ferent configuration have been analysed by the group of Naruta[127][128]. In
this case the goal was to study the two metal cooperativity on CO2 activation.
The study is a comparison between FeFe and FeZn catalysts and it could give
evidence, in heterogeneous conditions, the push-pull type mechanism for CO2

activation [129].
Overall, a better control of the catalyst structure and effects on electrochem-

ical properties has been gained by our group over the last years. The next step
was the translation of these results in terms of photocatalysis, for a more direct
use of sunlight radiation.
The following section is dedicated to a general view of the state of the art of
CO2 reduction using molecular photocatalysis.

1.4.3 . Photocatalytic CO2 reduction

Photocatalytic conversion of CO2 by molecular catalysts has also been known
for decades, although less intensively studied compared to electrocatalytic con-
version. Indeed, this requires some additional elements in addition to the cata-
lyst. As discussed in the previous sections, such systems need a light-absorbing
unit (chromophore or photosensitizer; PS) and a sacrificial source of electrons.
The latter comes from the fact that the present studies decouple the half-
reactions of reduction and oxidation which would then constitute the ideal de-
vice (CO2 reduction coupled with water oxidation); hence the need of a small
molecule which will be easily (and irreversibly) oxidized. This molecule, that
replaces the electrode when combined with the chromophore, is named sacrifi-
cial electron donor (SED).
At this point, it is important to understand the general mechanisms that take
place when the photocatalytic mixture is irradiated. Fig. 1.17 shows two possi-
ble pathways for the electron transfers in the catalyst-chromophore-SED tryptic
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Figure 1.17: Representation of the possible quenching mechanisms.

mixture. In both cases, the first step, as one can guess, is the excitation of
the PS by light absorption. Depending on the relative redox potentials of the
species involved, the excited chromophore (PS*) can be quenched either by the
SED or by the catalyst (Cat). In the first case, named reductive quenching, this
will generate the reduced PS-, and in the other case, named oxidative quench-
ing, the catalyst will be reduced (Cat-), the chromophore oxidized (PS+). The
generated PS- and PS+ are then brought back to the ground state by electron
transfer to the catalyst or from the SED respectively.
This cycle is repeated until the catalyst reaches an oxidation state able to react
with the substrate (three successive reductions are necessary for Fe porphyrins).
The need of looping through the cycle multiple times also means that: i) in
the cycle, the potentials for the Cat/Cat- couple will keep changing with the
successive reductions as a new oxidation state of the catalyst is involved each
time, ii) if the oxidative quenching is favoured in the first cycle, this may change
when the catalyst will be more difficult to reduce (more negative redox poten-
tial), iii) ultimately, it is the reducing power of the PS– species (in the case
of reductive quenching) or of the PS* species (for oxidative quenching) that
determines if it is possible to reach the redox active state of the catalyst to acti-
vate the substrate. This last point highlights the importance of an appropriate
photosensitizer, and the associated SED. This couple will dictate at which "po-
tential" the catalysis can proceed, as a parallel of setting the right potential in
an electrolysis experiment.
Going back to the two mechanisms, it is possible to discriminate which one will
be favoured in a given system, both through prediction based on electrochem-
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ical and photophysical data, and also it can be easily verified experimentally
with quenching experiments. Prediction from collected data is based on the
calculation of the thermodynamic drive for each reaction, in terms of Gibbs free
energy changes from Rehm-Weller equation (see Eq. 1.4)[130].

∆G = EOx − ERed − E00 (1.4)
EOx stands for the standard potential of the species getting oxidized (SED for re-
ductive quenching and PS for oxidative quenching), ERed indicates the standard
potential of the species being reduced (PS for reductive and Cat for oxidative
quenching) and E00 is the energy of the excited state of the photosensitizer,
which is calculated from absorption and emission spectra. As for all expression
of free energy changes, the more negative ΔG term, the more favourable, or
spontaneous the reaction will be. Even when the ΔG term is positive, but not
too large, it is still possible for the reaction to occur, if a high enough concen-
tration of the quenching species is present, but the rate will be affected. In any
case, it is possible to determine experimentally the quenching pathway (at least
for the first reduction of the catalyst) qualitatively by monitoring the kinetics
of emission of the PS and quantitatively by measuring the quenching constants
from fluorescence quenching experiments. When the chromophore is quenched,
the visible effect is a shortening of the lifetime of the excited state because
of the electron transfer, which has to be rapid enough to compete with the
excited state lifetime. This effect also translates into a decrease of the emission
intensity linearly with increasing concentration of the quencher. Measuring the
chromophore emission in presence of different concentrations of the SED or
catalyst one at the time, will determine which process is more efficient. It has
also to be taken into account that when considering bimolecular reactions, it
is possible to tune concentrations of different species to favour a specific path-
way.
In some cases, the catalysts can also absorb in the visible and can trigger
an electron transfer, precluding the need of an external photosensitizer, being
themselves photocatalysts. However, this removes the possibility of tuning con-
centrations and reaction conditions to optimize individually light absorption and
electron transfer.

As in the case of electrocatalysis, some parameters are used also in photo-
catalysis to evaluate the efficiency of the overall reaction. The most common
value given in molecular photocatalysis is Turnover Number (TON). It is defined
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simply by Eq. 1.5.

TON =
nmol(product)

nmol(catalyst)
(1.5)

In other words, this number indicates how many moles of product can a single
mole of catalyst produce, or rather - how many times the catalyst can cycle
before deactivation. This value gives an indication of the stability of the catalyst.
Together with TON, also the rate has to be considered, expressed once again in
terms of Turnover Frequency (TOF), but here defined in more straightforward
terms (Eq. 1.6).

TOF =
TON

time
(1.6)

As a rate, it will have units of time-1, and it is normally calculated from the
linear region of product evolution, before the system starts deactivating and
flattening the product evolution curve.
Lastly, quantum yield (QY) determination gives a value of how efficiently the
system is absorbing light and transforming it into chemical energy. Two def-
initions of quantum yield exist: internal quantum yield (IQY) and apparent
quantum yield (AQY). They are defined as follows:

IQY (%) =
nmol(product) · e−

nmol(photonabs)
(1.7)

AQY (%) =
nmol(product) · e−

nmol(photoninc)
(1.8)

Where e– stands for the number of electrons needed for each product molecule,
photonabs indicates the number of absorbed photons and photoninc the number
of incident photons. For both terms values much far from 100% are to be
expected, as a big loss of light energy constantly occurs as competitive deacti-
vations, heat loss, unwanted side reactions and electron transfers, etc. Between
the two terms, the first one takes into account the oversaturation of light that
occurs at high light power, where the chromophore is not able to absorb all the
light received.

When looking into the literature, the first studies made use of Ni and Co cy-
clam catalyts (Catalyst a in Fig. 1.18) [131][132]. It was studied in comparison
with its dimeric and dimethylated monomer and dimer in meso positions[131].
They were studied in aqueous medium, in the presence of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ PS and
represented in Fig. 1.19 and ascorbic acid as sacrificial electron donor. Gas
Chromatography (GC) analyses showed activity in CO2 reduction to CO for
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both non-methylated monomer and dimer, but the monomeric complex having
quite poor selectivity of CO produced vs. H2 evolution (less than 50%). On
the other hand, the methylated analogues, both monomeric and dimeric showed
lower TON for CO production and lower selectivity. Insights on the reasons of
the measured photocatalytic activity refer back to the 5 coordination mode of
the Ni centers, whether it may be favourable, but do not go deeper at that
given moment.
The next example is catalyst b in Fig. 1.18 reported for the first time in 2017 by
Robert and collaborators. [133]. This was previously synthesized and studied
for the effect of the introduction of charged groups at different positions on
the porphyrin periphery for electro-catalytic reduction of CO2. Here, the choice
of photosensitizer could not be [Ru(bpy)3]2+, given that the FeI/0 potential is
more negative and cannot be reduced by "Ru(I)"3. Few reports exist on the
study of this catalyst[133][135][136][137][138], with different PS, molecules c,
d and e of Fig. 1.19 represent the main examples. The first study[133] did not
make use of any additional chromophore, using the iron porphyrin Fe-p-TMA as
a photocatalyst in presence of either 1,3-dimethyl-2-phenylbenzimidazole (BIH;
see Fig. 1.19) or triethylamine (TEA, Fig. 1.19) as SED and with trifluo-
roethanol (TFE) or phenol (PhOH) as proton sources in acetonitrile (ACN).
A good selectivity was reported for CO over H2 (nearly 100%) and a robust
catalysis (over 2 days) even though at a modest rate (around 1.5 TON h-1);
with 3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1Hbenzo[d ]imidazole (BIH) outperform-
ing TEA as SED. A more thorough comparison of the catalyst with other iron
porphyrins was given in a later report[136], where FeTPP and catalyst a in Fig.
1.14 were studied in the same conditions. Here Ir(ppy)3 was used as an external
chromophore (similar to the structure of complex c in Fig. 1.19) and TEA was
used as SED. In this study a small production of methane together with CO
was reported, when catalyst b in Fig. 1.18 was illuminated under white light
for 47 h. The amount of CH4 can be increased further with longer irradiation
times and by using CO as a starting substrate. This unique production of CH4

was not reported for any of the other catalysts or in the blank experiments.
The evolution of CH4 was further confirmed by an isotope labelling experiment
using 13CO2 and 13CO substrates, coupled with GC/MS analysis. Two more
studies by the same group further highlighted: i) the evolution of CH4 in a 70%
aqueous medium and the follow-up of the degradation of the Ir(III) PS upon

3[Ru(bpy)3]2+ can be reduced to a formal "Ru(I)" oxidation state, where in reality the metal center isstill in its Ru(II) oxidation state and one of the bipyridine ligands holds a radical anion.[134]
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Figure 1.18: Catalysts for CO2 photoreduction: a. Ni cyclam catalyst, b. positively charged Feporphyrin, c. Fe quaterpyridine, d. binuclear Co cryptate complex, e. binuclear Co quaterpyri-dine complex.

long irradiation[137]; ii) the use of alternative PS (for example molecule e Fig.
1.19) which are metal-free ruling out heterogeneous Ir nanoparticles activity
[138]. In this latter paper, a first mechanism is also proposed, big questions
however still remain, after the CO-adduct formation, how are the remaining 6
electrons and 6 protons transferred.
Interestingly, in a previous report where purpurin is used as chromophore with
catalyst b in aqueous solution, no mention or detection of CH4 could be ob-
served, possibly due to the lower reducing power of the chosen photosensi-
tizer[135]. Another class of catalyst studied by the same group for CO2 pho-
toreduction consists of Fe and Co quaterpyridine and quinquepyridine complexes
(complex c in Fig. 1.18) [139][140]. Two different photosensitizers were used:
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ and the noble-metal free purpurin (Letter d Fig. 1.19). In both
conditions these catalysts showed a high catalytic activity, with TON= 1879
and TOF= 16 min-1 among the highest reported in the literature at the time.
The iron analogue showed in general better activity and similar selectivity for
CO.
Among the highest TON numbers ever reported for homogenous molecular pho-
tocatalysts, stands out the dinuclear Co cryptate catalyst, shown in letter d of
Fig. 1.18[141]. The study underlines the effect of metal cooperativity also
when applied to photocataysis. In fact, when the dimer and the monomer are
compared, an important effect of the second metal presence is observed, going
from 1600 TON(CO) to 16 896 TON(CO) and a TOF of 0.47 s-1 after 10 h of
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Figure 1.19: Examples of photosensitizers (PS; a to f) and sacrificial electron donors (SED)generally used.

irradiation. The bimetallic cooperativity hypothesis was consolidated through
DFT calculations. In a later work[142], the second Co center was replaced
by a Zn center, giving rise to a further enhancement of catalysis, to reach a
TON(CO) of 65 000 and a TOF of 1.8 s-1. This improvement was attributed
to the synergistic catalyst effect, where the Zn acts as a Lewis acid, aiding the
C-O bond cleavage.
One more interesting example that will come in hand in the later chapter, con-
cerns another dimeric Co complex (letter e in Fig. 1.18). In this case, metal
cooperativity helps directing product selectivity towards formate (HCOO–) in-
stead of CO[143]. In optimized conditions they could obtain nearly 100% se-
lectivity for HCOO– with varying TON(HCOO–) from 110 to 821. The AQY
was also estimated as 2.6% for formate. An intriguing result in this work is
the characterization by IR of the CO2 bound intermediate, obtained through
a spectroelectrochemical (SEC) experiment, giving a new vibrational band at
1635 cm-1. It was calculated with DFT that this wavenumber well matches
asymmetrical stretching of the C=O bond when CO2 is bound to a metal cen-
ter.
In this and the previously cited study, the PS used is [Ru(phen)3]2+ (letter b of
Fig. 1.19). One reason for this choice is to avoid the use of [Ru(bpy)3]2+, con-
sidered less stable. Among the examples of chromophores given in Fig. 1.19,
the Cu purpurin one has not been discussed yet (letter f). This was reported in
2021 [144] used in combination of catalyst a of Fig. 1.14 and BIH for photore-
duction of CO2. The idea was to take the cheap and easily available purpurin
chromophore and to improve its properties for photocatalysis. For instance, the
major absorption of purpurin (letter d, Fig. 1.19) is centered in the UV region,
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Figure 1.20: Molecular dyads of photosensitizer-catalyst used for CO2 reduction: a. Ru- Redyad, b. Zn porphyrin-Re dyad, c. Fe porphyrin - Ru dyad.

which makes it inconvenient for applications with sunlight. A simple coordi-
nation with a central Cu(II) enhances the extinction coefficient and red-shifts
the absorption. Photophysical and electrochemical studies evidenced that this
chromophore can also partly catalyze CO2 reduction. Photocatalytic experi-
ments showed that without any addition of catalyst, some CO was produced,
but when both are mixed together higher production was observed, with TON
and TOF varying with the initial concentration of BIH. In particular, with 10
mM BIH 4779 TON(CO) could be achieved with a TOF of 1356 h-1, whereas
with a starting concentration of 100 mM BIH, up to 16 109 TON(CO) and 7650
TOF were reached, in both cases with a selectivity of 95% maintained. The
authors then tried to give a rationalization of the reaction mechanism, however
the concomitant effect of the PS acting as a catalyst makes a full understanding
quite complicated.

Molecular dyads have previously been described in Section 1.3.2. The ear-
lier examples dealt with rapid charge transfer between a donor and an acceptor.
Here, examples are given where the dyads comprise the PS unit (donor) and the
catalyst (acceptor). The key difference here is that multiple electron transfers
are necessary within the same dyad, in order to accumulate enough reducing
power on the catalyst side, to then activate the substrate. As described earlier,
to cycle the electron transfer path, a SED is added in large excess in the reaction
mixture, in order to quench rapidly the excited PS* (for reductive quenching)
and to keep generating the reduced PS– faster than any side reaction, like in-
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tramolecular quenching.
Fig. 1.20 shows some example of dyads used for photocatalytic CO2 reduction.
The first two make use of a Re complex catalytic unit, coupled with different
chromophores. [Re(bpy)(CO)3]+ was reported to be an active catalyst for pho-
toreduction of CO2 since few years.
Dyad a was reported in 2015 by the group of Ishitani [145] to perform 2-electron
2-proton reduction of CO2 to formic acid (HCOOH) in aqueous solution. This
selectivity for HCOOH over CO was found to be very specific to the reaction
conditions, since when placed in organic medium, the formation of HCOOH was
entirely suppressed. Continuing the comparison of the two media, the reaction
rate was found to be higher in organic solvent, together with a higher amount
of product generated (TON). Photophysical studies allowed rationalization of
the observed trend, in terms of faster back-electron transfer(BET) between the
oxidized SED. sodium ascorbate (NaAsc) and the reduced Ru PS unit due to
a lower cage escape efficiency in water. Addition of external Ru complex chro-
mophore showed an increase in catalytic activity. The same trend was also
observed upon increasing the light intensity. Both of these results indicate that
the reaction is limited by the generation of reduced chromophore due to a fast
BET with the ascorbate. Such conclusion, combined with the observed degra-
dation of the irradiated complex over time, pushed the authors to investigate
heterogenization as a way to increase stability and suppress unwanted side re-
actions[146].
In 2020, Kuramochi et al. [147] published a study on a dyad based on the
combination of a Re catalyst with a Zn porphyrin as photosensitizer (b in Fig.
1.20). Zn - porphyrins examples have already been shown in Section 1.3. They
are potentially very good for chromophores, given their strong absorption in
the visible region and long-lived triplet state. However, it was shown that un-
der continuous irradiation and with accumulation of electrons, the porphyrin
ring can undergo hydrogenation reaction to generate chlorins and bacteriochlo-
rins[148]. Here, the authors aim to suppress this degradation pathway by rapid
intramolecular electron transfer to the catalyst side. In this dyad, a strong elec-
tronic communication is in play and the excited singlet state of the porphyrin
is almost fully quenched in presence of the bound catalyst. At the same time,
the light energy is stored in a long-lived triplet state of the Zn porphyrin, which
could be observed as an emission at room temperature in absence of a SED
(BIH) and O2. In presence of BIH and PhOH as proton source CO is produced
with a TON(CO) of 1300, much greater than with the equivalent bimolecu-
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lar system, where the Zn porphyrin underwent visible photodegradation. Two
differents light sources were used, one focused on the Soret band absorption
(around 400 nm) and the other one on the Q bands4 (around 560 nm). The
calculated AQY gave roughly the same result in the two cases (about 8%),
meaning that no important deactivation pathway is present in the decay from
the higher excited state (S2) to the lowest excited singlet state (S1).
In dyad c in Fig. 1.20[150] the porphyrin unit acts as the catalytic site, thanks
to its Fe metal center and it is linked through an amide bond to the Ru com-
plex for light harvesting. Unexpectedly, upon excitation the photosensitizing
unit suffered from a rapid quenching due to energy transfer to the porphyrin
unit. No product was detected when the dyad was irradiated in presence of BIH
and proton source. However, when additional Ru chromophore was added in
the reaction mixture, a visible production of CO could be evidenced. In partic-
ular, when the dyad was tested in presence of 50 µ M external [Ru(bpy)3]2+,
the TON(CO) reached up to almost 450, more than double that obtained when
just the Fe porphyrin unit was used in the bimolecular reaction with the same
amount of Ru PS (TON(CO) of 180). A boost of the selectivity could also
be observed, going from 32% for the Fe porphyrin to 64% for the dyad sys-
tem. One interesting observation coming from this study is in the proposed
mechanism. Indeed, it can be seen from the cyclic voltammograms (CV) that
the FeI/0 reduction potential of the porphyrin is too negative to be reduced
by the Ru(I) formal oxidation state. Still, catalytic activity can be observed.
The explanation lays in the non-innocence of BIH as electron donor. BIH, as
an irreversible electron donor undergoes chemical reactions after first oxidation
until deactivation. The pathway that it follows has been reported[151], and it
highlights the generation of a radical species, which is in itself highly reducing
(around -2 V vs. Fc+/0). This means that BIH gives away two electrons (and
one proton), and the second electron can achieve reductions that are inaccessi-
ble to the photosensitizer. This effect should always be kept in mind and it will
be discussed in the later Chapter 2.

4Porphyrins have very characteristic UV-vis absorption spectra. Twomain transitions are observed:a high extinction coefficient Soret band which normally ranges between 400 and 430 nm, and lowerenergy and lower extinction coefficient Q bands (4 bands formetal-free porphyrins and 2 formetallatedporphyrins) in the 500-600 nm region of the spectrum. They are both due to π-π* transitions; a modelproposed by Gouterman [149] describes two degenerate πorbitals and two degenerate π* orbitals, thedifferent dipole combinations give rise to the different intensities of such transitions.
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1.5 . O2 activation

1.5.1 . Context

We often talk about photosynthesis as the most important process that
allows our life on Earth, this is because, as it was discussed in Section 1.2, pho-
tosynthetic organisms provide us with the dioxygen we breathe and use for the
essential functions of our body. Aerobic organisms utilize molecular oxygen for a
wide library of reactions in their metabolism[152], at the same time, more than
95% of the O2 entering the organisms is used for respiration; which consists of
a cascade of exergonic electron transfers ultimately producing ATP, the main
energy currency in biology. Throughout the evolution, organisms developed the
capability of translating previously anaerobic reactions to aerobic ones with a
huge gain in reaction efficiency[153].
Also, in the chemical industry, oxidation chemistry plays a central role. The
main building blocks of chemical industry are derived from functionalization of
simple carbon chains that we can extract from fossil fuels resources. Oil and
natural gas are the main source of raw materials and they are mainly composed
of hydrocarbons like alkanes and aromatics[154]. Insertion of oxygen atoms to
generate oxidized organic molecules is one of the crucial steps to provide a wide
variety of products. For instance, monomers used for fibers, plastics and other
polymers undergo selective oxidation of hydrocarbons to be produced. On an in-
dustrial scale, oxygenation reactions are performed by catalytic processes, both
heterogeneous and on a smaller extent homogeneous. Interestingly, a chemical
produced on the largest scale by oxidation, terephtalic acid (used for PET syn-
thesis), is oxidized by a homogeneous catalyst.
Like for plants, atmospheric O2 represents the ideal candidate for "O" atom
source for industrial synthesis, given its abundance. The main hurdles for re-
acting O2 with organic substrates, is the need of harsh conditions (high tem-
peratures and pressures) in order to activate molecular oxygen. At the same
time, once the reaction takes place it may be highly exothermal (full combus-
tion) and difficult to control[155][156]. Why high temperatures and pressures
are required? As we know from experience, atmospheric O2 is not reactive with
organic molecules, as our cells are not undergoing undesirable reactions when
exposed to air. This is because, when looking at the molecular orbitals of this
small molecule, we see that it is best described as a biradical species, with two
unpaired electrons in the π* orbitals, which gives rise to a triplet state. Be-
cause of the Wigner’s spin conversion rule, the direct consequence is that O2
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Figure 1.21: Molecular orbitals representations for ground state O2 (left) and excited singletO2 (right).

ground state will have a very small probability of reacting with a singlet state
organic molecule. However, upon excitation it is possible to generate so-called
singlet O2 having two antiferromagnetically coupled electrons in the π* orbitals.
The two states are represented in Fig. 1.21. Singlet oxygen can be generated
photochemically by triplet-triplet energy transfer from the excited photosensi-
tizer[157].
Alternatively, activation of O2 with paramagnetic centers can be used to initi-
ate the first step of dioxygen activation at lower energy. This approach takes,
once again, inspiration from nature, where the class of metalloenzymes capable
of activating dioxygen is dominated by iron containing proteins; some famous
examples are Cytochrome P450 and Rieske enzymes [158] [159] [160] [161].
Cytochrome P450 is a family of heme- containing metalloenzymes and it is
found in bacteria, fungi, plants and animals. Cytochrome P450 (CYP) are
oxygenases (enzymes that catalyze oxidation of substrates by molecular oxy-
gen) and their main functions are detoxifiaction from xenobiotics (compounds
external to the organism) and biosynthesis of signaling molecules[160]. They
are all composed of a single polypeptide raging between 40 and 55 kDa which
surrounds the heme and creates a very specific and flexible pocket that allows
the dioxygen and the substrate to enter, and then the product to be released.
The H-bond created between the S atom of Cys357 and a peptide NH group
modulates the redox potential during the transformation[161]. The mechanism
that CYP follows for O2 activation and "O" atom transfer onto different sub-
strates has been subject of many studies and it includes formation of iron (III)
hydroperoxo (Fe(III)OOH) and iron (IV) oxo (Fe(IV)=O) reactive intermediates
(see Fig. 1.22). More specifically, Cytochrome P450 is a fundamental example
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to display mechanism of mono-oxygenation of substrate (from R-H to ROH).
The first step involves a reduction of the iron center to PorFe(II); step (III),
which then reacts with O2 and upon a second electron transfer coupled with
a proton transfer, it generates PorFe(III)OOH; step (IV). This intermediate
then undergoes heterolytic bond cleavage to form Por +Fe(IV)O with release
of a water molecule. The heterolytic cleavage was explained by the push-pull
model, where the S from the axial ligand "pushes" the electron density, and a
nearby residue that donates H+ "pulls" the water molecule. Finally, the highly
active Por +Fe(IV)O transfers the oxygen atom to the substrate, regenerating
the starting complex[158].

Figure 1.22: Simplified catalytic schemes for the active sites of Cytochrome P450 (a) andRieske enzyme (b). The circle represents a porphyrin ligand.
Rieske enzymes are a class of non-heme iron-dependent oxidative enzymes

and they are involved in the first step of oxidative degradation of aromatic
compounds to diols with stereoselectivity control and other oxidative transfor-
mations[159]. The enzymes core is composed of three main units: i) a [2Fe-2S]
cluster that provides electrons, ii) a mononuclear iron center to activate dioxy-
gen and iii) a bridging aspartate residue, which probably serves as electron
transfer shuttle between the two units during catalysis[162]. In this case, the
iron complex involved in the activation is non-hemic and the main steps that it
undergoes during activation are shown in Fig. 1.22. Similarly to CYP, the first
steps involve the generation of an Fe(II) species, with subsequent reaction with
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O2, to generate after a proton and electron transfer an Fe(III)OOH intermediate
of which the crystal structure could be obtained; step (III) in Fig. 1.22 b[163].
Afterwards, it was theorized that the latter isomerizes to an HO-Fe(V)-oxo (step
(IV)), even though no evidence of this intermediate has been reported. From
this step, cis-insertion of the two oxygen atoms (step (V)) generates the stere-
oselective diol product.
Based on the second example, chemists have developed different biomimicks of
the enzyme active sites, which are discussed in the next section.

1.5.2 . Non-heme Fe complexes for O2 activation

We have now seen that in biology, both heme and non-heme iron complexes
play a central role in dioxygen activation. Chemists have followed two main
pathways in the design of iron (or other metals) complexes that can perform
substrates oxidation in the same fashion as the enzymes. A more bio-mimetic
approach involved the development of different metalloporphyrins, giving the
similarity with the active site of CYP[164].
Bio-mimetic models also exist for the non-heme iron complex based enzymes,
such as for α-ketoglutarate[165]. However, in this case the stability of the
complex upon oxidation was quite moderate and no intermediates could be
characterized. This kind of issues lead to investigation of more precisely tuned
complexes, which take inspiration from nature, but then extract only the key
elements which allows to optimize both their reactivity and stability.
For instance, the coordination environment must be capable of stabilizing high
valent oxo species, that were shown in the previous section as the catalytically
active ones that transfer the oxygen atom to the substrate. Electron-rich lig-
ands that bind the metal through a N or O atom can help the metal center to
sustain its high oxidizing power.
Fig. 1.23 shows two examples of these non heme complexes. Catalyst a goes
under the name of Jacobsen’s catalyst (after Eric N. Jacobsen who first syn-
thesized it in 1991) and it has important industrial applications for asymmetric
epoxidation of indole, for the synthesis of Indinavir, an HIV inhibitor[166][167].
This example illustrates how bio-inspired complexes can also play an important
role for industrial applications. It is important to notice how in this case the
metal center consists of a manganese (Mn) instead of iron. In fact, even if all
the above and following examples deal with iron catalysts for O2 and oxidation
of substrates, an equally important library of natural and synthetic catalysts also
exists for Mn-based ones. Without going into detail, we can consider that with
both of these metal centers, similar reactive intermediates are formed, including
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Figure 1.23: a. Non-heme Jacobsen’s catalyst for O2 activation. b. Non-heme Fe-EDTA com-plex for O2 activation.

the above mentioned metal(IV) and metal(V) oxo species.
Complex b in Fig. 1.23 is an Fe(III)EDTA that has been known for some decades
(discovered in 1956 [168][169] ), and it is among the first synthetic non-heme
iron complexes to be characterized in its reactive intermediates formed with O2

[170] [171]. For instance, a Raman spectroscopy study focused on the character-
ization of the binding mode of O2 of the Fe(III) peroxo species, [Fe(EDTA)O2]3-.
A more in depth study has also been carried by Neese and Solomon [171] where
they described a side-on ferric peroxide and identified the more favourable acti-
vation mode. In all of these cases, hydroperoxo and peroxo intermediates have
been prepared chemically, by using H2O2 as the source of oxygen atoms, as it
is an already a 2 e- reduced form of O2.
The ligands described so far, have the common feature of holding negative
charges, so that to increase the electron density in the ligand field which can
ultimately stabilize high valence metal oxo intermediates. Going back to the
Rieske enzyme model, we can notice that the bound histidine (His) residues
do not hold negative charge. This lead other chemists to investigate polyni-
trogen ligands, where the binding unit, such as pyridine, act as π-acceptors
and tertiary amines act as σ-donors. This kind of approach may have as draw-
back the loss of stabilization for the high valence intermediates, but it can
also increase their reactivity. Figure 1.24 shows a family of poly-nitrogen lig-
ands that have been studied in the form of iron complexes for O2 activation.
Ligand a, the "parent" compound, is often abbreviated as TPEN [N,N,N’,N’-
tetrakis(2-pyridylmethyl)ethane-1,2-diamine] and it was first prepared and stud-
ied by Anderegg and Wenk in 1967 [172] and later by Toftlund and Andersen in
1981[173]. The initial interest in this complex was related to the study of spin-
transition complexes, related to the understanding of theorized spin-transitions
taking place in natural enzymes (like CYP) which play a role in the active site’s
reactivity.
In 2000, Simaan et al. [174] reported a comparative study and intermediates
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Figure 1.24: Examples of polyaza containing ligands used for the preparation of non-hemeiron complexes for O2 activation. a. TPEN parent ligand; b. to d. modification with 5 coodina-tion sites. e. TMC ligand with 4 coordination sites.

characterization of the Fe(II) complexes formed with ligand a, b and c. An
important aspect to retain when looking at these ligands, is the number of co-
ordinating N. Except for TPEN (a in Fig. 1.24) the removal of one of the binding
sites leaves an "incomplete" coordination sphere that allows faster binding of
O2[175]. In fact, in the case of TPEN, a first decoordination of one pyridine
is necessary, which will be an equilibrium based on the metal affinity with the
possible ligands (also affected by the nature of solvent). In this study, it was
possible to determine using UV-vis, EPR and Resonance Raman (rR) spectro-
scopies the nature of the Fe(III) hydroperoxo and peroxo intermediates for the
three complexes. For [Fe(TPEN)]2+ and [Fe(II)c], the [Fe(III)OOH]2+ interme-
diate was prepared in methanol, with addition of a large excess of H2O2 at room
temperature; from this, deprotonation with triethylammine could generate the
[Fe(III)O2]

+ intermediate and their spectroscopic features were compared with
reported ones for [Fe(II)b][176][177][178]. In the case of [Fe(II)c], the peroxo
intermediate could not be detected at room temperature, probably due to the
sensitivity of the secondary amine group to oxidation. In its hydroperoxo in-
termediate, higher stretching frequencies for both Fe-O and O-O bonds were
found, indicating a different molecular structure, where the steric hindrance of
the -CH3 or -Py groups is removed.
More recent studies on the same family of complexes, investigated the elec-
trochemical activation of the Fe(II) complexes as an alternative route to their
chemical generation with H2O2[175][179]. The idea behind this approach is to
reductively activate O2 by a first electron injection, which will then react with
the Fe(II) metal center to form highly oxidizing intermediates that react with
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organic substrates. The advantage of electrochemical activation compared to
using chemical reductants or oxidants is a better control of the potential that
can be specifically tuned. With this methodology, it was possible to characterize
the electrochemical properties of the oxygenated intermediates, giving further
insights on the mechanism of the electrochemical activation[180][181].
Another important intermediate that was mentioned in the previous section
regarding O2 activation in enzymes is Fe(IV)-oxo. For non-heme iron com-
plexes, the group of Nam and Que has studied and characterized intermediates
of iron complexes with ligand e in Fig. 1.24 - abbreviated "TMC"- and its de-
rived forms[182] [183]. In their report of 2005[182], they were able to generate
[Fe(IV)O] species with iodosylbenzene (PhIO; an oxo-transfer chemical) and for
the first time, to characterize it by rR spectroscopy. They could observe that
the [Fe(IV)=O] bond vibration energy is affected by the environment of the
ligands (interchanged between N3

-, NCS- and acetonitrile).
The same [Fe(II)TMC]2+ (ligand e) could also activate O2 in presence of an
electron donor (NADH analogue) and perchloric acid (HClO4) at room tem-
perature in organic solvent[183]. This yielded the formation of the Fe(IV)-oxo
species which was characterized by UV-vis spectroscopy and mass spectrome-
try. Interestingly, the same technique applied to Fe(II) complexes with different
ligands, such as ligand d of Fig. 1.24 generated the Fe(III)OOH intermediate.
In any case, the generation of the Fe(IV)-oxo is considered to proceed through a
Fe(III)OOH intermediate, which explains the need for a reductant and a proton
donor.

Table 1.2: Reported values for reactive intermediates of non-heme iron complexes; the lettersin bold refer to the different ligands reported in Fig. 1.24.
Complex λmax(UV-vis) g-values (EPR) ν(rR) Ref.
[aFe(III)OOH]2+ 541 nm 2.22; 2.15; 1.967 617.2 cm-1 [174][aFe(III)OO]+ 755 nm 10; 8.1; 5.6; 3.2;2.4 817 cm-1 [174]
[bFe(III)OOH]2+ 537 nm 2.19; 2.12; 1.95 617.2 cm-1 [176][174][bFe(III)OO]+ 740 nm 7.5; 5.9 819 cm-1 [176][cFe(III)OOH]2+ 531 nm 2.19; 2.14; 1.96 624.8 cm-1 [174][dFe(III)OOH]2+ 538 nm 2.34, 2.21, 2.15,1.97, 1.94 [183]
[eFe(IV)O]2+ 820 nm 834 cm-1 [182]

In 2008, Banse, Que and coworkers [184] were able to apply the same
methodology to obtain spectroscopic and crystallographic evidence of an Fe(IV)
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oxo complex with a modified TMC ligand, holding an additional pyridine as ax-
ial ligand.
Overall, the examples given, even if not exhaustive, can help understanding the
complexity of O2 activation mechanism, with all its unknowns and undeciphered
steps, and at the same time the importance of seizing intermediates that can
give hints on the reaction mechanism. A brief summary of the characteristic
features of the mentioned complexes is given in table 1.2.
Different methods have been described to generate iron-oxygen active species
for oxygen atom transfer reactions, one more option, is to implement a photo-
chemical system, which is described in the following section.

1.5.3 . Light-induced O2 activation

The use of light can enable specific reactions that are not achieved in more
standard conditions. To avoid implementing strong oxidants or oxygen atom
donors to activate the catalyst (PhIO, H2O2,...), researchers started studying
dioxygen activation through light. Two main approaches have been followed in
this matter: either coupling a photoredox module with bio-mimetic/bio-inspired
molecular catalysts or coupling the photoredox module with an enzyme[185].

Tracing a parallel with what was discussed for CO2 photocatalytic reduc-
tion (see Section 1.4.3), we can recall the photoredox module being composed
of a photosensitizer or chromophore (PS) and a quencher. Previously, the
quenchers were identified as electron donors, here instead they are mostly elec-
tron acceptors (EA). A simple didactic example to describe the mechanism of
the photogeneration of oxidizing metal complexes intermediates, is given by the
oxidative activation of a Mn porphyrin reported in 2011 by Nam, Fukuzumi and
co-workers (Figure 1.25, a)[186]. In this case, the reactive intermediates are
generated using water as oxygen atom source. The same type of high valent oxo
species are formed, and once obtained they will perform the same chemistry as
if they were generated through the activation of O2. The two global equations
for these pathways are given in Eq. 1.9 and 1.10[185].

R H + O2 + 2e– + 2H+ R OH + H2O (1.9)
R H + H2O R OH + 2e– + 2H+ (1.10)

In this study, a mixture of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer, [CoCl(NH3)5]2+ elec-
tron acceptor (EA) and water-soluble Mn porphyrin (PMn) was irradiated for
15 min with visible light in a phosphate buffer. The proposed mechanism starts
with a first oxidative quenching of Ru(II) with the EA, generating Ru(III) which
in turn oxidizes the PMn(III) to a PMn(IV)O species. The latter can dismutate,
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Figure 1.25: Proposed catalytic cycles for high-valence oxo species generation from water asoxygen surce (a) or from O2 as oxygen source (b). See more details in the text.

giving place to a PMn(V)O and the starting PMn(III). The PMn(V)O generated
is highly oxidizing and it transfers the oxygen atom to the substrate. In this
case either sodium p-styrene sulfonate (NaSS) is oxidized to epoxide or sodium
4-ethylbenzene sulfonate (NaES) is oxidized to alcohol. In the same study, they
also compared Mn porphyrins with different substituents and they underlined
the importance of the proper electron acceptor.
Few years later, the group of Fukuzumi studied the same family of Mn por-
phyrins in organic solvent for the photo-activation of O2 (see Fig. 1.25 letter
b)[187]. The proposed mechanism represented in the scheme is quite different
from what has been shown until now. The triplet nature of the ground state
of O2 confers on this molecule a very specific chemistry and photochemistry.
Thanks to femtosecond transient absorption measurement, it was possible to
identify the rapid intersystem crossing (ISC) that the PMn(III) undergoes when
excited, forming a long-lived triplet state. The lifetime of the latter decreases
when O2 is added in solution, indicating a reaction between these two triplet
states which gives rise to [PMn(IV)(O –

2 )] upon electron transfer. A further
electron and proton transfer generates PMn(IV)OOH and a substrate radical
(S , where the substrate is 10-methyl-9,10-dihydroacridine), which they report
as the rate-limiting step. At this point, the O-O bond breaking occurs rapidly
and it generates the alcohol S-OH and PMn(V)O, that oxidizes further the al-
cohol to ketone S=O.
Another possible approach that has been reported by different groups to photo-
activate O2 consists of making use of riboflavins derivatives (the most common
being riboflavin tetraacetate- RFT; a in Fig. 1.26) as photocatalysts to oxidize
a variety of benzylic substrates. For example, in 2010 König and co-workers re-
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Figure 1.26: Simplified reaction schemes for RFT-based systems described in the literature.

ported the oxidation of various benzylamines to their corresponding aldehydes
when irradiating for 10 min with visible light RFT in presence of oxygen[188].
The use of RFT as catalyst gives high product selectivity and the only by-
products of the reaction are NH3 and H2O2. However, the hydrogen peroxide
produced in the reaction mixture damages the riboflavin itself and causes a
quick decomposition and loss of reactivity.
To bypass this issue, the group of Wolf designed a tandem system where a
second catalyst (b in Fig. 1.26) was implemented to catalyze H2O2 dispro-
prtionation and oxygenation of substrate simultaneously[189]. The choice of
Fe complex was based on previous literature reporting its activity in H2O2 dis-
proportionation[190][191]. With this approach, they demonstrated that it is
possible to increase both the lifetime of the riboflavine and the yield of oxidized
substrate .

Figure 1.27: Proposed mechanism for O2 activation by light in presence of a semi-heme ironcatalyst. Image adapted from [192]

In 2019 our group reported another way to approach photocatalytic activa-
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tion of O2[192]. In this case, a "classic" photoredox module was emplyoed,
however the mechanism is more complex than the previous system of H2O oxi-
dation (Fig. 1.27). In this case the catalyst consisted in a semi-heme Fe catalyst
shown in Fig. 1.27. To avoid the use of sacrificial electron donors for the acti-
vation of O2, the strategy relied on the use of the reversible electron mediator
methylviologen (MV2+), which can rapidly quench the excited state of Ru(II)*
(from the previously seen [Ru(bpy)3]2+) generating its reduced form MV + (step
1) that transfers one electron to O2, generating O –

2 (step 2). The superoxide
formed in solution can quickly react with the Fe(II) catalyst to generate the
Fe(III)OOH oxidizing species (step 3) that can oxidize the styrene sulfonate
substrate to diol or aldehyde (steps 5 and 6). The outcoming Fe(III) state of
the catalyst can then be reset to Fe(II) thanks to the methyl viologen electron
relay (step 2’). Interestingly, the generated Ru(III) can oxidize the substrate (S)
to the radical cation (S +; step 4) favouring the formation of the aldehyde after
oxygen atom transfer (step 5). This also allows the resetting of the photosensi-
tizer to its Ru(II) ground state. In a following article, [193] spectroscopic studies
on the intermediates formed on the same iron catalyst (MS, EPR, Mössbauer,
UV-vis, FTIR) revealed an unexpected active species holding an oxygen atom
in between the Fe metal center and the N of the pyridine ligand. Other active
intermediates could not be observed in the study.
Overall, these examples display the different approaches for oxygen activation,
and even if not exhaustive, they give a view of the complexity of these systems.
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1.6 . Goal of the thesis

The aim of this thesis is to investigate different light-induced reactions. Dif-
ferent metal complexes have been used to catalyse substrate conversion. The
generation of reactive intermediates by means of light and understanding of
their interaction with the substrate is a central focus of this project.
At a fundamental level, insights on the electron pathways during catalytic reac-
tions can provide useful information that can help designing high-performance
catalysts, able to tackle the bigger challenges of high-rate and stability in sub-
strate conversion.
In the first part of this manuscript the photocatalytic conversion of CO2 catal-
ysed by iron porphyrins in homogeneous conditions will be studied (Chapter 2).
First, we will focus on the second coordination sphere effect on the photocat-
alytic performances. Then, the photocatalytic mechanism will be investigated.
In Chapter 3, the findings coming from studies in solution are translated to
the assembly of a photocathode, with the final goal of increasing the stabil-
ity and performing CO2 reduction in aqueous medium at a small applied bias.
The results of this section are still preliminary and part of the focus will be on
the optimization of the photocathode assembly. The final goal is to generate
a photoelectrode modified with the same molecular catalyst, holding second-
coordination sphere motives.
Chapter 4 comprises the discussion on the activation of molecular dioxygen for
Oxygen Atom Transfers (OAT) reactions by means of light. Once again, the fo-
cus will be on the activation through a molecular catalyst, this time a non-heme
iron complex. The main focus of this study will be the trapping of reactive in-
termediates in aqueous solution. In combination with a thorough photophysical
study, these findings will help consolidate the proposed mechanism.
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2 - CO2 REDUCTION IN A
HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM

2.1 . Introduction and objectives

Scientists have been aiming to reproduce the light-triggered electron trans-
fers that plants use to drive redox reactions to ultimately fix CO2 and oxidize
H2O. In order to achieve this result, a common strategy relies on the optimiza-
tion of each half-reaction separately, before combining them in a single device.
In our group, both half-reactions of CO2 reduction and H2O oxidation have
been investigated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. In particular, iron porphyrins have been
implemented as electrocatalysts for CO2 reduction. As discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, different modifications on the second coordination sphere were
studied [1] [2] [6]. One interesting result comes from the insertion of H-bond
interactions through amide and urea arms, located on the phenyl ring at the
meso positions of the porphyrin (See Fig. 2.1). These H-bond donating groups
are thought to interact directly with the substrate (CO2) bound to the metal
center, aiding the intermediate stabilization and consequently also the reaction
to proceed. Previous findings highlighted how the insertion of urea arms in-
stead of amide arms results in better electrocatalytic performances with lower
overpotential, thanks to the multiple H-bonds provided by each urea group (η
= 0.63 V for amide and 0.43 V for urea with logTOFmax = 3.85 for amide and
3.83 for urea). These values, compared to the non-modified FeTPP, show
a gain in overpotential with a maintained high reaction rate (η = 0.73 V and
logTOFmax = 4.03 for FeTPP)[1].
Furthermore, different atropoisomers were studied for the di-substituted urea
porphyrin (Fig. 2.1). The αα atropoisomer presents both groups on the same
face of the porphyrin ring, whereas the αβ atropoisomer has the two groups
facing opposite sides of the porphyrin ring. Electrochemical experiments evi-
denced that with the αβ atropoisomer the lower binding affinity of CO2 due to
the absence of a second urea arm on the same face of the porphyrin is coun-
terbalanced by a higher reaction rate (TOF = 5878 s1 for αβ-UrFe and TOF
= 1870 s1 for αα-UrFe), due to an easier access for the protons during the
protonation step. This interesting result shows the importance of studying the
reaction mechanism and understanding what is limiting the reaction rate (rate
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Figure 2.1: Iron porphyrins developed by our group holding H-bond donating groups - four-substituted amide (AmFe) and urea (αβαβ-UrFe orUrFe) porphyrins; di-substituted urea por-phyrins with two different atropoisomers (αα-UrFe and αβ -UrFe).

determining step; RDS).
The promising results obtained with urea-modified iron porphyrins for electro-
catalytic CO2 conversion motivated us to investigate their possible application
in light-induced catalysis, to trace a more direct link between natural and arti-
ficial photosynthesis, aiming to solar fuels production.
The focus of this chapter is the study of the urea-modified iron porphyrin
(UrFe) for CO2 photocatalytic reduction in homogeneous conditions and con-
sequent mechanism investigation. Working in solution allows simple imple-
mentation of many different spectroscopic techniques that give insights on the
reaction mechanism. At a first level, working in homogeneous conditions pro-
vides important information on the catalyst activity and can later be translated
in a more stable heterogeneous system.
A step by step description of catalyst synthesis, photocatalysis and spectroscopic
characterization is provided in the following sections.
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the interaction between the CO2 adduct and the H-bond donatinggroups.

2.2 . Catalyst synthesis and characterizations

The iron porphyrin UrFe was synthesized according to previous reports [1]
from the precursor porphyrin αβαβ-TPP(NH2), previously prepared through
collaboration with the group of Dr. B. Boitrel from the University of Rennes
(see Fig. 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of UrFe catalyst.

The first step involves the formation of the urea moieties from the reaction
with a slight excess of the commercially available 3,5-Bis(trifluoromethyl) phenyl
isocyanate in dry dichloromethane. Then the metal-free ligand was reacted
with iron (II) bromide (FeBr2) for iron insertion, in presence of an excess of
lutidine and in inert conditions. A final workup with 1M HCl and column
chromatography could ensure a pure compound with chloride anion as an axial
ligand. Both the ligand and the iron complex were characterized by UV-vis
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spectroscopy and high resolution mass spectrometry (HR-MS); the metal-free
porphyrin was also characterized by 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR whereas the iron
complex could not be studied with this technique due to its paramagnetic nature.
All of the characterizations showed the desired product with good purity and
yields of 86% for the first step and 60% for the second step. Related spectra
and analysis can be found in more detail in the annex.

Figure 2.4: UV-vis absorption spectra of a 10 µM solution of the urea porphyrin ligand (blue)and of the UrFe complex in DMF.

Having a look into the UV-vis spectra, it is easy to follow the metal-insertion
by the changes in the absorption in the visible region. As shown in Fig. 2.4,
the free-base porphyrin presents a Soret band at 423 nm and four Q-bands
at 515 nm, 549 nm, 589 nm and 648 nm respectively. When looking at the
iron porphyrin, we observe a shift of the Soret band to 436 nm and a decrease
in the intensity and the Q-bands turn into two broad peaks at 500 nm and
550 nm. Both Soret and Q-bands are due to ligand-centered transitions to
the first excited state (Q-bands) and second excited state (Soret band). The
loss of some of the Q-bands is linked to the loss of asymmetry given by the
two inner pyrrolic protons of the free-base porphyrin, which affect of the πand
π* degenerate orbitals. The extinction coefficient of UrFe was estimated to
be 94 000 M-1cm-1 at 436 nm in DMF. It should be highlighted that axial
ligand exchange can occur on the Fe(III) porphyrin, and it is more favoured in
highly coordinating solvent, such as ACN or DMF. This will affect the shift and
intensity of the Soret band and also result in a widening of the band when a
mixture of two iron porphyrins with different ligands is present.
The obtained UrFe iron catalyst was also characterized by cyclic voltammetry
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Figure 2.5: Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the UrFe complex at 1 mM concentration in Ar-degassed DMFdry with 0.1 M TBAPF6. Glassy carbon working electrode; Pt counter electrodeand Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) as reference electrode; 100 mV s-1 scan rate.

(CV) and compared with the other reported iron porphyrins. As shown in Fig.
2.5, three reversible waves are observed in dry DMF at -0.063 V, -0.934 V
and -1.390 V vs. SCE corresponding to the Fe(III/II) and formal Fe(II/I) and
Fe(I/0) redox couples respectively.

Other porphyrins used as reference in the study had been previously synthe-
sized in our group and their characterization is reported in the dedicated article
[2].

2.3 . Developments and optimizations of the photo-
catalytic system

To begin the photocatalysis study, the appropriate photosensitizer and sac-
rificial electron donor should be selected.
Following previous reports [5] , the initially selected couple was [Ru(bpy)3]2+

and 3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1Hbenzo[d ]imidazole (BIH). [Ru(bpy)3]2+

is one of the most widely used photosensitizer, its photophysical properties are
well-known and its advantageous properties include strong absorption in the
visible, long-lived excited state (890 ns in ACN) and appropriate redox poten-
tials for both oxidation and reduction reactions (E1/2 (RuIII/II) = +1.30 V vs.
Ag/AgCl in ACN; E1/2 (RuII/I) = -1.31 V vs. Ag/AgCl in DMF) [7]. In the
absorption spectrum it presents a maximum MLCT band around 452 nm with
an extinction coefficient of about 13 000 M-1 cm-1 in ACN. When excited, the
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Figure 2.7: Transient absorption measurement at 200 µs delay of a mixture of [Ru(bpy)3]2+and BIH. Inset: kinetic trace of Ru(I) formation highlighting the irreversible character of BIH aselectron donor.

excited singlet state has a rapid intersystem crossing (ISC) that in less than 100
fs generates the 3MLCT with an emission 620 nm [8] [9].
BIH is a reduced benzimidazole which was synthesized in the laboratory start-
ing from 2-nitroaniline and benzaldehyde (see Annex). It is commonly used
in the field of molecular photocatalysis as sacrificial electron donor, thanks to
its irreversible oxidation due to a deprotonation reaction that follows the first
oxidation. One BIH molecule can give one proton and two electrons, the second
coming from a radical generated after the deprotonation step (Fig. 2.6) and
with a very negative potential (around -2 V vs. Fc+/0) [10].

Figure 2.6: Scheme of the steps taking place after BIH first electron transfer to quench the PS.

When [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and BIH are mixed together and irradiated, clear changes
can be seen by UV-vis spectroscopy, both time-resolved (Fig. 2.7) and continu-
ous (Fig. 2.8). In time-resolved UV-vis spectra, also called laser flash photolysis
(LFP), after the fast formation of the Ru(II)* excited state, a new band around
520 nm can be observed which corresponds to the formal Ru(I) species (see
Fig. 2.7). This indicates the successful quenching of the Ru(II)* through a
reductive pathway to generate its reduced form, which can in turn reduce the
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Figure 2.8: UV-vis spectral evolution in photoaccumulation experiment with [Ru(bpy)3]2+ 30
µM and BIH 7mM in N2-saturated DMFdry, -35 °C. The changes highlight the reduction of Ru(II)to Ru(I) with a maximum at 523 nm.

iron catalyst. BIH acts as an irreversible electron donor and in absence of other
species to reduce, Ru(I) tends to accumulate in solution in these conditions.
For this reason, Ru(I) formation can also be observed using a classic UV-vis
spectrophotometry instrument under continuous irradiation (Fig. 2.8). From
the kinetic trace of Fig. 2.7, we can observe: i) two different kinetics in the
formation of Ru(I) deriving from the first and second electron donation by BIH;
ii) the irreversibility of the electron transfer as indicated by the absence of any
kinetic decay in the 1 ms time-scale.

To study photocatalytic activity, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and BIH were mixed together
with the iron porphyrin catalyst, in presence of a proton source (H2O) and
the CO2 substrate. To measure the photocatalytic activity, vials containing
the reaction mixture and degased with CO2 were irradiated using a visible LED.
Then, small aliquots of gas were sampled automatically from the headspace and
injected in a micro-gas chromatography (µGC). The choice of the stoichiome-
try of the different components is important, as it has a direct impact on the
reaction kinetics. For instance, the photosensitizer (PS) should be in excess
with respect to the catalyst for two main reasons: i) to favour the successive
reductions of the iron porphyrin by accumulation of an excess of reduced Ru(I);
ii) to mask the absorption of the porphyrin, given that it has a much higher
extinction coefficient than that of the PS. BIH is also in large excess compared
to the PS (50 equivalents in standard conditions), to favour the quenching, as
well as to have a virtually infinite amount of electrons. For each BIH molecule,
one CO2 molecule can be reduced to CO (two electrons needed), so the electron
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Figure 2.9: Time evolution of CO produced under visible-light irradiation (λ > 405 nm,100Wm-2) with TPPFe (green), F20TPPFe (black) or UrFe (red) as catalyst with 20 µM concentra-tion; [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer 1mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 50mM in CO2-saturatedDMF/H2O 9:1.

donor should always be present in large excess to maintain catalytic conditions.
Two other different iron porphyrin catalysts were evaluated in the same con-
ditions as reference and their catalytic performances are shown in Fig. 2.9.
TPPFe is a non-modified catalyst; and F20TPPFe is an important reference
for this study because it presents almost overlapping redox potentials with the
ones of UrFe [1]. The graph shows the product evolution in terms of TON
as a function of irradiation time. As we can observe, the UrFe catalyst has,
from the start, a much higher catalytic activity than the other two reference
porphyrins. CO evolution stops after around 3h of irradiation and the small
decrease in CO level is due to slight losses into the µGC. UrFe could achieve
in such conditions up to 1865 TON for CO with a TOF of 580 h-1 and no
other products were detected (i.e. H2). On the other hand, both TPPFe and
F20TPPFe displayed a lower product evolution, with a TON of 25 and 143
and selectivities of 34% and 85% respectively (see entries 1-3 of Table 2.1).
The fact that even F20TPPFe shows a modest catalytic activity is significant
to highlight the second coordination sphere effect. Indeed, for TPPFe the low
catalytic activity could be ascribed to the small driving force of the reaction,
since the photosensitizer dictates the potential at which the reaction can pro-
ceed. For example, Ru(I) has a reduction potential of about -1.33 V vs. SCE
[11] , which means that the Fe(I/0) reduction is more accessible in the case of
UrFe (-1.390 V vs. SCE) than for TPPFe (-1.695 V vs. SCE). The small
catalytic activity of TPPFe can be attributed to the generation of the more
reducing BI· (around -2 V vs. Fc+/0 [10]) over a long irradiation time. On the
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Figure 2.10: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a blue LED (blue dots,λem=460 nm 100 W m-2) and white LED (grey dots, λ> 405 nm 100 W m-2) of UrFe as catalystwith 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer 1 mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor50 mM in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1.

other hand, the results obtained for F20TPPFe suggest the important role of
the urea functions.
Overall, these first results confirmed the beneficial effect of the second-coordination
sphere with H-bond donating groups for the photocatalytic activity of this cat-
alyst. For F20TPPFe, with comparable reduction potentials, a lower CO pro-
duction is observed, suggesting that a secondary effect is coming into play for
UrFe in addition to the less negative reduction potentials. The results of this
comparison, motivated us to investigate further the influence of different pa-
rameters on the reactivity of UrFe. At the same light power, changing from
white LED to blue LED (λem=460 nm) induced a further improvement on the
photocatalytic activity of the system (Fig. 2.10). With blue LED (entry 4 of
Table 2.1), the TON could reach up to 3036, with also a significant improve-
ment of TOF going from 580 to 3141 h-1. This result can be rationalized by
considering the light absorbed by the photosensitizer, which has its maximum
of absorption (454 nm in DMF) in the same region as the blue LED emission.
At the same power, the blue LED is focused only around 460 nm, which means
that more photons are emitted in the region where [Ru(bpy)3]2+ absorbs. In
other words, in the white light conditions, the rate of the reaction was limited
by the absorbed light and consequent light-induced steps; when the rate of in-
coming photons increases, then the overall reaction rate also increases. This
observation confirms the rapid and selective catalytic activity of the UrFe cata-
lyst, that was previously limited by the amount of incoming light. The increase
of TON can be explained by a shorter irradiation time, limiting any possible
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Figure 2.11: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a blue LED (λem=460nm 100 W m-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer 1mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 50 mM in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1. The arrows indicatethe point of reinjection of 1 mL of 2 mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+(beige) or 1 mL of 0.2 M BIH (red).

photodegradation occurring in the system.
A TON of about 3000 for CO evolved also means that the added BIH (50 mM)
was fully consumed. To confirm this, BIH was reinjected in the solution after
the first plateau of product evolution. In a similar experiment, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ was
also reinjected in the reaction mixture to verify if the photodegradation of the
PS is limiting the reaction. These results are shown in Fig. 2.11. From the beige
curve, we can see that reinjection of PS does not affect the catalysis, meaning
that what stops the activity is not the degradation of the chromophore. On
the other hand, when BIH is reinjected (red curve, Fig. 2.11) a recovery of the
photocatalytic activity is observed until quasi-total consumption of the extra
BIH added. Since the amount of electron donor is limiting the reaction under
these conditions, the photocatalytic reaction was repeated with even larger ex-
cess of BIH, 250 mM (Fig. 2.12). The graph shows how indeed, adding a larger
excess of BIH leads to further increase of TON for the UrFe catalyst, reaching
a value of 7271, with TOF = 3720 h-1 and a selectivity of 99% (entry 7 of
Table 2.1). These values place UrFe among the highest performing molecular
catalysts for CO2 light-induced reduction reported so far in literature. The TON
is an index of the catalyst stability (how many cycles the catalyst can perform
before deactivation), so the value obtained in such conditions is considered to
be intrinsic to the catalyst and not due to other limiting factors, such as light
or incoming electrons. In fact, the amount of CO detected is lower than that of
BIH present in solution and re-injections of photosensitizer, protons or substrate
did not restart the reaction (see Fig. 2.13).
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Figure 2.12: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a blue LED (λem = 460nm,100 W m-2)of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer 1mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 50 mM (red) and 250 mM (blue) in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O9:1.

Figure 2.13: Time evolution of CO (blue) and H2 (red) produced under light irradiation with ablue LED (λem= 460 nm 100 W m-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+photosensitizer 1 mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 250 mM in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1.The arrows indicate the re-injections of the photosensitizer (PS), of a proton source (PhOH)and rebubbling of CO2.
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Figure 2.14: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a blue LED (λem=460nm 100 W m-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration (blue) and 0.2 µM concentra-tion (red); [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer 1 mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 250 mM in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1.
Table 2.1: Photocatalysis experiments performed with 20 µM catalyst, 1mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+,BIHas SED in DMF/H2O 9:1 under LED irradiation (100 Wm-2) for 200min.
Entry Catalyst [Catalyst](µM) [SED](mM) LEDtype Selectivity(CO %) TONCO TOFCO(h-1)1 UrFe 20 50 White 100 1865 5802 TPPFe 20 50 White 34 25 53 F20TPPFe 20 50 White 85 143 324 UrFe 20 50 Blue 99 3036 31415 TPPFe 20 50 Blue 81 25 56 F20TPPFe 20 50 Blue 65 170 787 UrFe 20 250 Blue 99 7271 37208 UrFe 0.2 250 Blue 86 13299 1160

For comparison with reported studies [12] [13] [14], a further condition tuning
was done by lowering the catalyst concentration by 100 time (0.2 µM). This
resulted in a further increase of TON to reach more than 13 000 (entry 8 of Ta-
ble 2.1). However, we are concerned that such value is artificially increased due
to the experimental errors that can be related to error of the catalyst concen-
tration and from the integrated area of the smaller peak on the µGC response.
The comparison between the two different concentrations is shown in Fig. 2.14.
Table 2.1 summarizes all the experiments discussed until now and their condi-
tions.
Another interesting experiment with surprising result is the change of the sol-
vent mixture. Until now, the experiments discussed were performed in DMF
with 10% water. When the same experiment was conducted in ACN instead
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Figure 2.15: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a blue LED (λem=460nm 100 W m-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer1 mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 50 mM in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1 (blue) and CO2-saturated ACN/H2O 9:1 (red).

of DMF, the photocatalytic activity was dramatically lower (see Fig. 2.15, en-
try 1 of Table 2.2). This behaviour can be attributed to the nature of BIH
irreversibility. It was mentioned before that what gives its property of being
an irreversible SED is a deprotonation occuring after the first oxidation. How
fast the deprotonation occurs and the possible reversibility of it can be strongly
influenced by the solvent nature. To prove this point, we performed a pho-
toaccumulation experiment to generate Ru(I) in presence of BIH in ACN (Fig.
2.16). The monitoring of this photoaccumulation showed that the formation
of Ru(I) is slower than in DMF and not complete (top graph of Fig. 2.16)
, and once the LED is switched off, re-oxidation to Ru(II) is observed even
in absence of O2 (bottom graph Fig. 2.16). This means that after reductive
quenching of the PS, the electron can be transferred back to BIH, shortening
the lifetime of the Ru(I) and hampering its accumulation. This phenomenon is
clearly observed with time-resolved spectroscopy. In Fig. 2.17 we can observe
the kinetic traces for the Ru(I) formation in the two different solvents. In both
cases, there is a rapid formation of Ru(I), but in ACN this is followed by a first
rapid decay and a second slower decay kinetics which indicates reversibility of
the electron transfer. Similarly, low catalytic activity was also measured when
sodium ascorbate (NaAsc) was used as electron donor instead of BIH. NaAsc
is commonly used as reversible electron donor for LFP experiments where it is
important for the system to be reversible, since changes are investigated before
and after flashing the sample with light. Time-resolved photophysical studies
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Figure 2.16: UV-vis spectral evolution over time in photoaccumulation experiment with[Ru(bpy)3]2+ 30 µMand BIH 7mM in Ar-saturated ACNdry, room temperature. Top: LED turnedon (λem = 460 nm; 100 W m-2). The changes highlight the reduction of Ru(II) to Ru(I) with amaximum around 520 nm. Bottom: LED switched off, the process is reversible.

Figure 2.17: Kinetic profiles at 510 nm (corresponding to Ru(I)) obtained with a solution of[Ru(bpy)3]2+ and BIH in Ar-saturated ACN (blue) and Ar-saturated DMF (orange).
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Figure 2.18: Time evolution of CO (blue) and H2 (red) produced under light irradiation with ablue LED (λem=460 nm 100 W m-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+photosensitizer 1 mM, NaAsc sacrificial electron donor 100 mM in CO2-saturated ACN/H2O6:4.

were also performed on the system, and to ensure that switching SED from
irreversible to reversible still guarantees catalytic conditions, photocatalysis was
measured in the same conditions of LFP experiments. As expected, a striking
decrease of CO production could be observed due to SED reversibility, but still
a catalytic activity was maintained (Fig. 2.18, entry 2 of Table 2.2).
To consolidate the findings discussed above, a series of control experiments was
carried out. One at the time, UrFe, [Ru(bpy)3]2+, H2O, CO2 and BIH were
removed from the reaction mixture (entries 3,4,6 of Table 2.2). No catalysis
was observed when [Ru(bpy)3]2+, CO2 or BIH were absent. In the absence of
UrFe, a much smaller CO evolution was detected after 2h of irradiation. This
activity is probably due to the Ru complex that undergoes photodegradation
forming a catalytically active complex. It has been previously reported that
upon long illumination, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ can lose one of the coordinated bipyridine
ligands, generating [Ru(bpy)2(H2O)2]2+, that is active for CO2 conversion [15].
In any case, the degradation pathway will be slower in presence of the catalyst
in solution, since less reduced Ru(I) will accumulate, because of electron trans-
fer to the iron porphyrin. When removing H2O, the catalytic activity is almost
entirely suppressed, but still a small amount of CO can be detected, possibly
due to the not perfectly dry solvent and the protons coming from BIH.
Another PS/SED couple was also studied for this catalytic reaction to induce
this time an oxidative quenching mechanism. Ir(ppy)3 and triethylamine (TEA)
were chosen, because they have been previously reported in literature to follow
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Table 2.2: Photocatalysis experiments performed with 20 µM catalyst, 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+, BIHas SED in DMF/H2O 9:1 under LED irradiation (100 W m-2) for 2h.
Entry Catalyst [SED](mM) LEDtype CO(µmol) H2(µmol) CO % TONCO TOFCO(h-1)1 UrFe[a] 50 Blue 8 0.7 92 63 462 UrFe[b] 100 Blue 2.7 0.6 82 21 14.63 - 50 Blue 50 0.4 99 - -4 UrFe[c] 50 White 0 0 - - -5 UrFe[d] 50 White 0.9 0 100 7 3.56 UrFe[e] 50 Blue 65 0.1 100 623 497
[a] In ACN/H2O 9:1 solvent mixture. [b] Sodium ascorbate used as SED in ACN/H2O 6:4. [c]
No photosensitizer in the reaction mixture. [d] Ir(ppy)3 is used as photosensitizer and TEA as
electron donor. [e] No water in the solvent mixture.

Figure 2.19: GC/MS analysis of 50 µL of gas mixture produced upon 1 h irradiation with blueLED (λem=460 nm 100 W m-2) of 20 µM UrFe catalyst; 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer, 50mM BIH sacrificial electron donor 13CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1.

oxidative quenching mechanism [16]. We measured a much lower activity in
this case, which indicates that reductive quenching is more efficient since the
quencher (SED) is present in larger excess (entry 5 of Table 2.2).
A summary of the conditions of these further control experiments is given in
Table 2.2.
13C isotope labelling experiments were also performed using 13CO2 to confirm
the origin of the detected CO. GC/MS response showed the peak corresponding
to 13CO with an m/z value of 29. The data is shown in Fig. 2.19. Lastly, DLS
measuremet were also performed on the solution before and after a catalytic
run, to rule out nanoparticles formation. The size distribution from DLS anal-
ysis highlights that no changes occured during the photoinduced reaction (see
Fig. 2.20).
No analysis of liquid products was made, however, given that the electrons
coming from BIH are quantitatively used for CO production for UrFe, no other
products are to be expected.
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Figure 2.20: DLS measurements of a solution containing 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and 50 mM BIHin DMF/H2O 9:1 before (black) and after (red) 2h irradiation with a blue LED (λem=460 nm 100W m-2).

2.4 . Capturing reaction intermediates and their spec-
tral fingerprints

To further investigate our photocatalytic system, we performed a spectro-
scopic study on the UrFe catalyst in different conditions to unravel the light-
induced steps that confer to this iron porphyrin the unmatched photocatalytic
activity. A first step to investigate the reaction mechanism is to obtain the ref-
erence spectra of the UrFe catalyst in its different oxidation states. To do so,
different methods can be applied and compared to identify the different species.

2.4.1 . Chemical reductions

The first method described here uses chemical reductants. The advantage of
using chemical reductants is that no specific equipment is needed and different
reduced species can be obtained by choosing a reductant with an appropriate
reducing potential. It is also possible to vary the stoichiometry of the reductant,
which can help reaching different oxidation states. However, choosing the ap-
propriate reducing agent, with good solubility, no overlaps of spectral signatures
and appropriate reduction potential, may be a difficult challenge. This makes
the technique quite limited, but it is a good starting point to obtain the spectra
of interest.
Reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) is quite accessible given the half-wave potential
of -0.06 V vs. SCE. For this reduction, zinc amalgam (ZnHg) was prepared
and then added to a solution of UrFe, all under inert conditions to avoid re-
oxidation by O2. ZnHg is a solid that is stable for a period of time if stored away
from O2. The solution was stirred for 1 to 2 h and then spectra were recorded.
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Figure 2.21: UV-vis reference spectra of UrFeIII (black) in Ar-saturated DMF, and chemicallyprepared UrFeII (red) with ZnHg amalgam in N2-saturated DMF.

Even before recording the UV-vis spectra, a visible change was observed in the
solution going from a yellow-brown color to a brown-green color. Fig. 2.21
shows a significant change of absorption in the visible region, in particular a
red-shift of the Soret band from 436 nm to 442 nm and a significant increase
of extinction coefficient, which is expected for Fe(II) porphyrins [17].

For further reductions, stronger reducing agents are needed. Reduction to
the formal Fe(I) was attempted using cobaltocene (CoCp2) which has a reported
potential of -0.95 V vs. SCE [18]. However, no clean reduction could be
observed in this case. Attempts for Fe(0) generation with chemical reductants,
such as sodium amalgam (NaHg) or decamethyl cobaltocene (CoCp2*), were
also not successful.

2.4.2 . UV-vis spectroelectrochemistry

Spectroelectrochemistry is a useful technique to monitor spectral evolutions
during oxidation or reduction of molecules. It consists in the combination of a
three-electrode electrochemical cell and a UV-vis spectrophotometer. The setup
used (described in further details in the Annex) allows to detect the changes
occurring directly on the working electrode. This is a key feature because the
stability of multi- reduced intermediates is often limited by the short lifetime of
the species and the measurement should be performed on a short timescale.
UV-vis spectroelectrochemical measurements were performed on the UrFe cat-
alyst both in DMF and ACN, in order to better compare photophysical data
recorded in ACN. As the potential was shifted more negatively with controlled
potential method, three sequential spectral changes could be observed, corre-
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Figure 2.22: UV-Vis spectral evolution in spectroelectrochemistry experimentwithUrFe 40 µMin Ar-saturated ACNdry (left) and DMFdry (right),0.1 M TBAPF6, Pt working electrode, Pt counterelectrode and Pt pseudoreference electrode; room temperature. Top:Fe(III) to Fe(II) reduction.Middle: Fe(II) to Fe(I) reduction. Bottom: Fe(I) to Fe(0) reduction.

sponding to the first, second and third reduction that can be seen on the CV
(Fig. 2.5). Figure 2.22 shows the obtained results at room temperature in
two different solvents. Slight differences in the recorded wavelengths are ex-
pected in two different solvents, but the overall trends are comparable in the
two cases. The top part of Fig. 2.22 shows the reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II).
This corresponds to an increase of the Soret band intensity, together with a
red-shift. Changes are also observed in the Q-band region. Further reduction
(middle graphs) highlights a decrease of the extinction coefficient of the Soret
band. It was possible to obtain a full conversion of Fe(II) to Fe(I), which is
proven by the isosbestic points maintained throughout the whole experiment.
Successfully, also the reduction of Fe(I) to Fe(0) could be achieved using this
method (bottom graphs). This allowed us to obtain the spectral signature of
the Fe(0) species, which has not been frequently reported in the literature, due
to its unstable nature [19]. The changes observed were a further red-shift of
the Soret band to 455 nm, with a second band increasing around 523 nm.
Spectroelectrochemical measurements were also performed for F20TPPFe. In
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Figure 2.23: a. UV-Vis spectral evolution in spectroelectrochemistry experiment with
F20TPPFe 40 µM in Ar-saturated DMFdry,0.2 M TBAPF6, Pt working electrode, Pt counter elec-trode and Pt pseudoreference electrode; room temperature. Top:Fe(III) to Fe(II) reduction.Middle: Fe(II) to Fe(I) reduction. Bottom: Fe(I) to Fe(0) reduction. b. UV-Vis spectral evolutionafter spectroelectrochemical measurement, with no applied potential. Same experimentalconditions as letter a.

this case, the spectra were recorded exclusively in DMF and in presence of 0.2
M of electrolyte, at room temperature. The changes observed were comparable
to the ones observed for UrFe, with a more intense Soret band for the first
reduction and gradual less intense Soret band for the next two oxidation states,
accompanied by a red-shift. Possible degradation of the porphyrin during elec-
trolysis was excluded by letting the system recover with no applied potential at
the end of the measurement (Fig. 2.23, b). The recovery of the Soret band
highlights that the changes observed are due to a reduction of the porphyrin
and not the degradation of the catalyst. The final spectrum recorded seems
to correspond to the intermediate Fe(II) state and not to the fully reoxidized
Fe(III). We can rationalize this as the Fe(II) species is already stable enough in
this conditions, where the cell has been previously purged with argon, so any
further oxidation will be slower than the experiment time and only due to small
leaks of the setup.
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The spectra obtained in this section seem to be a good reference for the rest
of the study. A comparison with the same type of experiment performed in
presence of the CO2 substrate will be provided later in the Chapter.

2.4.3 . Photoaccumulation of reaction intermediates

Another method was used to idenity the reduced species. This time, the
catalyst reduction was triggered photochemically instead of electrochemically.
The term "photoaccumulation" is used to indicate the accumulation of species
induced by shining continuous light.
In this case, the same principle used for the photocatalytic study was applied to
generate the reduced forms of the UrFe catalyst, but in absence of substrate
and water. In these conditions, the reduced iron porphyrin cannot transfer its
electrons and it will tend to accumulate in solution.
To perform the experiment, a mixture of UrFe, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and BIH was
prepared in the dark and in the glovebox to avoid any possible trace of water and
oxygen. The measurement was performed both at low and room temperature
thanks to a built-in three-window cryostat chamber (see Annex). Once again,
the relative concentrations of the different species needed to be adjusted for
this type of measurement. The same reasoning followed for photocatalysis also
applies here (excess of PS with respect to the catalyst, and excess of SED with
respect to the PS). However, the goal here is to observe spectral changes of the
catalyst, which restricts us on the amount of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ that can be added
in solution. After some optimizations, 1.5 equivalents of ruthenium PS with
respect to the iron porphyrin were used.
The measured changes in DMFdry at -35 °C are shown in Fig. 2.24, a. The
top graph displays the first recorded spectrum in cyan colour, overlayed with a
reference Fe(III) spectrum previously obtained (blue trace). We can observe that
the spectrum of the starting species is similar to the Fe(II) spectra recorded using
the electrochemical method. Indeed, we estimated that in these conditions BIH
is performing the first reduction already in the dark. This was also confirmed
by mixing UrFe and BIH and recording the obtained spectrum (Fig. 2.25).
Once the blue LED was switched on, clear spectral changes were observed.
Accurately lowering the LED intensity allowed us to detect the two further
one electron reductions one after the other, as highlighted by the presence of
isosbestic points. In the center and bottom graphs of Fig. 2.24, a a new
band is visible in the 500 nm region when we compare these spectra to the
ones of spectroelectrochemistry. This bands corresponds to the accumulated
Ru(I) (see Fig. 2.8), necessary to perform the successive reductions. All the
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Figure 2.24: a. UV-Vis spectra recorded in photoaccumulation experiment with UrFe 10 µM,[Ru(bpy)3]2+ 15 µM, BIH 7 mM in N2-saturated DMFdry at -35 °C.Top: reference spectra of
UrFeIII under Ar and the first spectrum corresponding to UrFeII reduced in the dark. Mid-dle and bottom: spectral evolution with LED on(λem = 460 nm, 3 Wm-2). b. UV-vis spectra ofphotoaccumulated (blue LED irradiation) UrFe 10 µM, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ 30 µM, BIH 7 mM in N2-saturated DMFdry at -35 °C before (black) and after (red) opening the sample to the air.

Figure 2.25: UV-vis reference spectra of 10 µM UrFe in Ar-saturated DMF alone (black) andwith 50 mM BIH added (red).
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Figure 2.26: UV-Vis spectra recorded in photoaccumulation experiment with UrFe 10 µM,[Ru(bpy)3]2+ 15 µM, BIH 7 mM in N2-saturated DMFdry at room temperature.Top: reductionfrom Fe(II) to Fe(I). Bottom: reduction from Fe(I) to Fe(0). LED used: λem = 460 nm, 3 Wm-2.

other features observed in this measurement match well with those previously
observed in the SEC, and confirm the origin of such spectral changes. The
small shifts in wavelengths can be justified by the different temperature and
components in solution between the two methods. Because of the presence of
BIH saturating the near-UV region, the band at 320 nm could not be observed.
When the Fe(0) species was accumulated, the sample was then left in the dark
and re-opened to air to verify that no degradation of the porphyrin had occurred.
The red trace of Fig. 2.24, b displays the full recovery of the Fe(III) original
species, with a maximum absorbance at 436 nm.
The same experiment was also performed at room temperature (Fig. 2.26).
Once again, the first species detected corresponds to the Fe(II) state and when
the light is switched on, similar trends of changes are observed. The main
difference here is that the highly reduced species (Fe(I) and Fe(0)) are less
stable over time.
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Figure 2.27: Dependency of the reaction kinetics (TOF) on the light flow for UrFe (black) andfor F20TPPFe (red). 20 µM catalyst, 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer, 50 mM BIH sacrificialelectron donor in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1, blue LED irradiation (λem = 460 nm).

2.5 . Unravelling the mechanism

With all the data gathered, we now turned to understanding in depth the
successive events in the photocatalytic mechanism.

2.5.1 . Limiting factors in the catalysis

To understand what is limiting the photocatalytic reaction rate in the opti-
mized conditions, the same reaction was performed varying light intensity, CO2

concentration and acid strength.
As describer in the previous section, switching the light source from white to
blue LED caused an obvious increase of the reaction rate. Further increasing
the light power of the blue LED resulted in only a small increase in TOF. Fig.
2.27 shows how the normalized TOF values tend towards a plateau in the case
of the UrFe catalyst (black trace). On the other hand, the F20TPPFe cata-
lyst in the same experimental conditions follows a linear increase of TOF with
increasing light flux (red trace). This can be interpreted as the limiting step
may be light-induced in the case of F20TPPFe.
Studying the effect of the acid strength is also an important control experiment,
as protonation had previously been found to be the rate determining step (RDS)
in the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 by UrFe [1]. For this purpose, differ-
ent proton sources with increasing acid strength were used in comparison with
H2O: trifluoroethanol (TFE) and phenol (PhOH). Comparing the three differ-
ent proton sources, only a small effect is visible on the reaction rate, suggesting
that the protonation is not the main factor limiting the rate (Fig. 2.28). As
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Figure 2.28: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a white LED (λ>405nm, 100 Wm-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer 1mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 50 mM in CO2-saturated DMF and 100 mM PhOH (red), 100mM TFE (blue), 100 mM H2O (grey) or in absence of proton (black).

mentioned earlier, some catalytic activity was recorded also in absence of added
proton source thanks to BIH protons until their full consumption that is likely
to cause the stop in catalytic activity in less than 100 min. In the first part
of the curve, before the catalysis slows down, the rate seems quite comparable
for the four different conditions, confirming that the source of proton does not
really matter, as it is not the one dictating the reaction rate.
The effect of the protonation step on the reaction kinetics was also investi-
gated in terms of kinetic isotopic effect (KIE) measurement, where the reaction
rates in presence of H2O and D2O were compared (Fig. 2.29). In electrocat-
alytic conditions, a KIE value of 5.77 was found for the UrFe catalyst, which
confirmed that the protonation is RDS [1]. However, in the photocatalytic con-
ditions studied here, a KIE of 1.17 was determined, which supports the limited
contribution of the protonation step to the overall reaction rate. This outcome
is an interesting point to prove how electro- and light-induced catalysis may
follow two different pathways, even with the same molecular catalyst. Lastly,
the effect of substrate concentration on the photocatalytic rate was studied.
We found here a clear linear dependency of the reaction rate (TOF) on the sub-
strate concentration until standard saturated conditions (see Fig. 2.30). Such
a result suggests that CO2 binding onto the catalyst is involved in the RDS of
the photocatalytic cycle in the optimized conditions.
We then aimed to investigate further the interaction of the UrFe catalyst with
the CO2 substrate, by performing different in situ spectroscopies, as described
in the next section.
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Figure 2.29: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a blue LED (λem=460nm 100 Wm-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer1 mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 50 mM in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1 (red) and CO2-saturated DMF/D2O 9:1 (black).

Figure 2.30: Dependency of the reaction kinetics (TOF) on the amount of CO2 added for UrFe20 µM catalyst, 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer, 50 mM BIH sacrificial electron donor inDMF/H2O 9:1, blue LED irradiation (λem=460 nm 100 Wm-2).
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2.5.2 . In situ insvestigation of CO2 binding to UrFe

From the above experiments, we deduced that the substrate binding is lim-
iting the photocatalytic reaction rate. In the first place, we aimed to monitor
the UV-vis changes in situ to determine if we observe the iron porphyrin species
before CO2 binding during the photocatalytic cycle. To do so, we performed
the same type of experiment as for the photoaccumulation described above,
with the only difference being that now protons and CO2 were also added, in
order to be in catalytic conditions. It should be pointed out once again that the
conditions are somewhat different in photoaccumulation compared to photo-
catalysis, as the PS and SED concentrations are lower, to allow the observation
of the catalyst’s UV-vis changes.
In steady-state conditions, we expect to detect only the signals of the species
that precedes the rate determining step, being the slowest of the cycle. The
formation and decay of all other intermediates are faster and not observable
in these conditions. In this given case, we expected to observe the iron por-
phyrin species just before the binding of CO2, in its Fe(0) state. The outcome
of the experiment was unexpected and it suggested us to rethink the reaction
mechanism for the UrFe-catalyzed photocatalysis. In Fig. 2.31 we can see
the spectral evolution of UrFe over time when the LED is switched on. Here,
the initial spectrum (black trace) corresponds to the Fe(III) species, possibly
because the presence of water hampers the removal of oxygen traces and keep
the iron porphyrin in the more oxidized state. A quick evolution to Fe(II) is
observed as soon as the light is turned on (blue trace) to then decay to a state
that remains stable (red trace) until the full consumption of substrate (orange
trace). In the experiment, a small amount of CO2 was added (less than the BIH
amount) to ensure that all of it could be converted to products. By doing so,
we can follow the "end" of the reaction by accumulation of Ru(I) in solution
(orange trace). The steady-state spectrum does not seem to match with the
Fe(0) spectral fingerprints described in the previous sections. Instead the spec-
trum seems to correspond to what was found to be the Fe(I) state, suggesting
that CO2 binding occurs already at the Fe(I) oxidation state.

Another hypothesis that has been advanced in reported studies, is that Fe(II)-
CO can accumulate in solution during photocatalytic reactions as steady-state
[20]. The reference spectrum of Fe(II)-CO for UrFe is shown in Fig. 2.32.
When CO is added on the Fe(II) solution, Fe(II)-CO is formed quickly and it
is quite stable thanks to the affinity for CO of Fe(II) porphyrins. In the visible
region, a blue-shift is observed for the Soret band, still maintaining high extinc-
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Figure 2.31: UV/Vis spectra recorded in photoaccumulation experiment with UrFe 5 µM,[Ru(bpy)3]2+ 20 µM, BIH 70 mM in DMF/H2O 9:1 and 60 mM CO2. Blue LED (λem = 460 nm,70 Wm-2), 25 °C. Inset: Kinetic profile of Fe(I) (brown) and Ru(I) (orange) species.

Figure 2.32: UV-vis reference spectra of chemically preparedUrFeII in N2-saturated DMF (red)and with CO-saturated DMF (black).

tion coefficient.
The wavelength measured in the steady state experiment (Fig. 2.31) is quite
close to the reference for Fe(II)-CO. However, this hypothesis is considered
less likely, since upon shining light, a rapid photolysis of the Fe-CO bond was
recorded (Fig. 2.33 and 2.34). In time-resolved LFP experiment (Fig. 2.33),
the generation of Fe(II) upon flashing is underlined by the appearance of the
band at 436 nm, together with the bleaching of the Fe(II)-CO signal at 419
nm. It should be noted that this experiment was performed in ACN so the
wavelength values may be slightly affected. The inset on the same figure also
shows that re-coordination of the CO to the Fe(II) is also quite rapid.
In continuous light irradiation, the effect of de-coordination and re-coordination,
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Figure 2.33: UV-vis laser flash photolysis of UrFe (OD 420=1) at 1 µs delay, in CO-saturatedACN/H2O 9:1, 25 mM NaAsc, exc 460 nm, 15 mJ. Inset: kinetic traces at 419 nm and 436 nm.

is purely an equilibrium which will be affected also by CO concentration in so-
lution. The evolution upon continuous irradiation of an Fe(II)-CO solution is
shown in Fig. 2.34. A coexistence of the two species can be evidenced. Also,
we assume that in catalytic conditions, de-coordination of CO will be more
favoured as the CO2 reduction catalysis proceeds, otherwise product evolution
would quickly stop. With these reasons we argue that Fe(II)-CO should not be
the steady-state species in our system.
We then investigated possible binding of CO2 on the UrFeI state. We per-
formed once again spectroelectrochemical measurements, but this time in CO2

atmosphere. The obtained changes are presented in Fig. 2.35. When compar-
ing the changes between Ar and CO2, no particular effect was seen on Fe(III)
and Fe(II) states. However, some differences can be seen when comparing Fe(I)
spectral fingerprints under Ar and under CO2 (pink traces in Fig. 2.35 bottom
graphs), the most obvious being the disappearance of the band at 320 nm. The
same set of results is also displayed in Fig. 2.36, where the traces under CO2

and Ar are overlayed for better comparison. This first evidence supports the
hypothesis of possible binding of CO2 before reaching the Fe(0) redox state.
For comparison, the same experiment was also performed on F20TPPFe. The
spectral evolution in presence of CO2 is illustrated in Fig. 6.14. The spectra
until the Fe(0) state seem quite similar with what was obtained under Ar and
shown previously in this Chapter. No clear changes were observed in the spectra
of the Fe(I) state when compared to the same species under Ar (see overlay of
Fig. 2.37).
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Figure 2.34: UV-vis spectral evolution of 4 µM UrFeII-CO solution in DMFdry irradiated withblue LED (100 W m-2) at room temperature. In blue: reference spectrum of UrFeII.

Figure 2.35: UV-vis spectral evolution in spectroelectrochemistry experiment with UrFe 40
µM in Ar-saturated DMFdry (left) and CO2-saturated DMFdry (right), 0.2 M TBAPF6, Pt WorkingElectrode, Pt Counter Electrode andAg pseudo-Reference Electrode; RoomTemperature. Top:Fe(III) to Fe(II) reduction; Bottom: Fe(II) to Fe(I) reduction.
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Figure 2.36: CO2 influence on theUrFeI reduced statesmonitored by spectroelectrochemistryin the UV-Visible region in DMF. UrFeIII (black), UrFeII (red) and UrFeI state (blue solid line) inAr and comparison of UrFeI in presence of CO2 (blue dashed line).

Figure 2.37: Comparison of the Fe(I) state of F20TPPFe in Ar (blue) and CO2 (green) obtainedin spectroelectrochemistry.
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Figure 2.38: CO2 influence on theUrFeI reduced statesmonitored by spectroelectrochemistryin the infrared region in THF. UrFeIII (black), UrFeII (red) and UrFeI state (blue solid line) in Arand comparison of UrFeI in presence of CO2 (blue dashed line).

One more evidence for CO2 binding to UrFeI comes from infrared spectroelec-
trochemistry (IR-SEC). To perform this measurement we used an ATR-FTIR
instrument (see Annex) with the working glassy carbon electrode as close as
possible to the ATR prism. Controlled potentials electrolysis were performed
in a step-wise manner and it was possible to monitor the IR changes until the
Fe(I) oxidation state under Ar and under CO2. Once again, comparison on
the first reduction under Ar and under CO2 did not evidence any significant
change. Instead, when the reduction was continued further to reach Fe(I) ox-
idation state, a clear band started rising around 1635 cm-1 (see Fig. 2.38).
A previous study, mentioned in the introduction chapter, had also reported a
vibration coming from the asymmetric stretching of the C=O bond of a CO2

molecule sandwiched between two Co centers of a bimetallic catalyst around
the same spectral region [21].
Such encouraging result supported once more our hypothesis of CO2 binding
before the Fe(0) oxidation state for the UrFe catalyst. We then attempted
to assign the observed vibrational signature using Density Functional Theory
(DFT). This was performed using B3LYP hybrid functional with dispersion cor-
rection for solvent interaction. DFT calculations were conducted by Dr. M.
Sircoglou from our research group. The UrFeI-CO2 intermediate was com-
puted and more detailed discussion will be given in the section just after. Fig.
2.39 shows the simulated IR spectrum for such intermediate, with the new
bands characteristic of the CO2 interacting with the Fe(I) complex highlighted
by red dots. Even though the most intense band expected at 1293.9 cm-1 was
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Figure 2.39: Theoretical IR stick and band spectrum (gaussian fit w1/2=15 cm-1) obtained for
ααUrFeI-CO2.

Figure 2.40: Vibration modes associated to the CO2 fragment in ααUrFeI-CO2.
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covered by the electrolyte, we could still see the correspondence of experimental
and theoretical values from the frequencies estimated at 1626.8 cm-1 and 1657
cm-1. These were assigned as two asymmetric stretching modes of the C=O
bond, depicted in Fig. 2.40.

2.5.3 . DFT and mechanism proposal

As it was just acknowledged above, DFT calculations enabled us to have a
comparison on the likelihood and stability of the proposed Fe(I)-CO2 interme-
diate, both for UrFe and F20TPPFe catalysts. For both iron complexes it
was possible to describe the tentative Fe(I)-CO2 intermediate with DFT. The
stable geometries for the Fe(I) state with and without bound-CO2 are shown
in Fig. 2.41 and 2.42. It should be specified that to reduce the calculation
time, two of the UrFe porphyrin arms were removed (ααUrFe). The two
faces of the porphyrin are indeed equivalent and the opposite face should not
affect the interaction with the CO2 substrate. Comparing the structures by
partial charges and spin density distribution on the different elements of the in-
termediate, no significant changes are observed between ααUrFeI-CO2 and
F20TPPFeI-CO2. However, when looking at the coordination free energy of
these intermediates (Table 2.3), we found that the CO2 adduct for UrFeI lays
at 0.78 kcal mol-1 above the dissociated pair, whereas the same coordination for
F20TPPFeI is 10.46 kcal mol-1 higher in energy than the dissociated couple.
This results in a quite unfavourable binding of CO2 on Fe(I) for F20TPPFe
(kA = 9.19 x 10-8 M-1), with an association constant 8 orders of magnitude
smaller than for UrFeI. Such huge difference has to be attributed to the effect
of the donating H-bond urea arms. In the PBE0 geometry of Fig. 2.42, we
can see that the urea arms in the η1 coordination of CO2 to the metal center
induced a bending of the OCO with an angle of 128.4°, compared to the 139.5°
for F20TPPFe. The further bending of the CO2 substrates also corresponds
to a substantial activation.

Table 2.3: Predicted coordination energetics in the Fe(I) oxidation state at 298K
ΔG coord(kcal/mol) kD (M-1) kA (M-1) ΔE (V)

ααUrFe(I) 0.78 0.87 1.16 0.006
F20TPPFe(I) 10.46 1.09·107 9.19·10-8 0.000

From the partial charges calculated (Fig. 2.42) we can deduce that a more
accurate description of this intermediate would be UrFeII CO –

2 , given the -
0.67 charge transferred from the metal to the CO2. Overall, DFT calculations
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Figure 2.41: PBE0 geometries, partial charges and spin densities of ααUrFeI and F20TPPFeI.

Figure 2.42: PBE0 geometries, partial charges and spin densities of ααUrFeI-CO2 and
F20TPPFe

I-CO2.
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support the possibility of interaction of CO2 on the Fe(I) state in the case of
UrFe, whereas the earlier binding at Fe(I) oxidation state seems much more
unfavourable for F20TPPFe.
With all this information, we attempted to give an explanation behind the strik-
ing difference in photocatalytic activity for the iron porphyrins studied. In the
case of TPPFe, it was argued in the previous section that the driving force to
reach the Fe(0) state is very small, given the redox potentials, quite more neg-
ative than the Ru(II)/Ru(I) couple of the photosensitizer (-1.695 V vs. SCE).
However, UrFe and F20TPPFe have very comparable CVs under Ar. We have
seen in Section 2.5.1, that what limits the rate of the photocatalytic reaction
in our experimental conditions is most likely the substrate binding. We there-
fore hypothesize that the introduction of urea arms in the second coordination
sphere of the catalyst induces a great enhancement of photocatalytic activity,
by unlocking a new reaction pathway where the Fe(I) state can already interact
and activate the substrate.
Going back to the cyclic voltammograms of the three catalysts under Ar and
under CO2, which we had previously reported (Fig. 2.43) [1]. We had al-
ready observed that when CO2 is added in solution, but still not in catalytic
regime (absence of protons), the last reduction of UrFe has an anodic shift
of around 70 mV. This phenomenon was not observed for the other iron por-
phyrins (Fig. 2.43). With our new findings of the Fe(I)-CO2 we may now say
that this new species formed is more easily reduced than when the bound-CO2

is not present. Such gain in reduction potential can therefore increase the re-
action driving force, resulting in one of the highest reaction rates reported for
molecular photo-induced CO2 reduction.

Figure 2.43: Cyclic voltammograms of the studied iron porphyrins in Ar (black) and CO2 (red)atmospheres, 1 mM catalyst, 0.1 M TBAPF6 in DMFdry, 100 mV s-1.
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Figure 2.44: Proposed mechanism for the light-induced CO2 reduction to CO with UrFe withthe species characterized.

Finally, we summarized our efforts in the understanding of the photocatalytic
mechanism by proposing a mechanism for the reaction of the catalytic reduction
of CO2 to CO by UrFe. As represented in Fig. 2.44, UrFeII enters the catalytic
cycle after reduction in the dark of UrFeIII by BIH. The first light-induced
step involves the reductive of the excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+, to form the
reducing [Ru(bpy)3]+ which transfers one electron to the catalyst to generate
UrFeI. UV-vis monitoring of the reaction seems to suggest that this latter is the
steady-state of the catalytic cycle, preceding the rate determining step (RDS)
of catalysis, that consists in the CO2 binding to form the formal [UrFeI-CO2]
adduct. Given the small KIE value found, we cannot assess that the protonation
is involved in the RDS. The following steps involve one more electron inputted
and two proton transfers to release the product, CO. The sequence of the
reduction and protonations and possible coupling of the two has not been fully
determined yet, but more studies are undergoing in our research group. Finally
after cleaving the Fe(II)-CO bond, the product is released and UrFeII enters
again the catalytic cycle.
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2.6 . Conclusions

Light-induced CO2 reduction can be quite complex to monitor and under-
stand, since many different elements are present in the reaction mixture. In
this study, we were able to understand the role that different factors play in
photocatalytic activity. By choosing the appropriate chromophore, we could
study the reactivity of a family of iron porphyrins, in particular by highlighting
the crucial role that the second coordination sphere can play in catalysis.
The urea-modified UrFe catalyst shows excellent activity for CO production for
a homogeneous system, in terms of stability (TON), rate (TOF) and product
selectivity (nearly 100%). This system was further studied with different spec-
troscopic techniques, in order to identify reactive intermediates and the rate
determining step. Working with a homogeneous setup allowed a rather facile
application of these techniques that allowed us to obtain important pieces of
information. The reduced forms of the porphryin could be identified, and an
unexpected interaction of CO2 with the Fe(I) state was evidenced. Through-
out the study, we aimed to compare this catalyst with F20TPPFe, having the
same reduction potentials, but lacking the second coordination sphere. For the
latter, we could not detect any interaction of CO2 at the Fe(I) state, which
brought us to think that the early binding of substrate for UrFe is crucial to
increase the driving force of the reaction, unlocking a new species that is more
easily reduced. From our results we also deduced that substrate binding may
be determining the reaction rate in our photocatalytic conditions.
Overall, a lot still has to be learnt to follow-up multiple electron-transfer pro-
cesses, but we were able to set up some simple methods to already extract some
important information on the reaction mechanism.
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3 - HETEROGENEOUS
PHOTOCATALYSIS FOR CO2

REDUCTION

3.1 . Introduction and objectives

It is possible to develop catalysts highly specific to the substrate through
molecular design that can significantly boost the reaction of interest. In the
previous chapter, we discussed how modifications of the second coordination
sphere of an iron porphyrin catalyst enhance the binding of the CO2 substrate
resulting in higher reaction rate and catalyst turnovers in a photocatalytic sys-
tem.

Given the positive outcome of our study on photocatalytic activity in a ho-
mogeneous medium, we aimed to implement the urea-modified iron porphyrin
UrFe in a device for heterogeneous photocatalysis. Heterogenization of the
molecular catalyst is desirable to increase the system stability (less (photo)
degradation) pathways on a surface than in solution [1] ), to reduce the amount
of catalyst needed (in solution we are limited by the diffusion of the species)
and to ideally constitute a device that is more easily scalable and reusable. In
addition, immobilizing the catalyst onto a surface enables us to operate in aque-
ous medium, avoiding often toxic organic solvents where generally this kind of
catalysts is soluble.
With these advantages in mind, we addressed the construction of a photo-
cathode assembly, where the light-assisted electron transfer is integrated in an
electrochemical cell to perform CO2 reduction. Such device allows to reduce
the potential needed to perform CO2 reduction thanks to the additional en-
ergy provided by the sunlight and converted to an electrochemical potential [2]
[3].As it was mentioned in the introduction chapter, the photocathode assembly
is constituted mainly by three parts: i) a conductive support to deposit the top
layers; ii) a light absorbing unit with the parallel function of the photosensitizer
discussed in Chapter 2 and iii) a catalyst to perform the reaction of interest.
To build a photoelectrode, we can consider two possible approaches (see Fig.
3.1). On the one hand (Fig. 3.1, a) we can keep both the photosensitizer (P)
and the catalyst (Cat) as molecular components and covalently link them to
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Figure 3.1: Simplified scheme for the assembly strategies of a photocathode based onmolec-ular catalyst.

the surface and to each other with linking groups (L); on the other hand (Fig.
3.1, b) we can use a small band gap semiconductor material that absorbs visi-
ble light and transfers electrons to the catalyst. On top of the semiconductor,
the catalyst (Cat) is immobilized by covalent bonds through specific functional
groups (L). It is noteworthy to highlight the importance of using covalent bonds
to immobilize the molecular catalyst, which provides a well-defined and stable
interface compared to having the catalyst in solution [4].
For reasons of synthetic simplicity, we opted for the second approach, where a
modification of the porphyrin ligand is necessary for the final assembly. Differ-
ent covalent linking groups have already been reported in literature, the most
common ones being carboxylic and phosphonic groups [5] [6]. Based on a study
by Gong et al. [6] on the stability of different linking groups at different pH
values, we opted for a hydroxamate group modification on the phenyl rings at
the extremities of the catalyst arms (Fig. 3.2).

3.1.1 . Cuprous oxide as semiconductor and photoabsorber

The choice of the appropriate semiconductor material as photoabsorber has
to follow specific criteria. First of all, as we are concerned with a reduction
reaction, we need to use a p-type semiconductor, where the minority carriers
are electrons. This can be better understood by looking at the band-bending
phenomenon, which occurs for a semiconductor in solution when the Fermi level
(EF) of the semiconductor equilibrates with the potential of the species in solu-
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of the structural modification done on the UrFe catalyst to insert hydrox-amate covalent linking groups (Link-UrFe).

tion (Ered, Fig. 3.3). In a p-type semiconductor, the electron that is excited into
the conduction band upon photon absorption is driven to the surface because
of the thermodynamic drive generated by the band-bending, while the hole is
driven towards the electrode. This will enable the electrons to be injected onto
the substrate or catalyst to perform the desired reduction reaction. This prop-
erty of semiconductors is desirable to perform photochemistry, since it pushes
the separation of hole and electron in the desired direction. As we can see in
the scheme (Fig. 3.3), this is true only in the region near the solution, where
the band bending occurs. The depth of this region can be further modulated by
applying an external electrochemical bias [4]. On the other hand, for an n-type
semiconductor we observe the opposite behaviour bringing holes to the surface,
in order to perform oxidation reactions.
The second important criterion concerns the reduction potential of the semi-
conductor indicated by the conduction band positions, which should be negative
enough to be able to transfer the electrons to the molecular catalyst. Fig. 3.4
shows an overview of the main semiconductors of interest for photoreduction of
CO2 with their associated band gaps and energy levels of valence and conduc-
tion bands. We chose to focus our interests on cuprous oxide (Cu2O, in orange).
Indeed, this material presents both a band gap small enough to absorb visible
light (ranging from approximately 1.6 to 3.2 eV) and a highly reducing conduc-
tion band (-1.4 V vs. NHE [7]). When we compare this reduction potential to
the CO2/CO couple (-0.53 V vs. NHE [8]) or to the UrFe catalyst Fe(I) to
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Figure 3.3: Simplified scheme of the band levels and band bending in p- and n-type semi-conductors when in contact with the electrolyte solution. Eg: band gap; EVB: valence bandpotential; ECB: conduction band potential; EF: Fermi level; Ered: solution potential.

Fe(0) reduction (-1.146 V vs. NHE) , for instance, we see that this material
has the potential to perform CO2 reduction on its own. However, we need to
take into account that such negative potentials also promote its degradation,
which under irradiation can reduce itself from Cu(I) to Cu(0) undergoing the
phenomenon called photocorrosion. For this reason it is crucial to associate
Cu2O to a catalyst that can efficiently store and transfer electrons to the sub-
strate and to the protective layers that help the transfer of the electron to the
surface of the electrode, minimizing self-reduction.
Cu2O has been investigated as a photocatalyst for water splitting reaction since
the late 90s [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]. In more recent years, the group of
Grätzel has also implemented this p-type semiconductor for photoelectrocat-
alytic (PEC) CO2 reduction [16] [17]. In these reports, the Cu2O layer is pre-
pared by electrodeposition in specific conditions which will be described in more
details in Section 3.4. This preparation has been optimized to yield a high and
stable photocurrent response, by varying the applied current, duration of the
deposition, temperature and pH conditions [18]. The overall assembly for the
photocathode for CO2 reduction is further composed of two or three different
buffer layers prepared by Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) that form buried p-n
heterojunctions and prevents undesirable interfacial charge recombination. For
the catalyst immobilization, they then add an additional mesoporous layer of
TiO2 which serves to increase the loading of the catalyst, as compared to just
having a flat surface [17].
It should be emphasized that by adding the buffer layers on Cu2O, the reducing
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Figure 3.4: Conduction band, valence band potentials, and band gap energies of various semi-conductors in comparison to the thermodynamic potentials of various CO2 reduction reac-tions at pH 7. Credits to [9]

potential is significantly lowered as a penalty of the downhill cascade of conduc-
tion band through the buffer layers. This has as an unfortunate consequence
that the initial highly reducing potential of Cu2O is lost, but this is necessary
to gain material stability and to avoid photocorrosion. If we look back at the
thermodynamic landscape of Fig. 3.4, we can notice that the conduction band
of TiO2 has a similar potential as of that of the CO2/CO couple, which means
that we can have just enough reducing power to perform CO2 reduction.

With these examples in mind, we aimed to construct a photocathode con-
stituted by Cu2O photoabsorber, TiO2 protective and anchoring layer, and our
hydroxamate-modified catalyst (Link-UrFe). Our goal was to initially simplify
the overall design as much as possible, but we then implemented additional
ALD layers to improve stability and electron transport. More specifically, our
assembly relies on the implementation of a urea-modified catalyst, which we
know is highly active for CO2 reduction, and that we immobilized on the pho-
toelectrode surface through covalent bonds. Fig. 3.5 shows a scheme of the
overall assembly of our photocathode.

3.2 . Catalyst synthesis and characterization

To insert the hydroxamate functional groups on the UrFe porphyrin, we
used the same precursor porphyrin αβαβ-TPP(NH2) described in Chapter
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of the photocathode assembly described in this Chapter.

2 (see Fig. 3.6). Here, we performed the first reaction with an excess of the
commercially available methyl 4-isocyanatobenzoate to form the urea arms and
with an additional methyl ester group on the para position as precursor for the
hydroxamate group [19].

Figure 3.6: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of OMeUrFe (Link-UrFe precursor).

After the reaction was completed, the crude was evaporated and precipitated
with DCM/pentane to yield a purple powder in a yield of about 80%. 1H-NMR
and HR-MS analysis showed the desired product. Fig. 3.7 shows the recorded
1H-NMR with some of the assigned peaks.
We then inserted the iron metal in the free-base porphyrin at this stage since the
formation of the hydroxamate moieties will considerably change the porphyrin
solubility. Metallation was carried out overnight in the glovebox in THF with an
excess of FeBr2 and lutidine. The crude was then evaporated and treated with
1 M HCl in order to exchange the axial ligand and insert chloride to obtaine
a brown powder in a quantitative yield. HR-MS showed the desired peaks for
this reaction step (Fig. 3.8), while we could not perform 1H-NMR due to the
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Figure 3.7: 1H-NMR spectrum of TPPOMe in deuterated acetone, 300 MHz. a: pyrrolic pro-tons, b: -CH3 protons of the methyl esters, c: -NH protons inside the porphyrin ring.

paramagnetic Fe center. This complex (OMeUrFe) was further characterized
by UV-vis spectroscopy (Annex) and cyclic voltammetry. The electrochemical
analysis is important to determine the potentials needed to reduce the catalyst
to its catalytically active oxidation state. In fact, it is necessary to verify that
the structural modifications to the UrFe catalyst do not affect significantly
the redox potentials. Fig. 3.9 shows the CV obtained in Ar (blue), CO2 (red)
and in catalytic conditions (green) for the iron porphyrin intermediate holding
the ester groups (OMeUrFe). As it was discussed in Chapter 2, also here
we can observe three reversible waves corresponding to the Fe(III)/Fe(II) and
the formal Fe(II)/Fe(I) and Fe(I)/Fe(0) reductions at 0.236 V, -0.605 V and
-1.17 V vs. NHE respectively. By comparison with the CV of unmodified UrFe
(0.181 V, -0.690 V and -1.146 V vs. NHE for Fe(III)/Fe(II), Fe(II)/Fe(I) and
Fe(I)/Fe(0)), we see that these values are indeed quite close, meaning that with
the structural modification the redox potential of the Fe(0) state is well-aligned
with the conduction band of the semiconductor. Like for the UrFe, we also
observe here an anodic shift of the third reduction wave when CO2 is added in
solution. This has been attributed to an efficient CO2 capture. Upon addition
of the proton source (water), we observe the expected increase of current due
to the CO2 reduction reaction taking place.
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Figure 3.8: ESI-HRmass spectrumofOMeUrFe (top), showing the experimental and simulatedisotope patterns for the 1490.3810 (center) and 1436.3724 (bottom) peaks.
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Figure 3.9: Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the OMeUrFe complex at 1 mM concentration in Ar-degassed dry DMF with 0.1 M TBAPF6. Glassy carbon working electrode; Pt counter electrodeand Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) as reference electrode; 100 mV s-1 scan rate.
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Figure 3.10: Scheme of the catalyst activation step and immobilization on TiO2.

3.3 . Catalyst immobilization

To immobilize the iron catalyst, a two-step procedure is necessary (see Fig.
3.10). In the first step, the methyl ester groups were activated using hydrox-
ylamine to form hydroxamate groups. Then, in the second step, the activated
catalyst was immobilized on the FTO electrode with a mesoporous TiO2 layer
prepared by drop-casting. The electrode was dipped for 24 h in a 0.35 mM
solution of the catalyst (Link-UrFe) in 1:1 MeOH/EtOH mixture. For com-
parison, a similar experiment was also performed using the non-modified UrFe
catalyst. Afterwards, the electrodes were taken out of the solution, rinsed thor-
oughly with EtOH and dried. The electrode containing Link-UrFe showed a
darker colour compared to the one with UrFe, indicating successful catalyst
attachment in the case of Link-UrFe (see Fig. 3.11). Thanks to the elec-
trode transparency, we could perform transmission UV-vis spectra for the two
electrodes, which clearly showed the peak corresponding to the Soret band of
the iron porphyrin at 426 nm in the case of Link-UrFe (Fig. 3.11).
To further confirm the immobilization of the catalyst on the TiO2 layer, we
performed Attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(ATR-FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses. We recorded
the infrared spectra by directly pressing the electrode surface against the ATR
silicon crystal. For reference, we also recorded the spectra of the FTO surface
alone (on which the TiO2 layer is deposited) and of the catalyst powder. By
overlaying the spectra (Fig. 3.12), we can observe that the electrode contain-
ing the FTO electrode with TiO2 and Link-UrFe catalyst (blue trace) is an
overlap of the other two reference spectra. In particular, we can see the peaks
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Figure 3.11: UV-vis absorption spectrum obtained for the FTO electrode with mesoporousTiO2 after being left in the catalyst solution of UrFe (blue) and Link-UrFe (orange). Inset:Photograph of the two electrodes analyzed.

corresponding to the catalyst vibrations (red asterisks). On the other hand,
when the same measurement was performed for the electrode with FTO, TiO2

and UrFe (Fig. 3.13), we could not clearly distinguish any of the characteristic
peaks of the catalyst.
XPS analyses of the two samples confirmed once again the successful immo-
bilization of the catalyst in the case of Link-UrFe but not in absence of the
covalent anchoring groups (UrFe). From the survey (Fig. 3.14) we can observe
in both cases the predominant signals of Ti and O, as the main elements of
the top mesoporous layer. For both samples, we can see peaks of C and N,
corresponding to the molecular catalyst on the surface of the electrode. How-
ever, in the case of the Link-UrFe containing electrode, they are much more
intense. For the same electrode, we can also see additional peaks of Fe and
F. The F peak is due to the underlying FTO substrate, while the Fe signal,
again, is indicative of the molecular catalyst presence on the electrode. Fig.
3.15 shows the spectrum obtained for the Fe 2p region, which indicates that
introducing covalent anchoring groups can significantly increase the amount of
catalyst immobilized on the surface of the electrode. The XPS analysis confirms
for both electrodes the presence of molecular catalyst on the surface, however
the greater peak intensities detected in presence of Link-UrFe underlines the
importance of introducing anchoring groups.
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Figure 3.12: ATR-FTIR normalized spectra (for the peak at 1200 cm-1) of the FTO on glass sup-port (red), of the Link-UrFe catalyst powder (green) and of the FTOelectrodewithmesoporousTiO2 after being 24 h in the Link-UrFe catalyst solution.

Figure 3.13: ATR-FTIR normalized spectra (for the peak at 1200 cm-1) of the FTO on glasssupport (red), of the UrFe catalyst (green) and of the FTO electrode with mesoporous TiO2after being 24 h in the UrFe catalyst solution.
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Figure 3.14: XPS spectra of the FTO electrode with mesoporous TiO2 and after being placedfor 24 h in the UrFe (top) and Link-UrFe (bottom) catalyst solutions; survey scans.

Figure 3.15: XPS spectra of the FTO electrode with mesoporous TiO2 and after being placedfor 24 h in the UrFe (left) and Link-UrFe (right) catalyst solutions in the Fe 2p region.
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3.4 . Photoelectrode preparation

We then turned to the more challenging task of assembling the photoelec-
trode with its various layers. As discussed above, the main component is con-
stituted by the Cu2O layer. To prepare this photoelectrode, we followed the
previously optimized electrodeposition conditions reported in the literature [18]
[16]. In particular, we used FTO as substrate on glass support with low re-
sistance (TEC 7, between 7 and 10 Ω), which served as a working electrode
during the deposition. Careful cleaning of the substrate was performed by soni-
cation in soapy water, acetone, EtOH and distilled water for 15 min each. The
clean surfaces were stored in distilled water and rinsed again with EtOH before
use. For the electrodeposition we used a three-electrode set-up with the FTO
as working electrode, Pt grid as counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as reference
electrode at 30 °C. We then applied a constant current density of 0.1 mA cm-2

for 105 min to a solution of 0.2 M CuSO4, 0.5 M K2HPO4 and 3 M lactic acid,
and the solution is brought to pH 12 with addition of KOH 2 M solution. It is
important to use lactate ligand to avoid the precipitation of Cu(OH)2. These
parameters are used to deposit approximately a 500 nm layer, which optimally
gives high photocurrent. At the end of the deposition, the Cu2O layer was
rinsed with water and acetone.
By following these steps, we initially encountered reproducibility and uniformity
problems for our depositions. Fig. 3.16 shows an example of the electrode
obtained following this method, where some areas of the substrate have much
thicker layers (darker color) and others seem to not have an effective deposition
(lighter color). After few unsuccessful trials, we decided to add a layer of gold
(Au) on the FTO substrate to increase the conductivity of the substrate and
improve the deposition.
To deposit the Au layer we used a Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) setup,
where we first deposited 10 nm of Cr and then add on top of it 100 nm of
Au. The Cr layer is used to increase the adherence of the thick Au layer on
the FTO support. When the electrodeposition was performed on the FTO with
Cr and Au layers, a more uniform layer of Cu2O could be obtained. To further
analyze the difference of the Cu2O layers obtained in the two different cases,
we tested the photoelectrochemical response by sweeping potential with LSV
method (linear sweep voltammetry) while pulsing a white LED on and off. In
both cases, we could notice a photocurrent response, corresponding to an in-
crease of current when the light is on, and then going back to nearly zero when
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Figure 3.16: Photograph of the electrodepositedd Cu2O layers directly on FTO substrate (left)and on 10 nm Cr and 100 nm Au layers (right).

the light is off (see Fig. 3.17). Comparing the curves of Fig. 3.17, we can
notice that electrodeposition on gold surface allows not only to have a more
uniform Cu2O layer, but also to significantly increase the photocurrent response
from -0.315 mA cm-2 to -2.98 mA cm-2 at -0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. These values
are calculated by subtracting the current measured in the dark from the one
measured with the light on.
Importantly, it should be highlighted that the current response in the dark
should ideally stay nearly zero. The phenomenon observed for the curves in
Fig. 3.17 where the dark current tends to slowly increase by scanning more
negative potentials is associated to photocorrosion, meaning that an electro-
chemical transformation is taking place and giving rise to a current response
even without excitation of the semiconductor; in this case the self reduction of
the material from Cu(I) to Cu(0). Monitoring the extent of photocorrosion can
be used to determine the photoelectrode stability.
We then moved to characterize further the obtained electrode by XPS (Fig.
3.18). As expected, the spectra clearly show the presence of Cu and O peaks,
together with the presence of potassium, hydroxide and carbonate, probably to
be ascribed to the electrodeposition solution (see Fig. 3.18 and 3.19). During
the measurement, the signals corresponding to carbonate and hydroxide dimin-
ish, confirming that they are due to pollution of the surface. The XPS analysis
confirms the nature of the copper oxide deposited being Cu(I) as previously de-
scribed in literature. One more analysis to confirm the nature of the material
deposited on the electrode is the band gap measurement. This was performed
by measuring the absorbance and by plotting the Tauc diagram based on the
experimental data. Fig. 3.20 displays the experimental direct band gap esti-
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Figure 3.17: Photocurrent response obtained upon Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) whilepulsing white LED light (100 W m-2, 1s/1s on/off inputs) for Cu2O electrodeposited directly onFTO TEC 7 substrate (blue) or in presence of a 10 nm Cr and 100 nm Au layers (orange). 0.5 MNa2SO4 and 0.1 M KH2PO4 electrolyte, pH 4.4, N2 atmosphere.

Figure 3.18: XPS spectra of Cu2O electrodeposited on FTO electrode with 10 nm Cr and 100nm Au layers; survey scans.
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Figure 3.19: XPS spectra of Cu2O electrodeposited on FTO electrode with 10 nm Cr and 100nm Au layers; Cu 2p, C 1s and O 1s regions.

mated from the Tauc plot, corresponding to 2.39 eV. To find this value, we
applied the KubelkaMunk function [20] [21]. This value slightly differs from the
reported value of 2.2 eV [22], but it is considered to be an acceptable variation.

After having optimized the Cu2O deposition and verified that we can obtain
a good photocurrent response (nearly -3 mA cm-2 at -0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl for
proton reduction), we moved to integrating the mesoporous TiO2 layer on the
photocathode, where the catalyst can be immobilized. Indeed, few buffer layers
could be integrated to the electrode assembly as described in Fig. 3.5, but we
also addressed the construction of a simplified assembly, where the TiO2 layer
is directly in contact with the Cu2O semiconductor.
Different preparations of the mesoporous TiO2 are possible. Our first attempt
was by using blade coating (BC) technique starting from the Solaronix titania
paste for high transparency (HT) films. This methodology allows to obtain
a highly transparent film, with the additional binders being removed by heat
treatment or by UV light [17]. However, we observed an unexpected degrada-
tion of the Cu2O layer upon contact with the titania paste, possibly due to a
chemical reaction with the binders present in the paste.
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Figure 3.20: Tauc plot obtained from the absorption spectrum of an FTO TEC 7 substrate withCu2O layer. The data was best fitted in the direct band-gap equation, the intercept shows theexperimental band-gap value.

To overcome this hurdle, we proceeded in parallel to i) develop an alternative
way to constitute the TiO2 mesoporous layer and ii) integrate ALD layers to
protect the Cu2O in the final device. For the former, we chose a simple method
reported by Marica et al. [23] where a TiO2 suspension is simply prepared from
21 nm TiO2 particles and water and then drop-casted (DC) on the surface.
The choice of solvent is important for both preventing damages on the surface
and allowing a slow evaporation to obtain a homogeneous film. However, this
methodology yields a rather white colored film, which causes a decrease of the
light absorption of the semiconductor. Optimization of this preparation may be
a key point for further development; further analysis is discussed in the next
sections.
Integration of ALD layers in the electrode seems promising as this technique
allows to access a wide range of materials and to deposit them in a highly con-
trolled way in terms of both conformity and thickness. Depositions were made
in collaboration with L’Institut Photovoltaïque d’Île-de-France (IPVF) and the
specific conditions used can be found in the Annex. Three different combi-
nations of ALD layers were prepared and tested in terms of photocurrent (see
next Section). In particular, a first batch included a 10 nm TiO2 layer between
the Cu2O and the mesoporous TiO2 (Cu2O/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2), whereas the
other two included one additional ALD layer for a more favourable p-n hetero-
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Figure 3.21: Photocurrent response obtained upon Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) whilepulsing white LED light (600 Wm-2 or 0.6 sun, 1s/1s on/off inputs) for the Cu2O/DC-TiO2/Link-
UrFe electrode. CO2-saturated KHCO3 0.5 M electrolyte. CE: Pt; RE: Ag/AgCl.

junction: Al-doped ZnO (Cu2O/ALD-AZO/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2) and Al2O3

(Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2). The thicknesses of the different lay-
ers were chosen in order to limit the insulating effect that these materials can
inevitably induce; for Al2O3 a single ALD cycle was performed, whereas AZO
was deposited with a 20 nm thickness, given its higher conductivity. On top of
the ALD layers, mesoporous TiO2 was drop-casted as described above. On the
mesoporous layer, the catalyst was immobilized simply by dipping the electrode
in the catalyst solution, as described in Section 3.3.

3.5 . Photoelectrochemical study

To study the different assemblies of the photocathode described in the Sec-
tion above, we mainly compared the photocurrent response in catalytic condi-
tions, in presence of CO2. First of all, we evaluated the PEC performances of
the simpler assembly without ALD layers. Fig. 3.21 shows the current response
of the Cu2O/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrode under chopped light while apply-
ing negative bias. Quite interestingly, we see an increase of the photocurrent
recorded until around -0.35 V vs. Ag/AgCl (-1.48 mA cm-2) of applied poten-
tial, followed by a decrease of photocurrent together with an increase of dark
current. These symptoms indicate that photocorrosion is taking place.
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Figure 3.22: Photocurrent response obtained upon Chronoamperometry (CA) while pulsingwhite LED light (600Wm-2 or 0.6 sun, 1s/1s on/off inputs) for the Cu2O/ALD-AZO/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrode at -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl (blue) and for the Cu2O/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe elec-trode at -0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl (red). CO2-saturated KHCO3 0.5 M electrolyte. CE: Pt; RE: Ag/AgCl.

The photocurrent obtained seems to be quite promising in terms of PEC re-
sponse when compared to values found in the literature [17], however, when
testing the stability of the photocurrent response (red curve of Fig. 3.22), we
can observe a quick decay of photocurrent density upon prolonged electrolysis
at -0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl when pulsing the light. In fact, in less than one minute,
almost all the photocurrent is lost and the electrode is damaged, as we can see
from the dark current behaviour. This observation highlights the importance of
introducing protective layers before mesoporous TiO2 to prevent the photocor-
rosion phenomenon and increase the photocathode stability over time.
Comparing the three different ALD preparation batches in catalytic conditions
(with CO2 substrate and the Link-UrFe catalyst on the surface), we can de-
termine which buffer layer composition is more appropriate for the efficiency
of the final device. Fig. 3.23 displays the results obtained for the electrodes
with the different ALD layers assembly. As a general observation, we noticed
the decrease in photocurrent density compared to the previous case (Fig. 3.21),
which is to be expected since we inserted additional interfaces that may increase
the probability of charge recombination. Having a closer look, we see that the
addition of only ALD-TiO2 layer gives the worst performances (-0.24 mA cm-2

at -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl). This can be rationalized by the large gap between
the conduction bands of the Cu2O/TiO2 junction, meaning that recombination
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Figure 3.23: Photocurrent response obtained upon Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) whilepulsing white LED light (600 W m-2 or 0.6 sun, 1s/1s on/off inputs) for the electrodesCu2O/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe (red), Cu2O/ALD-AZO/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe (blue)and Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe (black). CO2-saturated KHCO3 0.5 M elec-trolyte. CE: Pt; RE: Ag/AgCl.

between the valence band (VB) of Cu2O and the conduction band (CB) of TiO2

may not be successfully minimized (see Fig. 3.24). If the recombination takes
place (electron from CB of TiO2 replenishing the hole in the VB of Cu2O), the
electrons will not be efficiently drawn to the electrode surface as desired and
the catalysis will not occur. Next, the photocurrent density obtained when an
AZO layer is added before TiO2 was measured to be -0.39 mA cm-2 at -0.6 V
vs. Ag/AgCl (blue curve in Fig. 3.23). To further confirm that the observed
current is coming from the catalytic reaction, we compared the LSV obtained in
identical conditions but in the absence of the catalyst (green curve of Fig. 3.25).
Indeed, we observed an increase of 180 µA cm-2 in the current density when
the catalyst is integrated in the system, likely an index of the CO2 reduction
reaction occurring on the surface that increases the photocurrent response.
When we investigated the stability of this electrode at a constant potential
(blue curve in Fig. 3.22) we observed a significant improvement compared to
the Cu2O/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrode. Even though we can observe some
dark current the additional ALD layer can clearly enhance the photocathode sta-
bility both in terms of photocorrosion and photocurrent density stability over
time.
From Fig. 3.23, the electrode containing the Al2O3 buffer layer seems to be the
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Figure 3.24: Comparison scheme of the band levels for Ti oxide and Cu oxides. Credits to [24]

Figure 3.25: Photocurrent response obtained upon Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) whilepulsing white LED light (600 Wm-2 or 0.6 sun, 1s/1s on/off inputs) for the Cu2O/ALD-AZO/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2 electrode in presence (blue) and absence of the Link-UrFe catalyst (green). CO2-saturated KHCO3 0.5 M electrolyte. CE: Pt; RE: Ag/AgCl.
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Figure 3.26: Photocurrent response obtained upon Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) whilepulsingwhite LED light (600Wm-2 or 0.6 sun, 1s/1s on/off inputs) for the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2 electrode in presence (black) and absence of the Link-UrFe catalyst (green).CO2-saturated KHCO3 0.5 M electrolyte. CE: Pt; RE: Ag/AgCl.

most active for CO2 reduction given the current density of -1.86 mA cm-2 at -0.6
V vs. Ag/AgCl. Strangely, we also observed a quite negative onset potential
when compared to the other cases (around -0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl). Analogously
to the AZO electrode, we compared the LSV curves in presence and absence of
catalyst (Fig. 3.26) and once again we noticed an unexpected behaviour. The
green curve in Fig. 3.26 displays a much more positive onset potential than
in the presence of catalyst (black trace) and the current intensities seem to be
comparable. This observation is not yet clearly understood, but it is indicative
that secondary processes are taking place on the electrode and not necessarily
linked to the catalytic reaction of interest. With these preliminary remarks we
conclude that the introduction of the AZO layer seems to be the most promising
for the electrode assembly.
We now turned to question the stability of the catalyst immobilization in oper-
ating conditions. Are the covalent bonds stable at reducing potentials and light
irradiation? To verify this, we analyzed with XPS the sample with Cu2O/ALD-
Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe after recording the photocurrent. Fig.
3.27 shows the survey scans obtained for the sample. Because of the multi-layer
assembly, the results are more complex than what was shown in Section 3.3 for
the electrode containing simply FTO, TiO2 and the catalyst. In addition to
what was detected in Fig. 3.14, we can see additional signals related to the
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Figure 3.27: XPS spectra of the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrode afterphotocurrent measurements; survey scans.

Figure 3.28: XPS spectra of the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrode afterphotocurrent measurements in the Fe 2p region. Left: experimental spectrum (green) andAuger peak of Cu of the Cu2O layer alone (red). Right: subtraction spectrum of the recordedspectrum (green on the left) minus the Auger peak of Cu (red on the left).

underlying Cu2O layer and to the electrolyte (KHCO3 solution). Nevertheless,
we can still observe the presence of C and N peaks, corresponding to the molec-
ular catalyst, indicating that at least part of the Link-UrFe is still present on
the surface. A closer analysis in the Fe 2p region (Fig. 3.28) shows that the
main signal is coming from the Auger peak of Cu, but when subtracting it from
the recorded spectrum, we can observe the Fe 2p signals. These results show
that Fe catalyst is still present on the surface, but a deeper study of the same
sample before and after the electrochemical experiment with a quantification
technique would be more appropriate to monitor the stability of the covalent
bonds over time.
Furthermore, we investigated the effect of the nature of the TiO2 mesoporous
layer on the overall performances by taking the assembly containing only ALD-
TiO2 on top of the Cu2O layer as a model electrode. Blade coating (BC) of
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the TiO2 paste still caused some partial issues in terms of Cu2O stability, since
we could observe few spots on the electrode area slowly turning black, possibly
due to some diffusion of the paste upon friction through the 10 nm layer of
TiO2. However, the majority of the surface was still intact to proceed with
the preparation. As described by Schreier et al. [17], this was treated by UV
radiation for 72 h in order to remove the organic binders, before soaking it in
the Link-UrFe solution. The photocurrent obtained with this electrode was
then compared to that obtained using the drop casting (DC) TiO2 method (Fig.
3.29). We can observe the significant change when the BC-TiO2 layer is used,
with a photocurrent density reaching -1.1 mA cm-2 at -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl,
compared to the -0.24 mA cm-2 recorded for DC-TiO2. As mentioned in the
previous section, this can be ascribed partially to the light screening by the
white film formed by DC-TiO2. Also, it is possible that more catalyst can be
loaded on the BC-TiO2 when soaked for the same period of time (24 h) in
the catalyst’s solution. One more explanation could be that there is a better
contact between the incoming electrons and the catalyst because of the extra
sintering step ensuring good contact of the mesoporous layer.
The purple curve of Fig. 3.29 also shows a greater extent of photocorrosion
when compared to DC-TiO2. We think that this could arise from the small
imperfections generated on the surface of the blade-coated sample, visually ob-
served as dark spots.
From this last comparison we can remark that the used mesoporous layer is not
optimal for the photocathode efficiency, and ways to overcome issues during
BC of TiO2 should be foreseen for future improvements. This includes i) hav-
ing optimized and thicker ALD overlayer or ii) searching for alternative ways
to deposit transparent mesoporuous TiO2 that does not corrode the underlying
Cu2O.
Detection of CO2 reduction product by µ-GC was not yet possible with the
light-assisted electrode; most likely due to the instability of the photocurrent
that quickly decreases after few minutes. However, bulk electrolysis in the
dark (using a FTO electrode with BC-TiO2 and Link-UrFe) yielded CO with
a small faradaic efficiency of about 4%, probably due to the competing pro-
ton reduction reaction by TiO2 and partial electrode degradation affecting the
recorded current. This result together with the CV discussed earlier confirm the
effective CO2 reduction taking place, even though critical optimizations of the
mesoporous layer and the photoelectrode in general need to be implemented.
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Figure 3.29: Photocurrent response obtained upon Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) whilepulsing white LED light (600 W m-2 or 0.6 sun, 1s/1s on/off inputs) for the Cu2O/ALD-TiO2/m-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrodes, where the mesoporous layer (m-TiO2) is obtained by drop-casting(red) or blade-coating (purple). CO2-saturated KHCO3 0.5 M electrolyte. CE: Pt; RE: Ag/AgCl.
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3.6 . Conclusions and perspectives

Assembling a heterogeneous device for light-assisted CO2 reduction is an
interesting perspective that can bring several advantages compared to a ho-
mogeneous photocatalytic system (aqueous medium, catalyst recycling, smaller
catalyst loading, device stability, etc.). However, building such device can be
quite challenging given that each layer needs to be optimized to maximize the
photocurrent while minimizing photocorrosion and charge recombination. In
this study we showed the construction of a PEC hybrid system for CO2 re-
duction, where we studied the Cu2O p-type semiconductor with a molecular
catalyst Link-UrFe for CO2 reduction. We could demonstrate the importance
of optimizing the Cu2O deposition method and its consequences on the PEC
performance. Also, we highlighted the crucial role that covalent anchoring
groups play in immobilizing the catalyst on the surface. We could still detect
the catalyst on the surface after applying voltage and irradiation to the sample.
This gives a first indication of the stability of hydroxamate groups for molecular
immobilization.
To anchor the molecular catalyst, we implemented a mesoporous TiO2 layer,
where the porosity is fundamental to ensure an optimized loading of the cata-
lyst. TiO2 was chosen as a well-known material both to form transparent films
and to allow covalent anchoring of molecules. We encountered some difficulties
in this step, as the paste of TiO2 can degrade the Cu2O layer. We implemented
instead a drop-casting technique that will need further improvements in partic-
ular for the transparency.
Different ALD layers were also added to the device to improve the stability and
minimize photocorrosion. We remarked a more stable current compared to an
electrode where Cu2O is directly in contact with TiO2 mesoporous layer. Even
though the photocurrent density can be decreased due to the added interfaces,
we believe that a gain in stability is more important to constitute a practical
device.
Electrochemical studies on "dark" electrodes confirmed that even immobilized
on the surface, Link-UrFe catalyst can perform CO2 reduction, although the
presence of TiO2 could affect the product selectivity.
Overall, this preliminary study offers a panorama on the challenges that we face
when assembling a photocathode for CO2 reduction. Implementing a highly re-
ducing semiconductor is advantageous in terms of reducing potentials that we
can access, but requires a careful stabilization to avoid self-reduction. Further
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work is envisioned in order to optimize the stacking of different layers and to
take advantage of the modified second-coordination sphere that the molecular
catalyst offers.
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4 - PHOTOCATALYSIS FOR
OXYGEN ATOM TRANSFER

REACTIONS

4.1 . Introduction and objectives

Performing oxidation reactions is crucial for a variety of chemicals’ prepara-
tion in the chemical industry. Atmospheric dioxygen has great potential to be
one of the most environmentally compatible oxidants. However, because of its
triplet state a first activation step is necessary to allow it to react with organic
molecules in their ground singlet states.
Coordination chemists have taken inspiration from nature in designing iron com-
plexes (heme and non-heme) that can carry the function of dioxygen activation.
If the ligands are correctly tuned, an Fe(II) complex is capable of binding dioxy-
gen upon sharing of electrons, to first generate a superoxide which turns to per-
oxide with the second electron transfer, generating Fe(III) peroxide intermediate.
Non-heme iron complex [L5FeII-OH2]2+ (later abbreviated as [L5FeII]2+) is
one of the model complexes that have been studied for the formation of reactive
intermediates (Fig. 4.1). Its activation with an already reduced form of dioxy-
gen, H2O2 has been previously reported [1] [2] [3]. This chemical method allows
to form intermediates such as Fe(III) hydroperoxo (FeIII-OOH) and Fe(III) per-
oxo (FeIII-OO-) which are key intermediates in the transfer of an oxygen atom
to an organic substrate.
On the other hand, different strategies can be addressed to find ways to imple-
ment directly dioxygen in the catalytic cycle. The option that we investigate in
this chapter includes the use of a photoredox module to generate in-situ super-
oxide (O –

2 ) which can then bind to the [L5FeII]2+ complex to perform oxygen
atom transfer on a model substrate. This strategy relies on the use of methyl
viologen (MV2+) as electron relay; also known to readily transfer one electron
to dioxygen when in the MV·+ form [4].
It should be emphasized that in this system we are dealing with reductive acti-
vation of O2 (since electrons need to be injected for activation) to then perform
oxidation of an organic substrate. This notion may seem counter-intuitive at
first, but it means that a first transfer of electrons to O2 is necessary to allow

151
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Figure 4.1: Structures of the components used in this study: [L5Fe
II-OH2]

2+ as catalyst,methylviologen (MV2+) as electron relay, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ as photosensitizer and styrene sulfonatesodium salt as substrate (S).

its binding to the iron complex; at the same time the metal center that trans-
fers electrons to the oxygen accumulates enough oxidizing power to insert the
oxygen atom into the substrate’s double bond.
The choice of these components has allowed us to work in aqueous medium,
which is advantageous in terms of soft conditions for performing oxidation.
The goal of this study is to understand the photophysical events occurring in
this system, in order to follow the formation of reactive intermediates and piece
them together in a proposal of mechanism. The catalytic activity and related
controls are also investigated to assess the presence catalytic regime in the
mechanistic studies. We also study the effect of pH both on catalysis and on
the intermediates formed.
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4.2 . Understanding the photophysical events

As a first step of the study, investigation of the photophysical events was per-
formed in our group, following LFP experiments on a mixture of [Ru(bpy)3]2+,
MV2+, [L5FeII]2+ in presence of O2 and an organic substrate. As a model
substrate we chose 4-styrene sulfonate, sodium salt (abbreviated as S, see Fig.
4.1), where the sulfonate group allows its solubility in an aqueous medium. For
a better understanding, we followed one event at the time from a simplified
system and then gradually increased its complexity.
When [RuII(bpy)3]2+ and MV2+ were mixed together and irradiated in anaero-
bic conditions, we observed quenching of the PS excited state ([RuII(bpy)3]2+*)
with a shortening of its lifetime from 600 ns to 270 ns, and the formation of
reduced methyl viologen (MV +), with the characteristic absorption maxima at
390 nm and 605 nm. In Fig. 4.2 we can see the absorption spectrum at 1 µs
delay of such LFP measurement. The bleaching at 460 nm indicates the dis-
appearance of the Ru(II) species absorption (450 nm), at the same time with
formation of the MV + bands. On a longer timescale, back-electron transfer is
observed with a decay of the light-generated Ru(III) and MV + species. These
steps are described in Eq. 4.2 and 4.3.

Figure 4.2: Transient absorption spectrum from a Britton and Robinson (B&R) pH 4 buffersolution of [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (4 mM) in Ar at 1 µs delay after excitation.

[RuII(bpy)3]
2+ hν

[RuII(bpy)3]
2+* (4.1)

[RuII(bpy)3]
2+* + MV2+ [RuIII(bpy)3]

3+ + MV + (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Time-resolved absorption changes of a solution of [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM) and MV2+(4 mM) at 450 nm (blue) and 605 nm (red) in argon saturated B&R pH 4 buffer; at 450 nm(cyan) and 605 nm (orange) in B&R pH 4 buffer under aerobic conditions. Solid black lines arebest fit traces.

[RuIII(bpy)3]
3+ + MV + [RuII(bpy)3]

2+ + MV2+ (4.3)
When the same experiment was repeated in aerobic conditions, the lifetime of
the MV + species was significantly shortened, due to its reaction with O2.

MV + + O2 MV2+ + O –
2 (4.4)

Fig. 4.3 shows the comparison of the kinetic traces of the MV + and Ru(II)
species in the two conditions described above (with and without O2). We
can observe that the lifetime of MV + is indeed shortened (red and orange
traces). No big changes are observed for the kinetic trace of the recovery of
Ru(II) (blue and cyan traces). In the introduction chapter it was mentioned that
singlet oxygen can be formed upon triplet-triplet energy transfer from an excited
chromophore, such as [RuII(bpy)3]2+. However, by increasing the concentration
of MV2+ as quencher, it is possible to minimize this effect, given that MV2+ was
at a concentration nearly two orders of magnitude greater than the dissolved
O2. After the electron is transferred following eq. 4.4, recovery of Ru(II) occurs
following the reaction in eq. 4.5.

[RuIII(bpy)3]
3+ + O –

2 [RuII(bpy)3]
2+ + O2 (4.5)

We then investigated the interaction of our model substrate S with the other
light-induced events. When [RuII(bpy)3]2+, MV2+ and S were irradiated in a
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Figure 4.4: Time-resolved absorption changes of a solution of [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM) and MV2+(4 mM) at 450 nm (blue) and 605 nm (green) in Ar-saturated B&R buffer (pH 4) in presenceof sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (100 mM). Red traces: kinetic analysis yielding second orderrate constants for charge recombination between [RuIII] and MV•+ (9.5 · 109 M-1s-1; this rateis increased by about a factor of 2 and attributed to the very high concentration of styrenein this particular experiment), sodium 4-styrenesulfonate oxidation by [RuIII] (7.3 104 M-1s-1)and charge recombination between MV•+ and oxidized sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (1.9 · 109M-1s-1). The dashed line indicates the concentration of oxidized styrene, with the maximumcorresponding to a concentration of 0.4 µM. Initial concentration of Ru(III) and MV•+: 0.85 µM.

deaerated solution, we observed once again the oxidative quenching of Ru(II) to
form Ru(III) and MV +; but this time the back-electron transfer kinetics were
affected by the presence of the substrate. Fig. 4.4 shows that the decay of the
605 nm species (MV +, green trace) is slower compared to the Ru(II) recovery
(450 nm, blue trace). This means that the recovery of Ru(II) not only occurs
via Eq. 4.3, but a second electron transfer is taking place concomitantly, which
involves extraction of an electron from the substrate to generate its radical
cation (see Eq. 4.6). We could also simulate the estimated concentration of
oxidized substrate (dashed line in Fig. 4.4) from fittings of the kinetic traces.

[RuIII(bpy)3]
3+ + S [RuII(bpy)3]

2+ + S + (4.6)
The same kind of verification was performed for possible interaction of [L5FeII]2+

with other photo-induced species. In the first place, the mixture of [RuII(bpy)3]2+

and [L5FeII]2+ was irradiated in anaerobic conditions. No changes of the
[RuII(bpy)3]2+* emission were observed (see Fig. 4.5), meaning that the ex-
cited state is not being quenched by the Fe complex. When MV2+ was also
added in solution, the result was comparable to what had already been seen
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Figure 4.5: Normalized traces of the kinetics of RuII* emission measured at 610 nm in a B&RpH 4 solution of [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM) (red) in the absence and (black) presence of [(L5)FeII]2+(30 µM).

in absence of [L5FeII]2+. Fig. 4.6 shows once again the bleaching of Ru(II)
around 450 nm, together with the appearance of MV + at 390 nm and 605 nm.
The electron transfer steps are described as above, by Eq. 4.2 and 4.3, for the
oxidative quenching and recombination, respectively. From these observations,
we could deduce that no oxidation or reduction of [L5FeII]2+ is occurring in
these conditions. Oxidation could be possible from the photo-produced Ru(III)
species, and also thermodynamically feasible. However, we hypothesize that it
is not observed due to its slow kinetics when compared to the recombination
with MV + (See Eq. 4.3). The slower kinetics may be related to unfavourable
deprotonation step (L5FeII OH2 to L5FeIII OH) that accompanies oxidation
given the pH 4 of the experiment. On the other hand, reduction of [L5FeII]2+

by the photo-generated MV + (with a reduction potential of -1.0 V vs. SCE
[5]) seems to be inaccessible, as it is indicated by the absence of a reduction
wave in the CV until -1.0 V vs. SCE (Fig. 4.7).
Lastly, when the [RuII(bpy)3]2+/ [L5FeII]2+/ MV2+ mixture was studied in aer-
obic solution clear changes in the kinetics for Ru(II) and MV + were observed.
Fig. 4.8 highlights the faster recovery of MV2+ in presence of O2 together with
a slower of recovery Ru(II). The former can be explained, as we mentioned pre-
viously, by Eq. 4.4, where the MV + quickly reacts with O2. However, the latter
indicated that recombination of Ru(III) with O –

2 is inhibited. We interpreted
this observation by the possibility of a rapid binding of the superoxide formed
with the Fe(II) complex, giving rise to Fe(III) hydroperoxo intermediates, given
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Figure 4.6: Transient absorption spectra from an Ar-saturated B&R pH 4 buffer solution of[RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (20 mM), and [(L5)FeII]2+ (100 µM) at the indicated delay times afterexcitation.

Figure 4.7: Cyclic voltammetry of 1 mM [(L5)Fe
II]2+ at 0.1 V/s in an aqueous medium bufferedat pH 6. Supporting electrolyte: 0.1 M NaClO4, working electrode: glassy carbon. The redoxcouples were attributed to the presence of a water molecule in the coordination sphere of theiron center. The loss in reversibility of the electrochemical oxidation wave was attributed to aproton coupled electron transfer process.
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Figure 4.8: Time-resolved absorption changes at 605 nm (warm colors) and 450 nm (cold col-ors) in argon-saturated pH 4 buffer (red and blue lines), under aerobic conditions (brown andcyan lines), and after renewed excitation under anaerobic conditions of the previous solu-tion (orange and green lines). Solution containing [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (20 mM), and[(L5)FeII]2+ (100 µM).

the pH 4 of these conditions (see Eq. 4.7).

[L5FeII]2+ + O –
2 + H+ [L5FeIII OOH]2+ (4.7)

Interestingly, when the same solution was then degassed again with Ar and the
same laser photolysis experiment is repeated in anaerobic conditions (orange
and green lines of Fig. 4.8), the kinetics are different from the first anaerobic
measurement. The lifetime of MV + remains almost as short as in aerobic
conditions and the recovery of Ru(II) is even slower than in aerobic conditions.
This can be rationalized by assuming the formation of a new species that can
be reduced by MV + and hampering its recombination with Ru(III). Indeed
the [FeIII OOH]2+ formed in presence of O2 can generate Fe(V)=O to then
reduce back to an Fe(III) species, which is then reduced to Fe(II) by MV + (see
Eq. 4.8). This will be confirmed in later sections by EPR analysis.

MV + + [L5FeIII]3+ MV2+ + [L5FeII]2+ (4.8)
The rate constants were estimated from analysis of the kinetic traces and the
observed decay times and taking into account the order of each reaction with
relative concentrations of each species involved. The values found are summa-
rized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Summary of bimolecular rate constants deduced from laser flash photolysisa.
Equation Reaction Rate constant (M-1 s-1)

4.2 [RuII(bpy)3]2+* + MV2+ [RuIII(bpy)3]3+ + MV + 0.45 · 1094.3 [RuIII(bpy)3]3+ + MV + [RuII(bpy)3]2+ + MV2+ 3.1 · 1094.4 MV + + O2 MV2+ + O –2 0.6 · 1094.5 [RuIII(bpy)3]3+ + O –2 [RuII(bpy)3]2+ + O2 3 · 1094.6 [RuIII(bpy)3]3+ + S [RuII(bpy)3]2+ + S + 8 · 1044.8 MV + + [L5FeIII]3+ MV2+ + [L5FeII]2+ 0.9 · 109
a The rate of quenching of the [RuII(bpy)3]2+* excited state by MV2+ is an apparent rate includ-
ing the effect of escape yield of about 20%. The bimolecular rate constant for reaction 4.7 is
difficult to estimate given the weak signal of [(L5)FeIII–OOH]2+ under the LFP conditions.

The study of the photophysical events seems to support the interaction of
[L5FeII]2+ with superoxide generated in-situ by light-induced electron transfers.
We could also demonstrate that the reaction of the photo-generated Ru(III)
with the substrate allows to reset the Ru(II) ground state, an important step in
catalytic conditions. These first results indicate a possible interaction of [FeIII-
OOH]2+ with the substrate to perform oxidation reactions. To confirm our
hypothesis we aimed first of all to verify the expected photocatalytic activity.

4.3 . Photocatalysis

In order to ensure that the system is catalytic , we irradiated a mixture of
[L5FeII]2+, [Ru(bpy)3]2+, MV2+ in presence of O2 and the styrene sulfonate
substrate.
Experiments conducted in our group have confirmed the formation of oxidized
products, comprising aldehyde, diol and epoxide, depending on the pH condi-
tions (see Fig. 4.9) [6]. The results observed with the assigned peaks are shown
in Fig. 4.10. Since the catalysis occurs in a homogeneous system yielding water-
soluble products, analysis of the products was performed using 1H-NMR.
Control experiments in absence of Fe catalyst (blue and green spectra), MV2+

(cyan spectrum) or with an iron salt (FeCl3, brown spectrum) did not yield any
significant amount of detectable products, except for some small trace of alde-
hyde in absence of [L5FeII]2+ (green spectrum). This confirms the sequence
of reactions proposed in the previous section, where each element is necessary
for the cascade of light-induced electron transfers that ultimately favours the
formation of high-valent oxygen-metal adducts, capable of transferring the oxy-
gen atom onto the double bond of the styrene. The presence of [L5FeII]2+ is
necessary to have a great enhancement of the catalytic reaction and it rules out
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Figure 4.9: Scheme of the substrate oxidation reaction in the studied conditions.

the contribution of singlet oxygen formation to the substrate’s oxidation. With
an iron salt as catalyst, the negligible catalytic activity confirms that there is
no prominent radical chemistry taking place. Table 4.2 reports conditions and
calculated TON for these experiments. The found TON of about 70 is compa-
rable with those reported for molecular iron complexes using H2O2 instead of
O2 [7].
Interestingly, a difference in products selectivity was also observed depending
on pH. In all cases, aldehyde was detected in larger amounts than the other
products, however in acidic conditions (pH 4) the diol was detected instead of
the epoxide found at pH 6. This can be related to a preferential ring-opening
operating in more acidic conditions, the second oxygen atom deriving from wa-
ter [8]. Some possible pathways that can be involved in the transfer of oxygen
from the iron complex to the double bond are shown in Fig. 4.11. We can
see at the top two different hypothesis of events occurring after the formation
of Fe(III)-OOH intermediate, both leading to a state where a highly reactive
Fe(V)=O(OH) is formed. At this stage, the three detected products can be
formed (lower part of Fig. 4.11) depending on pH conditions, or if the oxygen
atom is transferred to the substrate as alkene (left side) or as radical cation
(right side).
Importantly, isotope-labelling experiments had also been carried out using 18O2

to confirm the source of oxygen atom on the oxidized products (see annex).
Furthermore, we calculated here the apparent quantum yield obtained in the
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Figure 4.10: Extracts of the 1H-NMR spectra of crude reaction mixtures in H2O and 10 % D2Oobtained upon light irradiation of sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (10 mM) for 22 hours under aer-obic conditions. (Blue) with [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM) in B&R pH 4; (Cyan) with [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM)and [L5FeII]2+ (30 µM) in B&R pH 4; (Green) with [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM) and MV2+ (4 mM) in B&RpH 4; (Brown) with [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), FeCl3 (60 µM), MV2+ (4 mM) in B&R pH 4; (Pink) with[RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), [L5FeII]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (4 mM) in B&R pH 4; (Black) with [RuII(bpy)3]2+(30 µM), [L5FeII]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (4 mM) in B&R pH 6. Credits to [6].

Table 4.2: Substrate conversion under different conditions. Oxygenation reactions were car-ried out under irradiation for 22 hours (backlight white LED = 1.3 mW cm-2 equipped with aWratten filter 2E, λ > 450 nm), under aerobic conditions, in B&R buffer at pH 4. Substrate initialconcentration: 10 mM.
[RuII(bpy)3]2+ [L5FeII]2+ MV2+ Product (mM) TON φ (%)Diol Aldehyde Epoxide30 µM 0 0 0 0 0 0 -30 µM 0 4 mM 0 traces 0 nd -0 30 µM 4 mM 0 0 0 0 -30 µM 30 µM 0 0 0 0 0 -30 µM 30 µM 4 mM 0.83 1.27 traces 70 2.030 µM 60 µM[a] 4 mM 0 traces 0 nd -30 µM 30 µM[b] 4 mM traces 1.17 0.66 61 1.7

[a] FeCl3 is used as catalyst instead of the [L5FeII]2+ complex [b] B&R buffer at pH 6.
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Figure 4.11: Proposed mechanisms for iron catalyzed sodium styrene-4-sulfonate oxidationbased on literature reports [9] [10] [11] [12].
different cases. The general equation was discussed in the first chapter, but it
is recalled here for this specific case (Eq. 4.9).

φ = [(2 ·Ndiol + 2 ·Nepoxide +Naldehyde)/Nphotons] · 100 (4.9)
N indicates the number of moles of the different quantities, where Nphotons

stands for incident photons. The factor multiplying the products moles cor-
responds to the number of photons necessary per catalytic cycle (two for diol
and epoxide and one for aldehyde). The global quantum yield for all the de-
tected products was estimated to be around 2 % for both pH conditions (see
Table 4.2). These values are not exceptional, as it often occurs in experimental
photocatalytic systems, where big losses of energy in secondary processes cause
huge drops of quantum yield. For further developments of our system, it will be
undoubtedly useful to understand such secondary processes and aim to improve
the yield of the reaction.
Some more studies were conducted to optimize the reaction conditions. The
main purpose was to verify the catalytic activity in the conditions in which
photophysics experiments were performed. The red spectrum in Fig. 4.13
was obtained by blue light irradiation of a mixture containing [L5FeII]2+,
[RuII(bpy)3]2+ and MV2+ at the same concentrations of the experiments de-
scribed in the previous section and in presence of substrate and O2. As ex-
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Figure 4.12: Mechanism scheme for the epoxide ring-opening in acidic medium.

Figure 4.13: Extracts of the 1H-NMR spectra of crude reaction mixtures in H2O and 10% ofstandard for calibration (50 mM PhOH and 10 mM DMSO in D2O) obtained upon light irradi-ation of sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (10 mM), [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (10 mM), [L5FeII]2+(100 µM) for 22 hours with blue LED (λem = 460 nm; 50Wm-2) under aerobic conditions in B&RpH 4. (Blue) With 2.5 mM EDTA addition and (Red) without.

pected, we could detect the presence of aldehyde and diol, given the pH 4 of
this experiment. EDTA was then added also in the mixture (blue trace Fig.
4.13). Its function will be better discussed in the next session, for now it will
suffice to say that it is added as electron donor. EDTA is known for its affinity
for chelating metal ions, including Fe [13]; by following the catalytic activity in
presence of such donor we can determine if the chelating power is affecting the
catalysis due to Fe removal. Comparing the two spectra in Fig. 4.13, we do
not observe a big difference, with the same products detected in comparable
amount. Surprisingly, we could also observe a small peak due to the epoxide.
This could be linked to an equilibrium between the two forms, where the diol
is favoured at this pH value, but no full conversion of the epoxide has occurred
(Fig. 4.12).
We then moved to study the effect of the substrate concentration on the cat-
alytic activity. Increasing by a factor of 10 the styrene sulfonate amount and
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Figure 4.14: Extracts of the 1H-NMR spectra of crude reaction mixtures in H2O and 10%of standard for calibration (50 mM PhOH and 10 mM DMSO in D2O) with sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (100 mM), [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (10 mM), [L5FeII]2+ (100 µM) underaerobic conditions in B&R pH 4. (Red) Control kept in the dark, (Blue) under light irradiationfor 22h with blue LED (λem = 460 nm; 50 W m-2).

keeping the other values unchanged gave the resulting spectrum shown in the
blue line of Fig. 4.14. We can notice an increase in the amount of both the
aldehyde and diol products.
An important control is shown in the red trace in Fig. 4.14, where the same mix-
ture was kept in the dark for the same time duration. As it can be observed, no
traces of products can be detected, confirming the importance of light-induced
cascade reactions to trigger oxygen atom transfer to the substrate.
The quantification of the products in these catalytic runs are shown in Table
4.3. In entries 1 and 2, we can see a clear decrease of catalysis in terms of
TON compared to what we reported in Table 4.2. This could be rationalized by
the more than three-fold increase of catalyst concentration, which may cause
"over saturation", with not all the metal sites being effectively used. On the
other hand, entry 3 of Table 4.3 shows a remarkable increase in terms of TON.
However, when the conversion percentage is compared in the two cases of sub-
strate concentration, we observe almost equal values. This interesting finding
can be explained in terms of the oxidation of the substrate by the Ru(III) being
a slow reaction, in competition with other back reactions (such as with MV·+).
Having a larger concentration of the substrate will therefore favor the catalytic
steps.
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Table 4.3: Substrate conversion under different reaction conditions. Oxygenation reactionswere carried out under irradiation for 22 hours (blue LED = 50 W m-2 λem = 460 nm), underaerobic conditions, in B&R buffer at pH 4, [RuII(bpy)3]2+ 30 µM, [L5FeII]2+ 100 µM, MV2+ 10mM.
Entry Substrate(mM) EDTA(mM) Product (mM) TON Conversion(%)Diol Aldehyde Epoxide1 10 2.5 0.387 0.865 0.335 15.9 15.92 10 0 0.492 0.977 0.279 17.5 17.53 100 0 4.30 9.02 3.34 166.6 16.74[a] 100 0 0 0 0 0 -

[a] No irradiation.
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4.4 . Trapping reactive intermediates

After confirming the catalytic activity of our system, we aimed to obtain
further insights on the mechanism using intermediates trapping and charac-
terization. The ideal case for reactive intermediates study is to generate and
characterize them in the same conditions as those during catalysis. In this case,
using light-induced electron transfers.
In the first place, we monitored changes in the electronic spectra in the visible re-
gion. Previous works [14] [15] reported an absorption of the [L5FeIII-OOH]2+

intermediate in methanol and at low temperatures at 537 nm. Such intermedi-
ate was generated chemically using H2O2.
In our case, we irradiated a mixture of [L5FeII]2+, [RuII(bpy)3]2+ and MV2+ in
presence of an electron donor and O2 at different pH. We chose to use EDTA
as electron donor, to be able to reset to the Ru(II) ground state of the Ru(III)
photo-generated through an oxidative quenching with MV2+. In the catalytic
system, this reaction is carried out using the styrene substrate S. However,
given the lower rate constant of such step (see Table 4.1), we chose EDTA for
the more rapid electron transfer to Ru(III), to be able to accumulate quickly a
maximum amount of the iron intermediate.
When we irradiated this solution at pH 4, we noticed from the beginning
a bleaching of absorption around 390 nm, which correspond to the loss of
[L5FeII]2+. Concomitantly, we observed the growth of a new band in the 500
nm region, which could correspond to the Fe(III)-OOH state reported before
(See Fig. 4.15). The difference in wavelength compared to the reported one,
can be explained by the different solvent and temperature conditions. We ac-
cumulated this intermediate by shining continuous light with blue LED for 10
s. When the light is switched off, we can observe a rapid decay of the formed
species, due to its instability in aqueous medium at room temperature (inset of
Fig. 4.15).

To highlight the importance of the electron donor choice, we performed the
same experiment using the substrate in the place of EDTA. The result (Fig.
4.16) showed a very similar trend of bleaching at 390 nm and a growing band
in the 500 nm region; however, the signal recorded in these conditions is much
smaller, probably due to the smaller amount of [L5FeIII-OOH]2+ formed.
When the same experiment was repeated in more basic conditions (in B&R
buffer at pH 6), we observed once again the bleaching of the Fe(II) species
around 390 nm, but with a different growing wide band, with a maximum ab-
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Figure 4.15: Spectral evolution of the absorption of a B&R pH 4 buffer solution containing[RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (10 mM), EDTA (20 mM), and [L5Fe
II]2+ (100 µM) upon irradiation(100 W m-2 for 10 s) under aerobic conditions and no stirring. The difference of absorbancefrom the solution in the dark and during irradiation. Inset: kinetic profile of the 500 nm band.

Figure 4.16: Photoaccumulation of 100 µM [L5Fe
II]2+ in pH 4 buffer in presence of 30 µM[RuII(bpy)3]2+, 10mMMV2+ and 100mMstyrene sulfonate, at room temperature under aerobicconditions, blue LED, 100 W m-2 for 5 s, no stirring.
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Figure 4.17: Spectral evolution of the absorption of a B&R pH 6 buffer solution containing[RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (10 mM), EDTA (20 mM), and [L5Fe
II]2+ (100 µM) upon irradiation(100 W m-2 for 10 s) under aerobic conditions and no stirring. The difference of absorbancefrom the solution in the dark and during irradiation. Inset: kinetic profile of the 650 nm band.

sorption around 650 nm (Fig. 4.17). This red-shift matches well with what has
been reported for the deprotonated peroxo form [L5FeIII-η2O2]+ [3]. Once
again, the lifetime of the intermediate is very short and it decays completely in
less than 1 min under these experimental conditions.
When the irradiation was prolonged further (Fig. 4.18), we observed the bands
of this intermediate decreasing, to leave place to the accumulation of MV + with
characteristic peaks at 390 nm and 605 nm (see Section 4.2). We explained this
phenomenon by the full consumption of the O2 present in the solution, which
gives rise to accumulation of the reduced methylviologen.
The above results show the possible trapping of reactive intermediates in cat-
alytic conditions. To confirm that the detected bands correspond to the [L5FeIII-
OOH]2+ and [L5FeIII-η2O2]+ species, we characterized by Electron Paramag-
netic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy the photo-generated intermediates. EPR
spectroscopy is a useful tool to gain information on the oxidation state of a
metal center and on its coordination environment. The initial EPR spectrum
of the [RuII(bpy)3]2+/MV2+/[L5FeII]2+ mixture (black trace of Fig. 4.19) has
signals at g values of 4.41 and 4.04. The expected Fe(II) initial species should
be EPR silent, however these signals are assigned to a high spin (HS) [L5FeIII-
X]2+ species, where X is an axial ligand that can come from the buffer or the
solvent. This means that a small fraction of the initial catalyst is in the Fe(III)
state, but this will not affect the system, as it can be reduced to Fe(II) by the
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Figure 4.18: Photoaccumulation of 250 µM [L5Fe
II]2+ in pH 4 buffer in presence of 30 µM[RuII(bpy)3]2+, 4 mM MV2+ and 200 mM TEOA at 5°C under aerobic conditions, blue LED, 100W m-2 continuous light.

photo-generated MV + (recall Fig. 4.8 and Eq. 4.8). The signal at 4.27 was
attributed to some trace of Fe3+ impurity from iron salts.
When the mixture was irradiated for a prolonged period of time in presence of
EDTA and O2 (red trace of Fig. 4.19), the recorded spectrum showed a fading
of the 4.41 and 4.04 signal, with appearance of an intense signal at 2.00. This
matches well with what was mentioned just above (Fig. 4.18) where the accu-
mulation of MV + was detected upon prolongued irradiation. In fact, a signal
in this EPR region is very likely to originate from an organic radical, like in the
case of MV +. Such result proves one more time that any trace of Fe(III) can
be reduced in presence of reduced methylviologen.
The same solution mixture was also irradiated for 1 s directly in the EPR tube
and the spectra were recorded. It should be noted that the irradiation times in
UV-vis and EPR photo-accumulation experiments are different because of the
different cell configurations of the cuvette and the EPR tube, in which the light
can be focused accelerating the reaction. At pH 4, we recorded a spectrum
with g values of 2.21, 2.15 and 1.97 (red spectrum of Fig. 4.20). These corre-
spond to a typical low spin (LS) Fe(III)-OOH species which had been previously
characterized [1]. The signal’s morphology supports the presence of different
rotational isomers giving rise to the observed asymmetry. We can also notice
that the signals of the HS [L5FeIII-X]2+ (4.41 and 4.04) increase upon irradi-
ation (see Fig. 4.21 for better comparison). We can rationalized this as the
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Figure 4.19: EPR spectra of a B&R pH 4 solution containing [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (20mM), [L5FeII]2+ (100 µM) with traces of [L5FeIII]3+ species and 20 mM EDTA in the dark (black)and after 30 s irradiation with 100 W m-2 blue LED (red). The spectra were recorded at 15 Kwith a modulation amplitude of 25 gauss and a microwave power of 5 mW. The microwavefrequency was 9.4 GHz.

decay of the Fe(III)-OOH intermediate that generates more Fe(III) species, as
it was proposed in Section 4.2 (Fig. 4.8).
Switching electron donor from EDTA to triethanolamine (TEOA) brings the
overall solution pH to a value of 7.26. When the EPR spectrum was recorded
upon irradiation in these conditions, we could detect a HS species with g values
of 7.64 and 5.72 (green spectrum of Fig. 4.20). These values correspond to the
reported ones for [L5FeIII-η2O2]+, where η2 describes the coordination mode
of the dioxygen as side-on with respect to the Fe center (see scheme in Fig.
4.20) [1].
Overall, EPR spectral signatures give the undeniable proof of the formation
of iron (III) hyroperoxo and peroxo intermediates in photocatalytic conditions
(room temperature and aqueous medium). This confirms the signal recorded
in the visible region and it is further support for the hypothesized light-induced
steps.
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Figure 4.20: EPR spectra of a B&R pH 4 buffer solution containing [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+(20 mM), [L5FeII]2+ (100 µM) and 20 mM EDTA (red) or 200 mM TEOA (green) irradiated for 1 swith a 100 Wm-2 blue LED. The spectra were recorded at 15 K with a modulation amplitude of25 gauss and amicrowave power of 20mW (5mW for the inset). Themicrowave frequencywas
≈ 9.49GHz. In red, the EPR spectrumof the photo-generated low spin [L5FeIII–OOH]2+ species,and in green the EPR spectrum of the photo-generated high spin [L5Fe

III–η2O2]
+ species. Inthe inset, the black spectrum was recorded before the illumination.

Figure 4.21: EPR spectral evolution of a B&R pH 4 solution containing [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM),MV2+ (20 mM), [L5)FeII]2+ (100 µM) with traces of [L5FeIII]3+ species and 20 mM EDTA, uponirradiation. In the dark (black spectrum), after 1 s (red) and after 20 s (blue) irradiation with100 W m-2 blue LED. The spectra were recorded at 15 K with a modulation amplitude of 25gauss and a microwave power of 5 mW. The microwave frequency was 9.4 GHz.
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4.5 . Mechanism proposal

Being able to trap one of the key intermediates in both its protonated and
deprotonated forms, gave us a solid proof of the main the steps involved in the
photocatalytic mechanism.
We then put together all of the investigated photophysical events in a mech-
anism proposal, represented in Fig. 4.22. We should highlight that, even if
dealing with reductive activation of O2, no sacrificial electron donor is necessary
in this system to perform oxygen atom transfer (OAT). In fact, methylviologen
plays the important role of electron relay but it is constantly regenerated in the
looping cycles. Thanks to the reaction of Ru(III) with the substrate, no external
source of electrons is necessary.
Having a more detailed look into the proposed scheme, we can follow the light-
induced steps, recalling also the reactions described in section 4.2. As a first
event, [RuII(bpy)3]2+ absorbs visible light (1) and it quenched by methylviolo-
gen generating MV + and Ru(III) (2). Now, the reduced methylviologen can
react with dioxygen generating superoxide (O –

2 ) and resetting itself to MV2+

(3). The O –
2 species will quickly bind to the Fe(II) complex in solution to gen-

erate [L5FeIII-OOH]2+ after protonation (6) or [L5FeIIIOO]+ in more basic
conditions (6’). These are the reactive intermediates characterized by UV-vis
and EPR spectroscopies. In the meantime, Ru(III) is set back to its initial state
by reacting with the styrene substrate and giving the radical cation (5).

Figure 4.22: Photocatalytic OAT to an alkene substrate in the absence of a sacrificial electrondonor using light, O2 as the oxygen source, [L5FeII]2+ as the catalyst, [RuII(bpy)3]2+ as the pho-tosensitizer (written as RuII for simplification) and MV2+ as the electron relay.
In depth studies in organic solvents showed that the Fe(III) hydroperoxo

species can evolve to an iron oxo enabling oxygen atom transfer to the alkene
substrate to generate an epoxide or diol (8) [9] [10] [11]. The isotope labelling
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Figure 4.23: Simplified schemeof the formation of isotope labelled products detected bymassspectrometry.

Figure 4.24: Scheme of the formation of the possible iron oxo intermediates and their finalstates after two-electron substrate oxidation.

experiments (see Fig. 4.23 and Annex) proved the formation of both labelled
and unlabelled epoxide, coming from a high valent Fe-oxo species that can
exchange O-atom with water (see Fig. 4.23 and 4.11). The diol labelling
also showed mixed products, rising from O-atom of water molecules involved
in the ring-opening process. The aldehyde can be formed by reaction of the
radical cation with the [L5FeIIIOO]+ species (9), which generates an unstable
dioxetane ring cleaved to an aldehyde (Fig. 4.11).
Another question on the mechanistic aspect concerns the oxidation state of
the high valent iron oxo intermediate being formed. Indeed, depending on
the homolytic or heterolytic cleavage of the O-O bond in Fe(III) hydroperoxo,
Fe(IV)-oxo or Fe(V)-oxo can be generated, respectively [12]. Depending on
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this, we can obtain either an Fe(II) or and Fe(III) redox state after the OAT
reaction (see Fig. 4.24). Because of what was observed in EPR (Fig. 4.21)
and photophysics experiments (Fig. 4.8), we assume that Fe(III) is formed as
a decay of high valent iron-oxo species, which supports the formation of an
Fe(V)-oxo as reactive intermediate. This hypothesis is supported by previous
studies, where the presence of water seems to favour heterolytic cleavage of the
O-O bond. The Fe(III) so generated can then be set back to its Fe(II) state by
reaction with the photo-generated MV + (7).
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4.6 . Conclusions

Performing dioxygen activation for OAT reactions in a photocatalytic setup
can be advantageous thanks to the in-situ generation of reducing species that
can transfer electrons to O2. However, controlling the multiple light-induced
electron transfers and their directionality can be a challenging task.
In this study we chose to combine a photoredox module based on [Ru(bpy)3]2+

and MV2+ as electron relay, with the [L5FeII]2+ catalyst to oxidize styrene
sulfonate (S) as model substrate using dioxygen. Individual study of the pho-
tophysical events helped us follow the chain of reactions taking place in this
system. We then moved to study the photocatalytic activity, to find three pos-
sible products: aldehyde, epoxide and diol. The TON found here are in line
with other reports with similar catalysts using H2O2 as oxygen atom source and
the selectivity of diol vs. epoxide seems to be pH sensitive, as the epoxide is
less stable in acidic conditions.
After the confirmation of the catalytic regime of our system, we aimed to
characterize reactive intermediates in the same catalytic conditions. We suc-
cessfully captured both the [L5FeIIIOOH]2+ and [L5FeIIIOO]+ intermediates
using photoaccumulation, in aqueous medium and at room temperature. These
species were characterized by UV-vis and EPR spectroscopies. It is particularly
interesting to generate reactive intermediates in the same conditions as the
catalysis because it provides a direct proof of their involvement in the catalytic
cycle.
Overall, we were able to gather all of the collected data in a mechanism pro-
posal, were two of the main intermediates were identified experimentally. More
studies will be needed for a further insight into the catalytic cycle, where high
valent iron-oxo species are most likely involved, but no direct evidence could be
found for the moment. These results give a proof of concept of the application
of light-induced reactions to perform oxidation of organic substrates using the
abundant O2 as oxygen source. This can allow us to operate in soft conditions,
even though a lot still has to be mastered to control the complex chemistry of
O2.
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5 - CONCLUSIONS AND
PERSPECTIVES

In this PhD thesis, we investigated light-induced molecular catalysis for ac-
tivation of small molecules, in particular CO2 reduction and O2 activation for
oxygen atom transfer (OAT) reactions.
Following the natural model of photosynthesis, we integrated a charge- separa-
tion module (photosensitizer or light absorber) with a catalyst unit, able to store
oxidizing or reducing power until effective activation of the substrate molecule.
This approach can enable us to use an abundant energy source (sunlight) to
trigger chemical reactions that can generate valuable products from "waste" or
abundant ones.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we studied CO2 reduction as it is a strategy of interest
for carbon capture and utilization (CCU) plans. In particular we studied pho-
tocatalytic conversion of CO2 as one of the direct ways of converting sunlight
to stocked chemical energy. Our research interest focuses on the careful tuning
of the molecular catalyst by creating specific interaction between the catalyst
and the substrate. We chose to work with iron porphyrins given their reported
activity for CO2 reduction electrocatalysis [1] [2] [3] and because they provide
a stable platform for electron storage that can be easily modified on the second
coordination sphere. We had previously studied the urea-substituted UrFe iron
porphyrin as electrocatalyst for CO2 reduction. The urea moieties strategically
placed in the vicinity of the Fe active site have the advantage of facilitating
CO2 molecules binding through H-bond interactions. This characteristic will
promote a stronger interaction between the iron site and the substrate.

In Chapter 2, the same UrFe catalyst was implemented in a photocatalytic
system that shows high TON and TOF, especially when compared to the simpler
analogs TPPFe and F20TPPFe. This efficient photocatalysis was optimized
by studying the effect that different elements have on the catalytic turnover and
rate. We then moved to a more in-depth mechanistic study, where the combina-
tion of different spectroscopies allowed us to draft a first mechanism proposal.
We found here proofs of the unexpected interaction of CO2 with the formal
Fe(I) state of the catalyst, we believe being a specificity of the urea-substituted
porphyrin, supported both by spectroelectrochemical measurements and DFT
calculations. This "early" interaction can help rationalizing the enhanced pho-
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Figure 5.1: Left: Time evolution of CO produced under light irradiation with a blue LED(λem=460 nm 100 W m-2) of a mixture of 20 µM catalyst, 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer,50 mM BIH sacrificial electron donor CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1. Black: UrFe catalyst, Red:
αα-UrFe catalyst, Blue: αβ-UrFe catalyst. Right: structure of the related catalysts.

tocatalytic activity both in terms of catalyst stability and reaction rate.
Some open questions still remain from this part of the study, such as the fate of
the iron catalyst when deactivation occurs (around 7000 TON of CO). Further
studies on the reaction intermediates occurring after the Fe(I)-CO2 formation
are ongoing in the group, both by chemical, electrochemical and photochemical
methods.
Some first investigations have also been carried out on the di-substituted urea
porphyrin in its two atropoisomers, αα-UrFe and αβ-UrFe (see Fig. 5.1).
Once again, we studied the photocatalytic activity for CO2 reduction in presence
of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ photosensitizer and BIH electron donor. We could observe that
in comparison with the tetra-substituted UrFe, there is an obvious decrease of
photocatalytic activity. This can be explained by the fact that the reduction
potentials are now more negative than UrFe because of the lower number of
urea functions. For this reason reduction by Ru(I) is less favourable.
Interestingly, the rate of CO evolved by the two atropoisomers follows the op-
posite trend of what was found in electrocatalytic conditions (αβ-UrFe having
the highest reaction rate). In electrocatalysis protonation was found to be the
rate determining step in these systems, therefore the αβ-UrFe atropoisomer
allows faster catalysis thanks to the more accessible protonation site [4]. We
may explain the results of photocatalysis, once again in terms of CO2 bind-
ing. Because of the two urea groups on the same face of the porphyrin for
αα-UrFe, the substrate binding will be more favoured. We discussed in the
previous sections how it is such binding to govern our catalytic rate, so the
same reasoning may apply here. Further studies will be necessary to confirm
our hypothesis.
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Figure 5.2: Structures the iron porphyrin catalysts with mixed second-coordination sphereeffects: electrostatic and H-bond interactions.

As another perspective related to this part of the thesis we foresee the devel-
opment of another class of molecular catalysts, where different effects of the
second coordination sphere are mixed on the same ligand. As hidrogen-bond
effects and charged groups have been individually synthesized in the group, we
aim to obtain a second-coordination sphere that regroups both of these sub-
stituents, to possibly have a further enhancement of catalytic activity. More
specifically, we aimed to prepare catalyst a in Fig. 5.2, consisting in an asym-
metric iron porphyrin with an imidazolium and an urea function. The first
attempts for this preparation indicated a tedious synthesis with difficulties to
have good separations of side products and consequently very low yields. To
overcome this, we now prospect the preparation of tetra-substituted symmetri-
cal iron porphyrins b and c (Fig. 5.2) where the two functions are present on
the same arm.

Chapter 3 follows logically the findings of Chapter 2, where we seek the trans-
lation of the light-induced CO2 conversion into a heterogenized system, with
the molecular catalyst anchored onto a photocathode surface. For this pur-
pose, we chose to assemble the photocathode starting with a light-absorbing
semiconductor which acts as a charge separator, replacing the expensive ruthe-
nium photosensitizer. Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) is described in the literature as a
promising candidate for light-driven CO2 reduction [5] [6] [7] , given the highly
reducing conduction band, which at the same time can provoke photocorrosion
of the material itself. It is crucial to optimize the photoelectrode assembly in
a way that the electrons are efficiently transferred from the Cu2O conduction
band to eventually the molecular catalyst on the electrode surface. For this
reason, protective layers were put in between the Cu2O surface and the cata-
lyst. A mesoporous layer at the top of the device is essential to maximize the
catalyst loading. The catalyst is anchored on the surface by covalent bonds,
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as the urea-substituted UrFe catalyst structure was modified to obtain the
Link-UrFe catalyst with hydroxamate groups. The immobilization on TiO2

surface was confirmed by different techniques and it was proven the necessity
of implementing the covalent linkers. The final assembly was studied in terms
of recorded photocurrent and an effect of the catalyst was clearly observed. In
order to obtain higher currents and better device stability, different improve-
ments are to be foreseen. Firstly, the mesoporous TiO2 layer needs to show
higher transparency and possibly catalyst loading can be optimized further.
The added protective layers cause definitely a loss in current, but already a
visible increase in stability, which could be acceptable if the final device can be
stable for several hours and enough products can be accumulated. To further
consolidate our system, it will be necessary to optimize both the current sta-
bility and the cell configuration to detect CO2 reduction products. Preliminary
results tell us that the catalyst is still active once immobilized on the surface,
but it should be ensured that the presence of TiO2 does not cause a loss in
selectivity in the aqueous medium.

In Chapter 4 we shifted our focus on a different light-induced reaction, oxygen
activation for OAT reactions. Finding new ways to perform chemical oxidation
of substrates is of high interests among chemists in order to give alternative
to high-energy demanding industrial processes. Molecular oxygen is the ideal
candidate for OAT reactions given its abundance and easy availability, however
its direct interaction with organic substrate is spin forbidden (ground triplet
state). To activate dioxygen we decided to take once again a light-induced
pathway, where the chosen photoredox module, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and MV2+, can
generate in situ superoxide to quickly bind an Fe(II) non-heme catalyst. In fact,
the [L5FeII]2+ molecular complex has been chosen as it has already been studied
for its chemical activation with H2O2, a reduced form of O2, and its reactive
intermediates have been characterized in organic media [8] [9] [10]. Here, we
took advantage of the photochemical activation of O2 to form reactive species
with the iron complex, which are then capable of transferring the O atom
to a model organic substrate, styrene sulfonate. Photophysical study allowed
us to follow the various light-induced steps on ns time resolution. Putting
different information together, we were able to construct a global picture of the
mechanism, which was consolidated by the proven catalytic activity. We could
detect oxygenation of styrene sulfonate to form aldehyde and diol and epoxide
depending of pH conditions. Most importantly, we were able to capture Fe(III)-
OOH as a key intermediate in OAT reaction and to characterize it by UV-vis
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and EPR spectroscopies. Future developments could include tandem oxidation
reactions in order to tackle the faith of the photoproduced alkenyl radical and
in general a widening of the substrates scope, here restricted to one model
reaction.

From all of these lessons we can have an overview of the advantages and
challenges of molecular photocatalysis, which can offer at times alternative
reaction pathways to "ground state chemical reactions", but also induce faster
degradation due to uncontrolled electron transfers upon light-excitation. The
natural system teaches us how every single transfer needs to be specifically
tailored to the overall chain reactions and surely chemists still find a great
challenge into tackling this aspect in the artificial systems. Nevertheless, every
step forward in mechanism understanding can guide us to build more robust
systems which can hopefully one day be integrated in light-powered devices to
trigger challenging chemical reactions to store the solar energy into the form of
chemical bonds.
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6 - ANNEX

6.1 . Chapter 2: CO2 reduction in a homogeneous
system

6.1.1 . Synthesis and characterization

The general synthetic procedure for UrFe was described in Chapter 2. Ad-
ditional characterizations of the free-base porphyrin and the final complex are
provided below (Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2).

Figure 6.1: 1H-NMR spectrum of αβαβ-UrTPP in deuterarted acetone. Inset: zoom in thearomatic region; the asterisks indicate an impurity coming from the reagent, removed in thenext step.
αβαβ-UrTPP

1H-NMR((CD3)2CO, 298 K, 400 MHz): δH 8.92 (8H, s, βpyrrole), 8.48 (4H, d,
J = 8.0 Hz), 7.91 (12H, m), 7.59 (8H, s), 7.56 (4H, td, J1 = 7.6 Hz, J2 = 0.8
Hz), 7.40 (4H, s), 7.31 (4H, s), -2.72 (2H, s, NHpyrrole).
13C-NMR ((CD3)2CO, 298 K, 100 MHz): δC 152.2, 141.3, 139.1, 134.8,
132.4, 131.2 (q, J = 32 Hz), 129.6, 123.2 (q, J = 269.7 Hz), 123.1, 122.9,
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Figure 6.2: Determination of the extinction coefficient for the Soret band (436 nm) of UrFe inDMF; giving a value of about 94 000 M-1 cm-1.

117.53, 115.5, 114.5.
ESI-HRMS calculated m/z = 1695.3455 [M+H+]+ for C80H47F24N12O4, found
1695.3455; calculated m/z = 1717.3274 [M+Na+]+ for C80H46F24N12O4Na,
found 1717.3236.
UV-vis absorption peaks, λ in nm: 423, 515, 549, 589, 648.

UrFe
ESI-HRMS calculated m/z = 1802.2654 [M-ClH-+MeO-+Na+]+ for C81H47F24

FeN12NaO5, found 1802.2644.
UV-vis absorption peaks, λ in nm: 436, 496, 565.

The sacrificial electron donor 3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1Hbenzo [d ]
imidazole (BIH) was synthesized in four steps following literature reports [1],
described in the reaction scheme (Fig. 6.3). For the first step, 0.1 mol of
2-nitroaniline was dissolved in EtOH and benzaldehyde was introduced in stoi-
chiometric amounts. In parallel, sodium thiosulfate was dissolved in water and
then added to the reaction mixture. A reflux was set at 90 °C for 5 h, then
cooled down and a white precipitate was filtered out of the solution and washed
with water. 1H-NMR analysis in DMSO confirmed the formation of the first
intermediate (Fig. 6.4).
For the second step, 2 equivalents of KOH were crushed and dissolved in ex-
cess DMSO, to then slowly add the benzylimidazole intermediate to the flask.
After 1 h of stirring at room temperature, a colour change from yellow/orange
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Figure 6.3: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of 3-dimethyl-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1Hbenzo[d]imidazole (BIH) electron donor used in photocatalysis.

Figure 6.4: 1H-NMR of benzimidazole (after the first reaction step) in deuterated DMSO, 300MHz.
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Figure 6.5: 1H-NMR of mono methylated benzimidazole (after the second reaction step) indeuterated DMSO, 300 MHz.

to dark red was observed, indicating deprotonation of the compound. At this
stage, 1 eq. of iodomethane was slowly added to the flask and the reaction
was left stirring overnight. For the workup, the crude was first neutralized with
a 0.15 M KOH aqueous solution, then Et2O was added and the organic phase
was extracted and evaporated until obtaining a dark brown oil which solidifies
upon cooling back to room temperature. 1H-NMR spectrum was recorded in
DMSO and it showed the desired peaks (Fig. 6.5).
For the second methylation, the mono-methylated benzimidazole was dissolved
in DCM and 2.6 equivalents of iodomethane were slowly added to the reaction
mixture. The temperature was set at 30 °C and the solution was left stirring
overnight. The next day, a precipitate was formed at the bottom of the flask.
To maximize the yield, the solvent was evaporated and Et2O was then added in
the flask to eliminate the organic phase with unreacted reagents (partial solubil-
ity of the desired compound in DCM). The precipitate was filtered and washed
to obtain a white-grey solid, analyzed by 1H-NMR (Fig. 6.6).
The last reaction step consisted in the double bond reduction. To do so we
placed the compound under inert atmosphere and dissolved it in MeOHdry.
Once solubilized, sodium borohydride was slowly added to the flask previously
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Figure 6.6: 1H-NMR of charged di-methylated benzimidazole (after the third reaction step) indeuterated DMSO, 300 MHz.

placed in an ice-water bath. Gas release was observed. After the addition, the
flask was brought back to room temperature and left stirring for 2 h. For the
workup, the solvent was evaporated (formation of a white-yellow solid), then
the crude was extracted with Et2O/H2O and recrystallized in EtOH/H2O 2:1
to obtain white crystals. After recrystallization, the 1H-NMR analysis in CDCl3
showed the desired product with good purity (Fig. 6.7).
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Figure 6.7: 1H-NMR of BIH (after the reduction step) in CDCl3, 300 MHz.
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Table 6.1: Electrochemical potentials in Volts of the studied compounds vs. NHE in 0.1 MTBAPF6 Ar-saturated DMFdry solution.
Entry Compound E1/2 (M/M-) E1/2 (M-/M2-) E1/2 (M2-/M3-) Ref.1 UrFe 0.23 -0.63 -1.12 [2]2 TPPFe 0.09 -0.79 -1.42 [2]3 F20TPPFe 0.25 -0.59 -1.11 [2]4 [Ru(bpy)3]2+[a] -1.09 [3]5 [Ir(ppy)3]+[a] -1.95 [3]
[a] In acetonitrile solution.

Figure 6.8: Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of 1 mM UrFe in Ar-saturated (black) and CO-saturated(red) 0.1 M TBAPF6 in DMFdry. Dashed line: scan continued to more positive potential for the3rd oxidation wave. WE: Glassy carbon, CE: Pt, RE: SCE; 0.1 V s-1 scan rate.

6.1.2 . Electrochemical characterizations

To complete the data discussed in the Chapter, we display here a table
summarizing the electrochemical potentials taken into account in the study.
In addition to what described in Chapter 2, few more electrochemical studies
were done to study the system.
To follow the interaction of the UrFe iron porphyrin with CO, we performed
the CV in presence of CO (Fig. 6.8). We could observe more than 200 mV of
negative shift for the Fe(II/I) wave, due to the formation of the stable Fe(II)-
CO adduct. Similarly, reoxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) becomes harder, with a
potential of +0.53 V vs. SCE, indicating the stability of Fe(II)-CO.
We also questioned if the interaction of the Fe(I) of UrFe with CO2 could
be detected in a CV. To do so, we scanned the potential only on the first two
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Figure 6.9: Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of 1 mM UrFe in Ar-saturated (red) and CO2-saturated(black) 0.1 M TBAPF6 in DMFdry. WE: Glassy carbon, CE: Pt, RE: SCE; 0.1 V s-1 scan rate.

reduction waves (until Fe(I)) in Ar and CO2 saturated electrolyte. In dry solvent
(Fig. 6.9), no changes could be observed comparing the two gas atmospheres.
However, when water was added in the cell (Fig. 6.10) we could observe a
splitting of the Fe(II/I) wave in presence of CO2 instead of Ar. This could
be considered an additional index of the Fe(I)-CO2 interaction for the UrFe
catalyst. The wave splitting observed for the Fe(III/II) wave on the same figure
can be rationalized as an exchange of axial ligand, initially being chloride, but
the latter gets cleaved upon reduction to Fe(II), giving place to a competition
of possible axial ligands on reoxidation.
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Figure 6.10: Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of 1 mMUrFe in Ar-saturated (red) and CO2-saturated(black) 0.1 M TBAPF6 in DMF and 10% water. WE: Glassy carbon, CE: Pt, RE: SCE; 0.1 V s-1 scanrate.
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6.1.3 . Photocatalysis

Photocatalysis experiments were performed in 41.5 mL glass vials hermet-
ically closed with a septum and containing 6.5 mL of solution and an 8 mm
stir bar. The reaction mixture was first purged with CO2 during 30 min, while
kept in the dark, and then irradiated with LED light source (SugarCube). The
gas phase was automatically injected and analyzed by a Micro GC Fusion Gas
Analyser (Inficon). In module A (PLOT column with molecular sieve and 10 m
length) a 9 s backflush is applied to separate H2, O2, N2, CH4 and CO. Module
B (RT-Q-bond column of 12 m) allows the detection of heavier molecules, such
as CO2, H2O vapor and C2 products. The setup is equipped of an Ar carrier
gas with 99.999% purity and a TCD detector. For experiments with limited
amount of CO2, the reaction vial was first degassed with Ar, then different
amounts of a solution of 10 mL of DMF previously purged for 20 min with CO2

were injected. The solubility of CO2 in DMF was taken to be 230 mM [4]. To
quantify products, calibration was manually performed injecting fixed aliquots
(100 or 500 µL) of reference gasses in the same vial used in a typical run, filled
with 6.5 mL of the same solvent mixture and an 8 mm stirring bar, and purged
for 30 min with CO2. Calibration curves were fitted with 10 points choosing
the same range of area peaks obtained experimentally.
Below are shown the calibration curves obtained for CO (Fig. 6.11) and H2.

Figure 6.11: Calibration curve for COobtained in the photocatalytic setup, in CO2 atmosphere.
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Figure 6.12: Calibration curve for H2 obtained in the photocatalytic setup, in CO2 atmosphere.

In addition to the data displayed in Chapter 2, Fig. 6.13 shows the maximum
TON recorded for UrFe with the associated error bars over 3 repeats.

Figure 6.13: Time evolution of CO (blue) and H2 (red) produced under light irradiation with ablue LED (λem=460 nm 100 W m-2) of UrFe as catalyst with 20 µM concentration; [Ru(bpy)3]2+photosensitizer 1 mM, BIH sacrificial electron donor 250 mM in CO2-saturated DMF/H2O 9:1.The data is the average of 3 runs, error bars represent the standard error.

6.1.4 . UV-Vis spectroelectrochemistry

UV-vis spectroelectrochemical measurements were done in a quartz cuvette
with Pt honeycomb electrode (PINE research) and a Pt wire pseudo-reference
electrode. To probe the sample the spectrophotometer Agilent Technologies
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Figure 6.14: UV-Vis spectral evolution in spectroelectrochemistry experiment with F20TPPFe40 µM in CO2-saturated DMFdry, 0.2 M TBAPF6, Pt working electrode, Pt counter electrode andPt pseudoreference electrode; room temperature. Top left:Fe(III) to Fe(II) reduction. Top right:Fe(II) to Fe(I) reduction. Bottom left: Fe(I) to Fe(0) reduction. Bottom right: Further changesbefore porphyrin degradation.

Cary 50 UV-Vis was used. The potentials were applied through the pontentio-
stat Metrohm Autolab 204 in the chronoamperometry method.

6.1.5 . Photoaccumulation

Photoaccumulation experiments were conducted in a 1 cm optical path
quartz cuvette hermetically closed with a septum. To probe the sample a Ag-
ilent Technologies Cary 60 UV-Vis spectrophotometer was used, adapted with
a liquid nitrogen dewar and thermostated around the cuvette to perform mea-
surements down to -196 °C. This apparatus is connected to the temperature
controller (CoolSpek UV USP-203 by Unisoku), able to regulate the flux of
liquid nitrogen and to heat the cuvette. During the measurement, the sample
is irradiated with a blue LED light source (SugarCube). The solution is stirred
during the measurement. Spectra acquisition is operated through the CaryWin
software, in the Scanning Kinetics mode.

6.1.6 . Infrared spectroscopy

Infrared spectroelectrochemical measurements were recorded with an FT-IR
Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 spectrometer, with ATR diamond accessory. A
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Figure 6.15: IR reversible conversion of Fe(III) to Fe(II) in spectroelectrochemistry experimentwithUrFe 1mM inAr-saturated THF, 0.1MTBAPF6, GCWorking Electrode, Pt Counter Electrodeand AgNO3/Ag Reference Electrode; Room Temperature. Peaks with asterisk are due to thesolvent.

home-made PTFE electrochemical cell fitted ATR crystal was filled with 1 mL of
THF solution containing 1 mM catalyst and 0.1 M TBAPF6 in a three-electrode
system including a GC working electrode, Pt counter electrode and Ag/AgNO3

(10 mM) reference electrode (+0.54 V vs. NHE) under a continuous flow of
Argon or CO2. Applied potential was varied by 200 mV steps and three infrared
spectra were recorded for each potential applied.
Additionally to what was shown in Chapter 2, we also studied the reversibility of
the first reduction of UrFe catalyst in IR-spectroelectrochemistry (Fig. 6.15).

6.1.7 . Computational study

DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian 16 program package
[5]. PBE0functional was used to predict geometries and relative energies [6]
[7], B3LYP was used for the calculation of vibrational spectra. In both cases,
dispersion correction with Becke-Johnson damping (D3BJ) [8] was introduced
to better reproduce the weak interactions occurring at the 2nd sphere coordi-
nation and solvent effects (DMF) were included using the CPCM approach [9].
Lanld2z with ECP [10] and 6-31G(d) [11] basis sets were chosen for Fe and
main group atoms respectively. To speed up the calculations, the two arms at
the opposite of the coordination face of the porphyrin were replaced with pro-
tons. The corresponding model porphyrin is denoted mααUr. The F20TPPFe
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Figure 6.16: Theoretical IR band spectra (gaussian fit w1/2=15 cm-1) obtained for Red:
ααUrFeII, Blue: ααUrFeI .
was optimized as is. The geometry of intermediates were optimized as singlet,
open singlet (S=1) and triplet (S=3) for formally Fe(II) species, and as doublet
(S=2) for Fe(I) species. Only the most stable configurations are detailed herein.
IR spectra were generated by convoluting the theoretical stick spectra with a
Gaussian fit (half-width W1/2= 15 cm-1). Figures, charges and spin analysis
were performed using ChemCraft program.
In addition to what was described in the Chapter, we display here the simulated
IR spectra for the Fe(II) and Fe(I) states of UrFe (Fig. 6.16).
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6.2 . Chapter 3: Heterogeneous photocatalysis for

CO2 reduction

6.2.1 . Catalyst synthesis and characterizations

The synthetic procedure for OMeUrFe complex was described in Chapter
3. Here, additional characterizations are provided.

Figure 6.17: ESI-HR mass spectrum of TPPOMe (top), showing the experimental (center) andsimulated (bottom) isotope pattern.

TPPOMe
1H-NMR((CD3)2CO, 298 K, 300 MHz): δH 8.876 (8H, s, βpyrrole), 8.496 (4H,
d, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.90 (10H, m), 7.599 (4H, s), 7.49 (10H, m), 7.203 (4H, s),
6.940 (8H, d, J = 8.7 Hz), 3.726 (12H, s), -2.764 (2H, s, NHpyrrole).
ESI-HRMS calculated m/z = 1405.4502 [M+Na+]+ for C80H62N12NaO12,
found 1405.4477; calculated m/z = 1383.4683 [M+H+]+ for C80H63N12O12,
found 1383.4666.
UV-vis absorption peaks, λ in nm: 422, 514, 548, 589, 650.

OMeUrFe
ESI-HRMS calculated m/z = 1436.3800 [M-Cl-]+ for C80H60FeN12O12, found
1436.3724; calculated m/z = 1490.3882 [M-Cl-+Na++OMe-]+ for C81H63FeN12
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Figure 6.18: Normalized UV-vis spectral absorption of the free-base porphyrin obtained afterthe first reaction step (OMeUrTPP).

NaO13, found 1490.3810.
UV-vis absorption peaks, λ in nm: 415, 514, 687.
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6.2.2 . Electrode assembly

For the electrode assembly, we used FTO TEC 7 on glass support plates of
Sigma Aldrich. Each glass slide was cut to form 1.5 cm x 2.5 cm electrodes.
After cutting, each electrode was washed with soapy water, acetone, EtOH and
distilled water for 15 min of sonication each.
For Cr and Au CVD deposition we used the FTM7 Film thickness monitor cou-
pled to the Auto 306 Vacuum coater by Edwards.
Electrodeposition of Cu2O was done in an air-saturated three-electrode cell,
where the FTO substrate was used as working electrode, with an exposed area
of 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm. Pt grid was used as counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as
reference. The electrolyte was prepared from a 0.2 M CuSO4, 0.5 M K2HPO4

and 3 M lactic acid solution brought to pH 12 with addition of KOH 2 M.
CuSO4, K2HPO4, lactic acid and KOH were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. A
current of 0.225 mA (0.1 mA cm-2) was applied for 105 min with a potentiostat
Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT128N.
For the ALD layers, Al2O3, AZO (ZnO:Al) and TiO2 were prepared in a BENEQ
TFS-200 ALD reactor, according to reported procedures [12] [13]. Trimethyl
aluminium (TMA, Al(CH3)3, Optograde, Rohm Haas), diethyl zinc (Zn(C2H5)2,
DEZ, EpiPure, SAFC), titanium (IV) i-propoxide (Ti(OiPr)4, TTIP, min. 98%,
STREM), and deionized water were used as Al, Zn, Ti, and O sources, re-
spectively. All chemicals were used without further purification. Nitrogen (N2,
99.9999%, Air Liquide) was used as both carrier and purging gas. TTIP was
heated in a hot solid source system Beneq HS300 at TTTIP = 85 °C, while
other precursors were kept at room temperature. Experiments were performed
at Tdep = 200 °C, and the pressure in the reaction chamber was kept in the
range of 12 mbar.
Typical growth cycles are Al2O3 = TMA/N2/H2O/N2 = 0.15/0.5/0.1/ 0.7 s;
AZO = 20 × ZnO + Al2O3 with ZnO = H2O/N2/DEZ/N2 = 0.1/1/0.1/0.7 s,
and TiO2 = [TTIP]/N2/H2O/N2 = [0.5/0.05/0.5/0.5]/5/2/5 s. “Combination”
mode was chosen to ensure proper mass transport of TTIP and is composed of
four steps ([t1/t2/t3/t4]). First, N2 is injected in the TTIP source (t1), then
all valves are kept closed (t2), and the TTIP precursor is pulsed (t3). Finally,
N2 is injected with a simultaneous precursor pulse (t4). The number of cycles
was set to yield 20 nm AZO and 10 nm TiO2 on Si wafer references.
Mesoporous TiO2 was prepapred by drop-casting a suspension of TiO2 nanopar-
ticles in water. The suspension was prepared with 25 mg/mL of TiO2 21 nm
nanoparticles powder (Sigma Adrich) in distilled water, sonicated and further
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Figure 6.19: Photograph of the setup used for photoelectrochemical measurements.

diluted 16 times in distilled water. After a second sonication step, 20 µL of the
suspension were drop-casted on a surface with 0.55 cm of diameter, templated
thanks to Kapton tape.

6.2.3 . Electrode characterizations

The photoelectrodes described in Chapter 3 were characterized for their pho-
toelectrochemical response in an H-cell electrochemical setup. On one side, the
working and reference electrodes were placed, with the WE having an exposed
area of 0.55 cm diameter, the rest being masked by Kapton tape and a black
plastic mask to prevent illumination of the rest of the electrode surface. The
WE was front-irradiated with a SugarCube white LED with a power of approx-
imately 600 W m-2, and the light was chopped with 1 s on/off intervals thanks
to T132 Shutter Driver/Timer by UniBlitz. On the other side, the Pt grid CE
is separated by a frit, but the two headspaces are connected by a bridge (see
Fig. 6.19).
The ATR-FTIR measurements were recorded with an FT-IR Thermo Scientific
Nicolet 6700 spectrometer, with ATR diamond accessory.
In addition to the data provided in the Chapter, XPS measurements in dedicated
regions for different samples are reported here.
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Figure 6.20: XPS spectrum for the C 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/UrFe.

Figure 6.21: XPS spectrum for the N 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/UrFe.

Figure 6.22: XPS spectrum for the Ti 2p region of FTO/DC-TiO2/UrFe.
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Figure 6.23: XPS spectrum for the O 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/UrFe.

Figure 6.24: XPS spectrum for the F 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/UrFe.

Figure 6.25: XPS spectrum for the C 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe.
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Figure 6.26: XPS spectrum for the N 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe.

Figure 6.27: XPS spectrum for the Ti 2p region of FTO/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe.

Figure 6.28: XPS spectrum for the O 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe.
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Figure 6.29: XPS spectrum for the F 1s region of FTO/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe.

Figure 6.30: XPS spectrum for theN 1s region of the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-
UrFe electrode after photocurrent measurements.
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Figure 6.31: XPS spectrum for theO 1s region of the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-
UrFe electrode after photocurrent measurements.

Figure 6.32: XPS spectrum for the Ti 2p region of the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-
UrFe electrode after photocurrent measurements.
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Figure 6.33: XPS spectrum for the C 1s and K 2p regions of the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrode after photocurrent measurements.

Figure 6.34: XPS spectrum for the Cu 2LMN region of the Cu2O/ALD-Al2O3/ALD-TiO2/DC-TiO2/Link-UrFe electrode after photocurrent measurements.
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6.3 . Chapter 4: Photocatalysis for oxygen atom

transfer reactions

6.3.1 . Materials and instrumentation

Iron (II) triflate, methyl viologen dichloride hydrate (98 %) and sodium 4-
styrene sulfonate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Deuterium oxide and
dioxygen-18O (97 %) were purchased from EURISO-TOP. The [L5FeII]2+ com-
plex has been previously synthesized in the group by following reported works
[14] [15] [16] [17].

UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded in solution using 1 cm quartz
cuvettes on a Varian Cary 60 UV-vis spectrophotometer. NMR spectroscopic
measurements were performed using a Bruker Avance III 400 MHz.

For Laser Flash Photolysis (LFP) experiments, samples were prepared in 1
cm quartz cuvettes. Transient absorption and emission measurements were
recorded on an Edinburgh Instruments LP920 laser flash photolysis spectrom-
eter. Laser excitation pulses were generated from a Continuum Surelite OPO
laser (5 ns pulses duration, typical energy 10 mJ per flash) for excitation at
460 nm. The probe source is a pulsed 450 W Xenon lamp and the detectors
are either a Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a water–cooled Andor
intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) camera.

6.3.2 . Photocatalysis

Photocatalysis experiments were carried out in Britton Robinson (BR) buffer
pH 4.0 at 25 °C with a white LED from Metaphase Technology equipped with
a Wratten 2B filter λ> 450 nm. The high performance liquid chromatography
experiments (HPLC) were performed on 1260 infinity II LC system (Zorbax
Eclipse Plus C18 column) from Agilent Technologies. The Thermo Scientific
DSQ 2004 model from Thermo Fischer Scientific Company was employed for
recording the electrospray ionization mass spectrometry experiments with an
ESI method.

Photocatalysis experiments under 18O2 atmosphere were prepared in a Schlenk
tube. The reaction mixture was subjected to 3 times vacuum/argon cycles then
one time vacuum/18O2. After reaction, samples were treated with 1M HCl then
extracted with ethyl acetate. The products formed were separated by prepara-
tive HPLC then analyzed by HRMS-ESI-. Their identification and quantification
was achieved by 1H-NMR with addition of 10% deuterium oxide to be used as
reference. The substrate and products were identified and quantified from the
following peaks: styrene sulfonate by doublet at 6.75 ppm, benzaldehyde by
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Figure 6.35: Extracts of the 1H-NMR spectra of 4-styrenesulfonate, 4-(1,2-dihydroxyethyl)benzenesulfonate, 4-(oxiranyl)benzenesulfonate, 4-formylbenzenesulfonate.Solvent: D2O

Figure 6.36: (Black) HRMS-ESI- of diol formed in sodium4-styrenesulfonate oxygenation underirradiation for 22 hours (area backlight white LED = 1 mW cm-2 equipped with a Wratten filter2E, λ > 450 nm) in BR pH 4 buffer in presence of [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (4 mM), [L5FeII]2+(30 µM) and sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (10 mM) with 18O2 and (Cyan) HRMS-ESI- simulationsof diol with 16O and 18O content.

singlet at 9.91 ppm, diol by doublet at 7.42 ppm, epoxide by doublet at 7.37
ppm.
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Figure 6.37: (Black) HRMS-ESI- of epoxide formed in sodium 4-styrenesulfonate oxygenationunder irradiation for 22 hours (area backlight white LED = 1 mW cm-2 equipped with a Wrat-ten filter 2E, λ > 450 nm) in BR pH 6 buffer in presence of [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (4 mM),[L5FeII]2+ (30 µM) and sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (10mM) with 18O2 and (Cyan) HRMS-ESI- sim-ulations of diol with 16O and 18O content.

Figure 6.38: UV-visible spectra of [RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM) in BR buffer at pH 4 before (black) andafter (red) irradiation for 22 h.
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Figure 6.39: EPR spectrum of sodium 4-styrenesulfonate radical observed by mixing[RuIII(bpy)3]3+ (1 mM) with sodium 4-styrenesulfonate (10 mM) in BR pH4 buffer under argon.The spectrum was recorded on a X-band spectrometer at 80 K. The splitting of the signal isdue to the hyperfine coupling with the α protons.

6.3.3 . Electronic paramagnetic resonance spectra

For Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) measurement, X-band cw-EPR
spectra were recorded with a Bruker Elexsys 500 X-band spectrometer equipped
with a standard ER 4102 (Bruker) X-band resonator, a Bruker teslameter, an
Oxford Instruments cryostat (ESR 900) and an Oxford ITC504 temperature
controller.
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Figure 6.40: Amplified region of Fig. 4.20. EPR spectra of a B&Rbuffer pH 4 solution containing[RuII(bpy)3]2+ (30 µM), MV2+ (20 mM), [L5FeII]2+ (100 µM) and 20 mM EDTA (red) or 200 mMTEOA (green) irradiated for 1 s with 100 W m-2 blue LED. In red, EPR spectrum of the photo-generated low spin [L5Fe
III-OOH]2+ species, in green EPR spectrum of the photo-generatedhigh spin [L5FeIII-η2O2]

+ species.
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Résumé en langue française

La photosynthèse naturelle nous enseigne comment transformer l’énergie
solaire en une forme d’énergie facilement utilisable par les organismes. Dans
une époque marquée par la crise énergétique et la nécessité d’abandonner les
combustibles fossiles, les chimistes se tournent vers cette machine hautement
fonctionnelle pour traduire ses enseignements en systèmes artificiels, capables
d’utiliser la lumière du soleil pour faire des réactions chimiques. On appelle
cette approche « photosynthèse artificielle ».

Dans la première partie de cette thèse, nous nous sommes intéressés à étudier
la réduction du CO2 par voie photocatalytique. Convertir le CO2 en produits
chimiques à plus grandes valeurs est de grand intérêt pour la communauté
scientifique, étant donné les émissions croissantes de gaz à effet serre dans
l’atmosphère.
La réduction du CO2 induite par la lumière peut être assez complexe à suivre
et à comprendre, car de nombreux éléments différents sont présents dans la
réaction et peuvent l’affecter. Dans cette étude, nous avons pu comprendre
le rôle que jouent des nombreux facteurs sur l’activité photocatalytique. En
choisissant le chromophore approprié, nous avons pu étudier la réactivité d’une
famille de porphyrines de fer, notamment en mettant en évidence le rôle crucial
que la deuxième sphère de coordination peut jouer dans la catalyse. Le catal-
yseur UrFe modifié avec des groupements urée montre une excellente activité
pour la production de CO pour un système homogène, en termes de stabilité
(TON), de vitesse (TOF) et de sélectivité (près de 100% de CO). Ce système
a été étudié aussi avec différentes techniques spectroscopiques, afin d’identifier
les intermédiaires réactifs et l’étape cinétiquement déterminante dans le mé-
canisme. Travailler dans un milieu homogène nous a permis l’application de
ces techniques pour obtenir d’importantes informations. Les formes réduites
de la porphryine ont pu être identifiées, et une interaction inattendue du CO2

avec l’état Fe(I) a été observée. Tout au long de l’étude, nous avons cherché à
comparer ce catalyseur au F20TPPFe, qui a le même potentiel de réduction,
mais sans la deuxième sphère de coordination de UrFe. Pour le dernier, nous
n’avons pas pu détecter d’interaction du CO2 sur l’état Fe(I), ce qui nous a
permis de déduire que la liaison précoce du substrat sur UrFe est cruciale pour
augmenter la force motrice de la réaction, débloquant une nouvelle espèce qui
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est plus facilement réduite. De nos résultats, nous avons également déduit que
la liaison au substrat peut être l’étape cinétiquement déterminante dans le cycle
catalytique.
Dans l’ensemble, il reste encore beaucoup à apprendre pour suivre le proces-
sus de transfert d’électrons multiples, mais nous avons pu mettre en place des
méthodes simples pour extraire des informations importantes sur le mécanisme
de la réaction.

Dans le chapitre 3, nous avons choisi d’intégrer le même catalyseur à base de
porphyrine de fer sur une photocathode pour rendre la photocatalyse hétérogène,
en essayant de nous rapprocher à des dispositifs plus intéressants du point de
vue des applications. Assembler un dispositif hétérogène de réduction de CO2

assistée par la lumière peut apporter plusieurs avantages par rapport à une
système photocatalytique homogène (milieu aqueux, recyclage du catalyseur,
plus petite quantité de catalyseur, stabilité du dispositif, etc.). Cependant, la
construction d’un tel dispositif peut être assez difficile étant donné que chaque
couche doit être optimisée pour maximiser le photocourant tout en minimisant
la photocorrosion et la recombinaison de charge. Dans cette étude, nous avons
construit un système hybride qui consiste d’un semi-conducteur Cu2O de type p
modifié avec le catalyseur Link-UrFe pour la réduction du CO2. Nous avons
pu démontrer l’importance d’optimiser la méthode de dépôt de Cu2O et ses
conséquences sur la cellule photoélectrocatalytique. Nous avons aussi mis en
évidence le rôle crucial que joue l’ancrage covalent dans la fixation du catalyseur
sur la surface.
Pour ancrer le catalyseur moléculaire, nous avons mis en place une couche mé-
soporeuse de TiO2, où la porosité est fondamentale pour assurer une quantité
maximale du catalyseur. Le TiO2 a été choisi car il s’agit d’un matériau bien
connu à la fois pour former des films transparents et pour permettre l’ancrage
covalent de molécules. Nous avons rencontré quelques difficultés dans cette
étape, car la pâte de TiO2 peut dégrader la couche de Cu2O. Nous avons fi-
nalement utilisé une technique de drop-casting qui nécessitera d’autres amélio-
rations en particulier pour la transparence.
Différentes couches ALD ont également été ajoutées à l’électrode pour améliorer
la stabilité et minimiser la photocorrosion. Nous avons remarqué un courant
plus stable par rapport à une électrode où Cu2O est directement en contact avec
la couche mésoporeuse de TiO2. Bien que la densité de photocourant puisse
être diminuée en raison des interfaces ajoutées, nous pensons qu’un gain de
stabilité est plus important pour constituer un appareil applicable à l’industrie.
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Des études électrochimiques sur des électrodes sans photoabsorbeur ont con-
firmé que même immobilisé en surface, le catalyseur Link-UrFe peut effectuer
la réduction du CO2, bien que la présence de TiO2 pourrait affecter la sélectivité
du produit.
Dans l’ensemble, cette étude préliminaire offre un panorama sur les défis auxquels
nous sommes confrontés lors de l’assemblage d’une photocathode pour la ré-
duction de CO2. Utiliser un semi-conducteur très réducteur est avantageux en
terme de potentiel de réduction auquel nous pouvons accéder, mais nécessite
une stabilisation soigneuse pour éviter l’auto-réduction. D’autres travaux sont
envisagés afin d’optimiser l’assemblage des différentes couches et de tirer parti
de la deuxième sphère de coordination que le catalyseur moléculaire offre.

Dans le chapitre 4, nous nous sommes tournés vers un autre type de réac-
tivité induite par la lumière, impliquant l’activation réductrice du O2 pour faire
des réactions de transfert d’atome d’oxygène. L’activation du dioxygène pour
les réactions de transfert d’atome d’oxygène par photocatalyse peut être avan-
tageuse grâce à la génération in situ d’espèces réductrices qui peuvent transférer
des électrons à l’O2. Cependant, contrôler les transferts d’électrons multiples
induits par la lumière et leur directionnalité peut être une tâche difficile.
Dans cette étude nous avons choisi de combiner un module photoredox basé sur
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ et MV2+ comme relais d’électrons, avec le catalyseur [L5FeII]2+

pour oxyder le sulfonate de styrène (S) comme substrat modèle, en utilisant
du dioxygène. Une étude individuelle des évènements photophysiques nous a
aidés à suivre la chaîne des réactions qui se déroulaient dans ce système. Nous
sommes ensuite passés à l’étude de l’activité photocatalytique, pour trouver
trois produits possibles : aldéhyde, époxyde et diol. Les TON trouvés ici sont
en ligne avec d’autres articles présentant des catalyseurs similaires utilisant
H2O2 comme source d’atomes d’oxygène. La sélectivité du diol par rapport à
l’époxyde semble être sensible au pH, car l’époxyde est moins stable dans des
conditions acides.
Après avoir vérifié d’être dans un régime catalytique, nous avons cherché à
caractériser des intermédiaires réactifs dans les mêmes conditions catalytiques.
Nous avons réussi à capturer à la fois les intermédiaires [L5FeIIIOOH]2+ et
[L5FeIIIOO]+ par photoaccumulation, en milieu aqueux et à température am-
biante. Ces espèces ont été caractérisées par spectroscopies UV-vis et RPE.
Il est particulièrement intéressant de générer des intermédiaires réactifs dans
les mêmes conditions que la catalyse car elle apporte une preuve directe de
leur implication dans le cycle catalytique. Dans ce chapitre, nous avons pu
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rassembler les différentes données pour proposer un mécanisme, dont deux des
principaux intermédiaires ont été identifiés expérimentalement. Plus d’études
seront nécessaires pour mieux comprendre le cycle catalytique, où des espèces
du type fer-oxo sont très probablement impliquées, mais aucune preuve directe
n’a pu être trouvée pour le moment. Ces résultats donnent une démonstration
de l’application de réactions photo-induites pour effectuer l’oxydation de sub-
strats organiques à l’aide de l’O2, source abondante dans l’atmosphère. Cela
peut nous permettre d’opérer dans des conditions douces, même s’il reste encore
beaucoup à comprendre pour maîtriser la chimie complexe de l’O2.
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